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Vote Appropriation

Christian School

Clerk Advocates

Makes Another

Use

Office for Holland

Expansion Move

At

Grevengoed Believes

Increasing Enrollment

Strict Budget Control

Problems Discussed;

Would Benefit City

Study Secondary Issue
The Holland Christian

central purchasing office for

the city of Holland is advocated

by Gty Clerk Clarence Grevengoed in hia annual report to Common Council.

day night, took the second step

finance officers in Denver, aoid
such an arrangement could save
the city considerable sums if bids
on all purchasesand work were
channeled through a central office which could then keep strict
budgetary control in advance of
actual expenditures.
The clerk pointed out that Holland is fortunate compared with
other cities on debt service which
is only $10,000 in general city obligations and $5,500 in special

Central Ave. grade school building. The first step in the program
is underway with the expected
completion of the South Side elementary school sometime this
year.

Station WHTC’t buildingis expected to be completed by the middle
of next week, according to station authorities. Included in the ultramodern frame edifice win be five rooms, a studio, control room, observation and transmitter rooms and the workshop.Equipment is
being installed and WHTC expects to go “on-the-air” in from four to
six weeks, officials said.

assessments.

\

“This may be an indication of
a good situation,but on the other
hand it might signify that the
city ot Holland is at the point of
stagnation so far as improvements are concerned."
License fees charged in Holland
yield little revenue. Grevengoed
said local ordinances are far out
of date and if the city could make

in

proposed expansionand renovatingg program when it approved a $28,000 "new look’’ for its
its

Grevengoed, who recentlyattended a convention of municipal

,

school

society,at a special meeting Mon-

Legion Reveals

Sigler Speaks

Fourth

At Saugatuck

grades. Supt. Bert P. Bos outlined
prospective enrollments.

Partial modernizationand renovating on the Central Ave.
buildingwill start immediately,
board officials said. The "face lifting" would include a brick front
with new approach; painting ot
exterior and interior; asphalt tile
floors in all of the rooms, new rest
room facilitiesand many other im-

Camp Betterment

Property

—The

Bottles

Park

public in observing the rules.

One now rule

requiresthat

bottles and all glass be kept off

Leading Citizen

the beach, since broken glass is
one of the greatest hazards and
is responsible for

In addition, the society heard Of
and discussedbuilding problems
brought by the increased enrollment in both the high school and

For

Grand Haven, July 1 (Special)
county Board of Supervisof
ors voted $200 to use for necessary minor repairs and to buy
utensils at the newly purchased
State
Camp Pottawatomie.The action
came after a report on the camp
by Clarence Reenders.
No Bottles Allowed on
Reenders said a group from
Beach in Effort to Rid Maple Grove ChristianReformed church in Holland asked to use
the camp and said it "was one of
Park of Broken Glass
the finest things the Hoard ever
A few amendments to establish did when It purchasedthe camp."
John Galien, who opposed the
rules and regulations at Holland
purchase,
offered his apologies
state park were announced today
and retracted his opposition and
by Park Manager Clare Broad
said the committee should be comwho asked eo-oporationof the mended for their action.

Central Purchase

A

\

Rules Restrict

Grand Haven

90 per cent of

all first aid given In the manager's office.

Broad said Cub Scouts did a
fine job removing broken glass
at
from the park last spring. 'There
"Anchors Awelgh" could easily
are almost no traces of broken
bo the motto at Holland’s newest
glass
at
the
moment
and
we’d
Grand Haven. July 1 (Special)
ihdustry these days.
-William H. Loutit. 81. of 333 like to keep it that way," he said.
The newly formed "Mac Bay"
Broad
also
announced
office
Washington St., member of the
Michigan Conservation commis- hours in the pavilion for camp speedboatcorporation shipped its
first finished craft to a buyer In
sion from 1927 to 1941. died at 4 and trailer permits. Such permit*
Salt
Lake City last Wednesday.
p.m. Friday in Municipal hospit- may bo obtained between 10 a.m.
Formed
1. the factory
and
noon,
from
2
and
5
p.m.
and
al where he was taken Wednesmanufactures 16 foot speedboats
from
6
to
8
p.m
The
curtailed
day. Until he was taken ill a
on a mass production basis. The
month ago he had been in robust service is necessary because of a
restricted budget and the neces- boats come in two differenthorse-

Succumbs

SI

Owners

Voice Grievances
At Open Hearing
Decision Reached

Two Hour Meet;
Boosts Employment

After

The Board of Appeals approve^
the Crampton Mfg. Co. applies
tion to build a $30,000 addition to
their factory facing 12th St, fol-

t

lowing a spirited public hearinf
Tuesday night in the Common
Council chamber.
The board stipulated that th»
Q-ampton Co. "must do all in its
power to eliminate causes for
complaintsregardingsmoke an#
gas nuisances in the neighborhood
and other objectionable featured
incident to its manufacturingop*

i

©rations."

A storm of protest erupted at
the public hearing preceding no
Poard meeting. Fifty property
owners within the area were al
the session to lodge grievance*^
against the company.
Under the provisionsof the city
ordinances, the board is empower*
ed to grant •‘non-conforming" use
•

May

of property In class B residential
areas on which the Crampton Cot
will build.
of
The Board gave its decision afo
health.
power gray-marine engines,one ter adjourning to a closed meeting
provements.
Although a life-longDemocrat, sity of controlling hours of per75 the other 45. Mahogony decks which lasted from 9 p.m. until
In presenting the plan to the Loutit was appointed to the com- sonnel. Broad said.
Permits must be obtained be- and a unique hull design are other 11:15 p.m.
society, a board spokesman said mission by Gov. Fred Green, a ReCrampton Co. was represented
the work was not being done be- publican. in a reorganization pro fore tents or trailersare put in features of the boats.
inspectionsof milk handlers in the
Hulls are made of six-plypanels by Vernon D. Ten Cate. He e*»
cause the buildingwas a fire haz- gram. Loutit was influentialin place. The camp ground also Is
The
Willard
G.
Leenhouts
AmSaugatuck,
July
1
—
Gov.
Kim
old days for $1 per store, it should
ard. He reported that a state fire developingrecreationalfacilities closed to the use of unattended on each side, formed over a mould. plained the building would be a
do so no longer. Other similar erican Legion post 6 has complet- Sigler quit his mutinous ship of inspector in approving the buildAt the local factory the hulls are one-story structureon property ad>
in Michigan and it was mainly trailers and tents. This is defined
antiquitiesin ordanancesare cast- ed plans for a full day's patriotic state and flew here to take part ing. said that the school could
put in heated vacuum bags and Joining the present factory on the
as
a
trailer
or
tent
not
in
use
for
through his efforts that state
ing the city a considerable rev- program to be held Monday, July in the Saugatuck-DougiasLion'a be evacuated in less than a minparks at Holland, Grand Haven a continuousperiod of 48 hours cookers where the wood and glue 12th St side.
club official opening of ;he resorl
enue. Grevengoed said the citizenHe pointed to a "sorry" indusute.
5, at the Legion Memorial park.
and Muskegon were established. by one or more persons registered Inter-mix to form one solid piece.
season Wednesday night at the
ry should be aware that the city
Company officials said'the hulU trial picture in Holland and emFunds
for
renovating
will be He was chairman of the commis- in that camp.
Free bus transportationto Big Pavilion.
received $84,918.96last year from
taken from the reserve establish- sion 12 years.
Brpad explained that some per- are In unmovable and unchange- phasized the need for increased
Sigler highlighteda orief proLegion
Memorial park for the evesales tax diversion.If the repeal
ed by the two recent school drives,
sons
used to set up trailers for the able shapes after they come out industrial activity.He quoted •
He was a former president of
of this issue goes on the Novem- ning program Monday w ill be pro- gram which included Mike Holm the spokesman said. There will be
Chamber of Commerce bulk tig ^
maximum length of time and oc- of the heated vacuum bags.
the
West
Michigan
Pike
associaber ballot,local voters should be vided by the Chamber of Com- Minnesota secretary of state: funds to cover most of the ex
The
hulls move through the which mentioned several industcupy
them
only
on
week-ends.
Untion which developed the West
Russel J. Boyle, editor of the
a were what it means to them and
merce, according to Secretary- Michigan Tradesman. ClarenceA. pense of a proposed West Side Michigan Pike to link resorts in der the new rule, such trailers factory processes on set forms ries moving out of town.
the city of Holland.
Ten Cate said according to local
elementaryschool, he announced. Western Michigan. It is now US- can be moved to make space for mounted on dollies.
Grevengoed also pointed to the Manager W. H. Vande Water. Lynds. president of the village of
At present, the company is unemployment office figures thert
others since demand for trailer
In
addressingthe group, Bos 31.
necessityof building good will Free tickets for such service may Saugatuck:H. A. McDonald of said, "It is obvious that we are
making one complete boat daily are 836 unemployment compensaLoutit served as mayor of spaces usually exceed the supply.
in the community. The home be obtained at Chamber headquar- Saugatuck and Lem Brady of faced with a dual problem due to
and plans are aimed to produce tions on file today. With Boha
The
park
Ls
closed
between
midGrand Haven for five years in the
Saugatuck, districtgovernor of
owner is the stable part of the ters.
the
necessity of providing facili- early 1900's. At the time of his night and 5 a.m. to all uses except from four to six per day, officials Aluminum and other industrief
the Lions.
citizenry and most of them are
closed,the situationin Holland il
ties for increasing enrollment in death, he was president of the occupancy by registered campers. said.
Busses will leave Chamber
“non - political"
here to stay. These citizens and headquartersat regular intervals Following
The company employs 20 per going to be critical after the rs*
both grades and high schools " Keller Tool Co. .since 1924 and a Reasonable quiet is expected after
others should receive pamphlets between 6 and 8 p.m. and will re- speech in which Sigler pointed out Bos said that already 96 pupils are
sons and this force is expected to sort season ends and throws morf
director of Grand Haven State midnight.
and folders explaining taxes and turn after the fireworks display. the importanceof the tourist and enrolled in the kindergartenfor
Broad also railed attention to be doubled soon. It is located in persons out of work.
: 1
bank
since
1918.
At
one
time
he
resort business to Michigan, the
Ten Cate pointed out
affairs of the city.
The Chamber is co-operating with governor teamed with Mrs. Lem next September with every reason owned
steamship company the need of competent chaperones. the basement of Bay View FurCrampton's assessed valua
A carefully worked-out plan of the American Legion in this way
to anticipate that the number will which plied out of Grand Haven. Rules on this score are flexible niture Co
training employes in city work to enable everybody to see the Brady to lead the grand march. exceed 100. He said that when the
George
Pelgrim
Is president and totals $209,350,and brings anm
and
say
permit
may
be
refused
to
He also organized the first artifi"Our tourist and resort busialso was advocatedby the clerk. fireworks and the crowning of
South Side school is completed, cial gas plant in Grand Haven. persons under 17 unless accom- treasurer; Mrs. Eva Pelgrim, vice- taxes of $5,000 to the City of Hok
ness is the second largest industry
president and Jim White, secre- land.
"Not only should the municipal- “Miss Spirit of ,76.’,
four kindergarten sections will be
He was a charter member and panied by an adult.
in Michigan," said Sigler. We have
He also outlined the develop*
tary. Henry Hopper is production
ity hire good employes but equalEstablished
rules
point
out
that
A flag raising ceremony includ- a lot to be thankful for here to provided. Three sections each of officer many years in the Spring
‘'here
ment of the plant to a point wf
superintendent.
ly important is the weeding out ing call to colors by a bugler and
f.rst
and
fourth
grade
pupils, Lake Country club, a member of persons who violate rules arc subtogether
with
their plant in Grant >
The
boats
were
designed
and
of inefficient ones. Employes a guard of honor composed of Michigan."
ject
to
prosecution
which
ran
the Grand Rapids Ponipsular
Mike Holm, who has established should also bo included, he said.
should be given an incentive and veterans of World War II will be"From a study of all of the club, former director of the bring fines up to $100 and/or jail engineeredby Lester R. Konnitz. Rapids, Cramptons does an annual 1
an enviable record as secretary of
training for supervisory pasitions gin at 10 a.m.
problems involved there seems to Grand Rapids Shrine lodge, and a .sentencesto 90 days. These rules Victor E. Watkins Co. of Holland business of $5,000,000in the mam*
the state of Minnesotafor the last
facture of refrigerator and auto*
with a corresponding financialincover defacing or destroying pul>- sells for Mac Bay Corp.
Following these rites, there will
28 years, said if he ever had to be no question about the need of staunch supporter of the Tuesday
According
to results of the first motive parts.
centive. Each employe should feel be golf matches.Bernard Arendslic
property
or
vegetation,
ruhhaving
additional
elementary
Musicaleof which his wife was
leave Minnesota, he would "cerThe company operates14 dio*
he is an importantcog in an im- horst has scheduled a blind bogey,
bi.sh dispasal, no open fires ex- test run June 16 on Lake Macatainly think of coming to Sauga- school facilities(even after the president more than 25 years.
tawa. the boat attained a speed of casting machines in the local facportant organization,"Greven- flag contest, putting and pitching
cept
in
designated
places,
no
fireSouth
Side
school
is
completed)
Among other offices he held in
tuck to live.’’
goed said.
arms, no dogs on beaches, and no 38 miles per hour over a measur- tory and seven in Grand Rapidi.
matches and a long distance drivHolm praised Sigler as a truly as early as Septemlierof 1950 earlier years, he was on the
Company officials said they want
He said Holland could benefit ing range.
changing of clothing in rest rooms ed mile course.
This
includes
the
continued
use
of
State
Board
of
Corrections
and
fine governor.
to bring all 21 machines to Hoi*
President
George
Pelgrim
said.
by a rearrangement of departor
motor
vehicles.
Continuous games of skill and
Editor Boyle, of Grand Rapids, our present Central Ave. and 15th Charities from 1915 to 1919 under
"We found It was almost impos- land. However, they would not
ments, particularlyfrom the view- amusement plus a miniature m dStreet
buildings...,"
Bos
revealGov.
Woolhndge
N.
Ferris,
and
on
wished the Saugatuck-Dougias
be housed in the new addition.
sible to tip the craft over."
point of finances and public re- way, ponies for the “kiddies.”dart
the State Highway board from
area success for the resort season. ed.
The addition will increase em*
The boat is called the “Play
lations. He also suggested elim- throwing, a baseball game and
Bos
said
that
the
architects
1919
to
1933.
A grand march directed by H.
Boy."
ployment from 200 to 350 pet>*
ination of duplicate records in the food and soft drink concessions
have
recommended
additional
He wa> born in Grand Haven
A. McDonald followed the speechOrders have already been re- sons; salaries from $563,000 ttl
cemetery and clerk's offices.
will be featured.
es and when all the lines of danc- classroomson the south side of Doc IS, 1867, son of a millionaire
ceived from Spain, Portugal, $900,000 annually; use of electriJM
Since the city of Holland underThe afternoon program begins ers were assembled in front of the high school, or on an area lumberman. He is survived by the
Switzerland, Puerto Rico- and current from $8,000 to $15,000; j
writes a deficit at the hospital at 3 p.m. when the American the bandstand. Mrs. Eugene Phil- now comprising2l)th Street. No wife, the former Maude Kraai
water from $1,150 to $3,500 and
throughoutthe United States.
each year, council was urged to Legion band will play the Star lips led the group in singing the solution to the problem has been who has been an invalid for lour
gas from $16,000 to $27,000.
Friday,
a
special
truck
was
beconsider possibilitiesin a new Spangled Banner. Group singing national anthem.
found, he reported.
years, and a son. William R. LouEddie Smith, 52. of Traverse ing loaded with six of the boats
Collectively the protests boileil
arrangement in which physicians of patrioticnumbers songs will be
However,
the
superintendent
did
tit of Chicago. Another son, Clyde,
Sigler landed at the Douglas airCity; George Dunlap, 63. of 9 for an order in California.
down
to smoke nuisances, gaseous I
m:ght be willing to contribute led by William Brouwer.
port at 6:30 p.m. and was whisk- report progress in reducing the in- died many years ago.
Ninth St. and James Nivorson,
fumes in the area, noise and "poor |
Col. Henry A. Geerds will dedithrough financial means or
creasing
high
school
enrollment
ed to The Dock where officials
63. of Marion, Ind., each liegan
housekeeping" on the part of
through donations of equipment cate the Memorial Park.
and their wives were guests at a in Holland Ho revealed that the Indonesian Minister Will
serving 15-day terms in the counCrampton Mfg. Co. Parking probCapt. Wendell Miles will be dinner.
for the new addition.
board of trustees of the Zeeland
ty jail in lieu of fine and costs of
leim were also mentioned in ths
A "suggostion" program where- main speaker of the day and he
Attending were Rep. Edward Christian school has been request- Speak in Trinity Church
$13 90 Wedn<*sdalpleading guilty
complaint?
by an employe offering an out- has chosen 'Time to Think" as his Hutchinsonof Fennville; Sen. and ed to consider the possibilityof
The Rev. Alex Rotti. Indonesian in municipal court to charges of
Several residents said they had
standing suggestion would be subject.
Mrs. Harold D. Tripp of Allegan: keeping their ninth grade pupils minister-missionary who also rep- being disorderlyand drinking beer
lived there many years before th#
The American Legion band will Mr. and Mrs. Irving K. Pershing by September, 1950. He said the resents the island of Timor on the
given
reward commensurate
in a public place.
factory was built. Crampton took
with the value of the suggestion, conclude the afternoonprogram of Saugatuck: Mr. and Mrs. Ed- local board had been assured that parliamentof Hast Indonesia,
Charles Vander Kooi. 63, of Holthe plant over from Federal Air*
Camp
Geneva,
the
new
>outh
with
martial
music.
also was listed.
ward Burns of Douglas; Mr. and Zeeland will try to accommodate will speak in Trinity church
The evening program will see Mrs. Howard McDonald of Saug- by Septemtierof 1949. Further- Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at a public land, was arraigned on the same camp of the Reformed church lo craft Co. in 1937.
charges and paid fine and costs of cated on Like Michigan a few
Many were concerned about
the_ crowning of the "Miss Spirit
atuck; Mrs. Henry Brady of Hous- more, he added that with the now meeting to which persons inter- $13 90
Is Injured
miles north of Lakewood farm, possibilities of further expansion
of 76" contest winner and this will
school
at
Allendale,
that
society
ested in missionaryactivity are
ton, Texas: Mr. and Mrs. Lem
All four men wore arrested by will be dedicated July 5 at 3 p.m. in iho future.
be followed by fireworks at 9 p.m.
Brady of Saugatuck:Mr and Mrs. has decided to retain its ninth particularly invited. Rev. Rotti Eugene Kinney, Chesapeake&
In Driveway Mishap
Mrs. John Bekken of 315 West
The 38-acre plot in Park townEarnest C. Brooks . is program Leslie Dunn and daughterShirley grade pupils this September.Hud- will discuss the political as well
Ohio railroad detective,early ship was developed by 100 Re- 13th St. said, "My husband and I
phairman
aided
by
Dr.
William
Mrs. Marion Bell, 28, of 118
sonville and Beaverdam Christian as the religious situation in Inof Douglas.
Wednesday Ixdwecn the Holland formed chyrches in Michigan. The have spent $1,500 on improveWestrate, Arthur C. Prigge, Frank
Also at the dinner were Mr. and schools have operated their own donesia. A question period will do|X)t and the freight wan-house.
East Ninth St., received leg lacerfour Michigan classes, Holland, ments in our kitchen and now all
D. Miller and Commander Johan Mrs. John Constantine,Mr. and ninth grade for several years, ho follow.
Erville Ten Brink, 22, of route Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and I can sec from my kitchen winations and bruises plus a nit up- Nyhof.
Mrs. Beifield and Mr. and Mrs. added. He also announced that
1, Grand Haven, and John Don- Muskegon, two years ago raised dow is Crampton boxes piled 19
per lip Tuesday when the car in
Others taking part will be Shutter, all of Chicago and Saug- the l>oards of trusteesof the rural
Fishing Is Slow
ma, Jr., 21. of route 2. Holland $70,000 for camp site and build- to 20 feet high. I used to be able ‘
James
Den
Herder.
George
Lumswhich she had been riding was
atuck: and the distinguished areas have been asked to study
Ideal weather conditionspre- each paid fine and costs of $13.90 ings.
to look out that same kitchen win*
den, Jack Yeomans, A1 Stoner. guests.
the possibility of extendingtheir
struck by another car backing out
vail on the piers today, but fish- for drinking in public. They were
dow and see big bouts coming up
There
arc
four
girls’
dormiRobert
Kouw,
Harvey
Buter. Wilof a driveway in front of her
Sigler spent the night at the facilities to include the other high ing is still on the "slow" side, arrested by sheriff's officersMontories, three boys’ dormitories, a the bay."
liam
Venhuizen,
George
Dalman
school
grades
in
the
near
future.
home. The mishap occurred at
Butler hotel in Saugatuck as guest
local anglers reported this morn- day for drinking on M-21 in Ho) concessionbuilding, and a large
Jack Van Bragt said his wifd
and Earl Holkeboer.
"Even with the help of these
9:10 p.m.
of Mr. and Mrs Willard Kirby. He
land township.
ing.
building which will be used as an has to do the washing twice berural
communities
in
alleviating
According to police, Mrs. Bell
was to leave by plane this mornassembly hall, dining hull and cause of soot from burning oil
was getting out of a car which Anton Fleischman, 87,
ing for Lansing. Accompanying the problem somewhat, our high
kitchen. Ail buildings are of cin- barrels belonging to Cramptons.
school
facilities
are
becoming
inhim
was
State
police
Trooper
was driven by Madeline E Zych
Raymond Mooi summed griev*
derblock constructionwith blue
adequatefor the pupils residingin
George Branny.
of 31 West First St., when a car Of Robinson Succumbs
roofs. Tilly are located on a bluff ances of property owners.
Holland and outlying areas," Bos
driven by George E. Wal bridge of
ClarenceLokker. as a member
Grand Haven, July 1 (Specoverlooking Lake Michigan.
said in conclusion.
121J East Ninth St. backed into
ial)— Anton Fleischman,87-year- Police Apprehend
Guides
will be on hand all day of the Crampton Board of Dirthe door and injured her.
old retired farmer, died at his
July 5 for public inspection of ectors, assured the group he wouttM
She was taken to Holland hosSoldier Here
home
in Robinson townshipat 10
the buildings. The canteen will be personally bring the protests
pital and released after treatZeeland folk tensed in their cut-over, Zeelandersmaking calls open for the day.
the attention of the board today
p.m. Tuesday after an illnessof
ment.
Holland police picked up Pfc.
seats as Mayor Nicholas Frankena were asked lo postpone them so
six years. He was bom in GerThe
camp
season will open July w'ith emphasison "bad housekeep*
Robert Nead of route 1. this
signaled the cut-over to dial tele- that no conversationswould be 9 under the direction of Alonzo mg," on the part of the company
many, Aug. 22. 1860 and came to
morning -on request of Fort Ord.
phone service in Zeeland Wednes- cut off in the change-over.
Hearing Tonight
Robinson in 1926 from Chicago Calif., authorities from where he
Wferenga, Grand Haven school
A burning cord in the motion teacher who heads a staff of asday night at ceremonies in Zeeland
where he had married Mary Schohas
been
AWOL.
Military
police
Found Drunk
On Re-Zone Bid
picture caused an eight-minute sistants and ministers of Michhigh school gymnasium.
lus In 1908. He was a member of
from Fort Custer came to get
Grand Haven, July 1 (Special) The mayor pressed a button delay in the early part of the pro- igan churches acting as counselors At Grand Haven Curb
A public hearing on the applica- St Anthony’schurch in Robinson Nead. shortly after he was appregram. but the slack was taken up and instructors.
tion of William Modders and Hen- township.
—Mayor
Bernard DePree of Hol- which alerted employes in the old
hended.
and the cut-over was accomplishexchange
to
cut
some
1,500
wires
Grand Haven, July 1 (Special)'
Besides
the
wife
he
is
survived
Children 13 to 15 will use the
ry Vander Bie to re-zone the east
According to police. Nead had land, was seated at the first meetclearing the way for operating tht ed a minute or so after 10 p.m.
camp July 9 to 30, ages 11 and —Mrs. Betty Jane Young, 48. o»j
side of Washington Ave. between by hia son, Edward, at home, and served 18 months in the Army
ing of the June session of the Ot- new $250,000dial system. -With
Telephone Manager A. G. Sail 12 from July 30 to Aug. 6, and route 1, Grand Haven, was ar*
17th and 18th Sts. will be held at one daughter, Mrs. William Mar- and after receiving his discharge,
tawa county Board of Supervisors old wires cut, employes in the new presided at .the program, which ages 15 and older Aug. 6 to 27.
raigned on a drunk and disorderly
7:30
the Common shall of Grand Haven.
had re-enlisted.
Tuesday afternoon. John Galien plant half a block away pulled included a variety of educational The Rev. George C. Douma of charge this morning before Justioq
The
body
was
taken
to
the
Council chamber on the third floor
Upon re-enlistment,he was
Kinkema Funeral home where the given a 30-day furlough and had moved that Mayor DePree be giv- hundreds of tapes removing blocks features.A movie, "Just Imagine, ’ Grand Rapids Is president of the Peter- Verduin and paid $10 fia|j
of the city hall.
en the same committee appoint- of wood, throwing the new system told the dramatic story of the teleBoard of Directors which governs and $5.15 costs. Mrs. Young way
The Board of Appeals called the rosary will be recited at 7 p.m. not returned U his station at the
ments as the late Mayor Ben Stef- into operation.
phone, and a traveling Detroit the camp. John Dykema of Mus- picked up by city police Wi
Thursday.
Funeral
services
will
be
hearing before giving a decision
end of the leave.
fens.
Spokesmen at old and new crow staged an electronicsdemon- kegon is vice-president;the Rev. day afternoon while lying on t
on the measure which would held from St Patrick's church in
plants
described the dramaticop- strationentitled"Modern Mir- Henry Bast of Grand Rapids, sec- curb at the corner of Fourth
Grand
Haven
Friday
at
9
a.m.
change the area from class B reerations,their voices coming over acles.’’, Paul G. Leslie, division retary, and Don Van Oostenbcrg Washington Sts., in an in
sidential to class ^commercial with the Rev. Theo J. Liebek of Marne Cow Rabid
Set Ten Brink Rites
gave of Grand Rapids, treasurer. Di- condition.
speakers in the auditorium. May- commercial superintendent,
Grand Haven, July 2 (Special)
Notices have been sent to all St. Mary’s church of Spring Lake,
Funeral services for Mrs. Alice ors’ Frankena’s first call on the the address.
property owners within 300 feet officiating. Burial .will be in Lake —Dr. C. Dale Barrett. Jr., directors also include the Rev. Al- . Frank Barnes, 38. of La
Among
exhibits on display were
new
system
was
to
Mayor.
BernForest
Cemetery.
rector
of
the
Ottawa*
County
Ten
Brink,
86,
of
137
East
15
th
bert Hellenga of Grand Rapids, Ind., who pleaded not guilty to
of the area.
Health department,was informed St, who died in Holland hospital ard De Pree in Holland, and the an operating model of the dial the Rev. Russell J. Redeker of drunk and disorderlycharge
today that Lansing laboratories Tuesday morning,will be held at 350 persons in the auditorium telephonesystem,' a mirrophone Spring Lake and Henry De Vette day. was convicted Wednesday
Three Parking Fines
Post Office
Justice George V. Hoffer and,
have definitely established that 2 p.m. Friday In Ver Lee Funeral heard Frankena’s one-sided con- "hear your own voice," an oscil- of Muskegon.
Three persons paid parking a cow belonging to Mrs. Ben Yost home, the Rev. M. Vander Zwaag versation. Amid congratulations, lodcope "se£ your own voice," and
able to pay the $10 fine and
The Holland post office will folfines of |1 each in municipal of Marne had contractedrabies. officiating. Burial will be in the two mayors discussed plaas panels on operationsof mobile
costs imposed, Is serving 10
low its regular holiday schedule
court today. They are Eugene Ny- The head was sent to' Lansing Pilgrim Home cemetery. The body for attending meetings of the telephoneservice, television net- Oil Tanker Here
in the county jail,
Monday, according .to Postmaster land of 147 East 18th St; Robert
The oil tanker Michiganentered
Barnes was arrested by
Monday for examination. This reposes • at the Funeral home Board of Supervisorsthis after- works, rural telephone service,
Harry. Kramer. The lobby wfll be Botsis of 107 East 16th St., and marks “the 16th case of rabies in where friends may call Wednesday noon in Grand Haven.
and -what it takes to provide tele- Holland harbor at 11 a.m. Thurs- polled in. Spring Lake
open until 9 aon. for boxholders. Robert^ C. Frolich of Beach Ct. Ottawa county.
day, the Coast Guard reported. last Saturday.
For five minutes precedingthe phone
and Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m.
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Dutchmen

Inner Channel

Eighth Straight

Will be

Win Thursday

At Grand Haven

Skaalen, Victor Harl

For Locals; Classy
Fieldinf Featured
The Holland Flying Dutchman
Haven baae-

oittacored the South

ballera 13-7, Thursday night at
Riverview Park to cop their eighth

might
Kmie

win. Mike Skaalen and

Victor worked for the locals

while Brinks went the route for
the losers.
South Haven scored four runs
in their first two innings on two
errors, two hits and two walks.

The Dutchmen

quickly wrested
the lead in their half of the second when they scored eight big
runs.
t Frank Wlodarcryk led off the
inning with a single to right and
George Czerkies singled. Pitcher
Ernie Victor was safe on a fielder's choice. Woldarczyk scored

When Mulder's sharp hit sifted
through the South Haven shortstop's legs. Borgm&n walked to
force in Czerkies and Wentzel
filed to right. Ken Rotman hit to

This group studiesmaps and blueprintsfor the new water pipeline
which the Board of Public Works Is laying to new wells on Waverly
road. Laying of the pipeline is one link In a long-range program
which eventuallywill tee the erectionof a water eoftenlng plant for
the city. Seated are Supervisor John Helder of Holland townehlp
and County Engineer Carl T. Bowen of Spring Lake. Standing are
Road Commiuioner William Verduln of Grand Haven, George J.
Tubergen, who is a townshipresident,and CommiesionereAlbert
Hyma of Holland and John Van Noord of Jameetown.

BPW

Gets Permit to Lay
and Harry De
qn a
Harold Van
Wieren
and Wlodarczyk, Pipeline in Township
up for the second time in
right

Neff wras safe

fielder’s choice.

singled

the

inning, flew out to center field
tor the second out
' ).Cierkies walked and Ernie Victor was out second to first to end
the inning after eight runs had
crossed the plate on five hits.
South Haven, trailing by five
runs, added one run in their third

mme

on a walk,

a

The Ottawa County Road commission Monday afternoon granted paid by Dale Van Oosterhout of
a permit to the Holland Board of 637 'ButternutDr.; Jimmy Allen
Public Works to lay a water pipe- of Chicago and William Van
line over township property to Bragt of 334 Washington Blvd.
new wells on Waverly road, fol-

township

contest settled down to a sioners.

Unanimous approval was grantqne-two-threeaffair for the next
Uming and one-half. Skaalen re- ed on the first ballot in a special
lieved Victor on the hill for the meeting of commissioners and
Dutchmen in the fifth and conrepresentatives after the
tinued for the remaining innings. half-hour hearing.
Purpose of the hearing was to
Holland added three runs in
their half of the fifth on three determinewhere the pipeline will
hits and a walk.
be laid, and the commission ap. South Haven scored two runs in proved the BPW's request to lay
their half of the fourth on field- the line on the north side of East
er's choices with men on third Eighth St. to the present Eighth
when third baseman Lou Borg* SL wells, then south two blocks
man elected the throw to first over BPW property to 10th St.
fcstead of the cut-off play at and east on the north side of 10th
home.
SL to the new wells on Waverly
. Several flashy fielding plays road.
highlightedthe contest for the
Road Commissioner Albert H.

BPW

Gerrit H. Wlegerink,co-ordln- Grand Haven, June 29— Grand
ator for the Co-operative Training Haven will receive a $225,000 slice
program in Holland high school,
of the $573,000,000 total appropri
aid today that response to questionnaire* on vocational guidance ation bill for flood control and
sent to members of the '45 grad- navigation recently signed into
uating class of Holland high has law by President Truman.
been enthusiastic.
Accordingto plan* of the U. S.
So far, he has received 30 re*
engineering department,the funds
plies to questionnaires sent out
last Friday seeking Information will be used to widen tlie inner
for a follow-up study which will harbor at Grand Haven from 200
be used in high school curriculum to 300 feet from the Grand Trunk
planning.
carierry llip to the railroad bridge
Several repliesincluded person- at Fern’* burg.
al letters and comments which
A 700-foot turning basin with a
valuableto thoee evaluating 18-foot depth opposite the Concurrent practices in secondary struction Aggregates Co. to take
education. One student remarked care of 600-foot boats will be takhe had never seen any use in Lat- en care of with Grand Haven'*
in which he considereda dead share.
language while In high school, but
Engineeringoffice officials said
now he realizes the value of the they will advertise for bid* and Traffic waa rrrouUd for acvtral hour* Monday
were used In the removal and workmen called It a
languagein studying chemistry.
the work will be started after a
while oounty employ**cleared away branches of
day when rain fell Jutt before 6 p.m. They returned
Many others remarked they are survey, now underway, is comthle large elm tree which fell across 16th 8t. about
today to out down that part of the tree still standglad Holland high has instituted pleted.
6:45 a.m. A car owned by Dh F. E. De Weeie was
ing. Police Officer Ollie Wlerenga It eeen In the
the study and believed they would
Work could be finished by fall caught under the debris but a dented top was the
foreground and a police department cruller In tho
only damage. Several pieces of heavy machinery
have profited from such a study if no obstacles are met, officials
(Photo by Louwsma)
if it had been carried on when said.
they were in school.
They said if the bid is let to a
Wiegerinksaid his office in Jun- firm using a hydraulic dredge, the
Former Holland
ior high is now preparingques- silt will be put on the island to
Dies at Home in Laming
tionnaires to be sent members of build that land up for possibleinthe class of '41 and is seeking cor- dustrial or shipping use. HydrauMrs. Martha Bouwcamp. 73
rect addresses of the former stu- lic dredging i* usually cheaper, it
died in Latuing Sunday night. She
dents.
was pointed out.
was a former resident of Holland
Since Wiegerink is new to the
This will make the second atMiss Miriam Ruth Slagh and
the daughterof the late Mr. and
Holland school system and un- tempt to convert the Lsland to Walter John Kring* were married
Mrs. Peter J. Ooatlng, and lived
known to most alumni, the ques- stable ground. In 1938, approxi- at 1 p.m. Saturday in The Church
in Lansing for the last sever*
tionnaireis accompanied by a mately five acres were filled in on the Hill in Flushing. N. Y. The
year*.
letter from Principal J. J. Riem- to a depth of four feet Shell Oil bride is the daughter of Mr. and
She Is survived by a daughter
ersma.
Co. and a local coal company now Mrs. John Slagh. 222 West 10th
Mr*. Donald T. Rose of Lansing; 4
Alumni are asked to list the five use this land for storage.
St., Holland, and the groom is the
son, Harold J. of Burbank, Calif.
subjects they considerthe moat
The final approvalof the sum son of Mr. and Mrs. George E. In
«ne brother, Peter Oosting ol
valuable, also check three char- culminates10 years of effort by Krings of Flushing.
Burt Lake; two sisters, Mr*. Seacteristics of school life most valu- the Grand Haven harbor commisThe church was decorated with
Play continuedin the Holland ane Thompson of Decota, Calif,
able, and check blanks relating sion, city officials and the Cham- bouquets of peonies and potted
Junjor Center tournament with and Mrs. C. W. Ladd of Berkeley
palms for the double ring cereto problems, school planning, and ber of Commerce.
Calif.
general information on present ocHearings and several legal en- mony which was read by the Rev. matchea completed in both the
Mrs. Bouwcamp** body will b<
tanglements, including a presiden- Frederick Bosch. Prelude and Boys and Juniors divisions.Joe
cupation.
brought
to Holland Wednesdaj
Moran,
director
of
the
tourney,
tial veto of the bill which includ- ceremony music was played by
morning from the Estes-Ludle>
ed the Grand Haven work, have Mrs. Perry, church organist. Miss said the Junior matches were profuneral hame in Lansing. Funeral
Phyllis Grant *ang ’Til Walk Be- gressinggslowly, but would be
delayed the improvement.
services Will be held Wednesdaj
In 1939 the tonnage was 1,464,- side You" and "At Dawning" pre- "stepped up" during the next few
at 1:30 p.m. from the Nibbelinkceding the ceremony and ‘The days.

background.

Mm

Miriam R. Slagh

Woman

New York

Married in

Play Continues

Net Tourney

lowing a public hearing in Feder-

fielder's al school attended by 50

choice and a hit by Rightfielder residents.Board of Public Works
Mqore.
representatives and road commis-

The

Widened

Mrs. Van Dyke, 80,

Claimed by Death
Mrs. Christina L. Van Dyke, 80,
wife of William E. Van Dyke, died
at her home. 307 Howard Ave.,
Monday at 4:10 p.m. following a
lingering illness.
She is survived by the husband;
three sons. Edward T. Van Dyke
of Port Sheldon,Dr. H. Milton
Van Dyke of Long Beach, Calif.,
and Russel L. Van Dyke of Minneapolis,Minn.; two daughters, Lillian C. Van Dyke at home and
Mrs. J. R. Kemper* of Tuxtla,

Couple United in

576

Church Service

and in 1941

it jumped

to

Notier funeral chapel with the
Rev. Duane Miller of the SeventhNewJamea Van Zylen. harbor comday
Adventistchurch Officiating
The bride wore a gown of white house, 7-5, 6-1; Ben Bouwman def.
missioner, presented the local
Intermentwill be in Pilgrim
Jim
Vander
Poel,
6-0,
6-3;
Duane
brocaded
satin
fashioned
with
fitharbor improvement need at a
Home cemetery.
hearing In Wuhington last Janu- ted bodice, an off-the-shoulder Carlson def. Tom Ragains. 6-2, 6ary. He was instrumental in get- neckline with net yoke and bertha 4; Dave Schreur def. Dave Marting the Grand Haven request collar, and a full skirt with a long cus, 6-0, 6-0 and Jim Teennan, 6- Announce Engagement
tacked onto the finally approved train. She wore a fingertip veil 2, 6-2; Ronald Kuite def. Car]
and carried a bouquet of gladioli Holkeboer,6-2, 6-2; Roger Boer Of Miss Audrey De Vries
appropriation bill.
def. Jack Do Bree, 6-8, 6-2, 6-4.
U. S. Army engineers said the and babies-breath.
Mr. and Mr*. Peter De Vriei
Bob Piersma def. Roger Boer
Attending the bride was her siscity must get certified titles to
route
6, announce the engagemen
property bordering the channel ter, Miss Eleanor Slagh, who wore in a later match 6-3, 6-0.
of their daughter. Audrey, t
In
the
only
Junior
match
Ted
a
peach
taffeta
gown
with
fitted
improvement to relieve the fedWayne Jacobusse. He is the so;
eral governmentfrom possible bodice, V neckline and full skirt. Schreur def. James Sell, 6-0, 7-9, of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jacobussi
6-3.
She
carried
peach
gladioli
and
blue
damage when the silt from the
And’’ Sail will meet Dave route 6.
delphinium. She wore a matching
river is deposited on the island
George Krings attended his Schreur in the quarterfinalsof the
brother a* best man. Ushers were Boys division.
Marriage Licenses
Robert Gessner and Richard Moran said all boys must report Andrew Dykstra, 21, route 1

Lord* Prayer" as the

2,034,979.

couple

The wedding of Miss Lois AlVan Zomeren and CornelDe Blaay was solemnized

bertha
ius H.

Saturday at 8 pju. in the parlors
of Third Reformed church. The
Rev. C. A. Stoppels, assisted by
the Rev. George Vander Hill of
Muskegon, performed the double
ring ceremony before an arrangement of palms, ferns and pink and
white peonies flanked by sevenbranch candelabra.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. John Van Zomeren, 46 East
13th St. The groom is the son of
Mrs. Henry De Blaay of Grand

Results are:

Boys— Andy

knelt.

Sail def. Djjle

Gutierrez, Chiapas Mexico; a
brother, John Leusenkamp f
Hyma presided.
locals.
Grand Rapids; 11 grandchildren,
Eight fielder Hamelink of South
Joe Geerds, president of the and three great grandchildren.
9aven led off their seventh with Board of Public Works, admitted Mrs. Van Dyke was active in
a walk. Next up. shortstop Wen* that the board erred in applying
church work. She was a member
btM, hit a sharp drive Just to right for the necessary permit to cross
of the Mission society, a Sunday
pf shortstop Don Mulder who township property. He freely adschool teacher and member of the
tabbed the ball backhand, flipped mitted the error and said the church choir For many years she
it to De Neff on second forcing bodrd had bee . presumptuous in
was a leader in the Sunday school
ksmeiink. De Neff jumped up and believing no opposition would be
and mission work at Beechwood Rapids.
threw to first to double Wenban. •ncountered.
Vcana.
to him each morning at the courts,
Miss Edna Dalman, pianist,
school. She was also an active
Hudsonvillo. and Mildred R. Koi
"Another spectacular piay was
He explained that trenches are member of the W. C. T. U. and played prelude and ceremony muFollowing the ceremony a re- or will be forced to forfeithis horn, 23, route 5, Grand Rapidj
feade by Frankie Wlodarczyk in filled as soon as the pipe is laid
ception for 60 guests was held at match.
sic She accompanied George D.
the Woman’s Literary club.
Thomas De Witt, 25. and Ma
the sixth. He ran after catcher and the front yards and roadways
the New Homestead Inn. The
Services will be held Thursday Zuidema who sang "O Promise
Scholma. 23, both of route
Miss
Dorothy
Mae
Naber,
grey's fly ball in left center field w-hich are tom up will be left in
bride’sparents, two brothers and
Four-fifths of the U.S. exports Grandville;Howard Botbyl, 21
at 2 p.m. at the Nibbelink-Notier Me” and “O Lord Most Holy.”
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John E. a sister attendedfrom Holland.
and dove after the sphere, catch- as good or better condition than
of wine are cleared through the Grand Haven, and Phyllis Gus'
The bride approached the altar
Funeral chapel, with Dr. George
Naber, route 3, and Edward F. Other guests came from New York the port of San Francisco.
before. Trees will not be disturbed,
ijig it just off the ground.
18, route 1, Spring Lake.
H.
Mennenga
officiating.Friends on the arm of her mother who Schuitema, son of Mrs. Etta
, Wenzel replaced Wlodarczyk in he said.
may call at the funeral home Wed- gave her in marriage.Her tradi- Schuitema,route 5, were married and Philadelphia.
He explained that a pipeline nesday from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 tional gown of white satin was
the fifth behind the plate and
For their wedding trip to Conat 4 p.m. Saturday in Ebenezer
rk moved to left field down 14th St. would not be prac- pm.
fashioned with a bouffant skin Reformed church. The double ring necticut, Mrs. Krings wore a
tical since the line must connect
ig Harold Van Wieren.
in
and a long train trimmed with ceremony wa* read by the Rev. brown checked summer suit with
with the three wells. on Eighth St.
brown accessories.Upon their reChantilly lace. The lace-trimmed J. Vander Beek before an arrangeAnswering a query on whether
turn they will live at 36-26 170th
long sleeves tapered to points at ment of palms, ferns and baskets
the new line would improve the
St., Flushing.
the wrists. Lace also trimmed the o' white peonies.Daisies decorated
"rotten water we drink now" he
Mrs. Krings, a graduate of
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
neckline of the gown. Her finger- the pews.
said people in Holland city also
Holland high school, attended
and Mrs. William Bosma
Mrs. Vivian Oosterbaan. soloist, Western Michigan College of
drink "rotten water’’and the wat- and daughters, Luella, Wanda and tip veil of French illusion was
er softening plant is planned to Delores. 36 East 34th St., and Mr. fastened to a tiara of seed pearls. sang "Because” and "I Love You Educationand has been employed
remedy just that tault, as well as and Mrs. Henry Bosma and Her shower bouquet consisted of Truly." Traditional wedding music as bookkeeper for a New York
save soap and prolong use of pipes daughters, Ruth and Patricia.474 pale pink twos, swainsona and was played by Miss Evelyn Maat- law firm. Mr. Krings was graduatGrand Haven, June 29 (Special) and equipment.
sweet peas centered with a white man, organist, cousin of the bride. ed from Bayside high school,
V\est 21st St., have returned from
»-~Three persons who pleaded guilAttendingthe couple were Mrs. Flushing, and frome Hope college.
rose corsage. She also carried the
He* explained that the new deep
ty to drunk driving charges were water wells will not affect sur- northern Michigan where they wedding handkerchief of her moth- Simon Steketee. matron of honor, He is employed as a claims adsaw the Soo locks and Taquamengiven $100 fines and jail sentences face well supplies.He added this
and Mrs. Jack Barkel, bridesmaid.1justor.
on Falls and also visited Mr. and er. A double strand of pearls comby Justice George Hoffer Monday. method of water supply was adboth sistersof the bride. Don
pleted
her
ensemble.
Mrs. William Sloothaak and son
fcourtney G. Bernard, 44, Grand vocated by competentengineers as
Schuitema
wa* his brother'* best
Mrs. C Garvelink, cousin of the
of Atwood.
Rapids, arrested June 27 in the most economical, most direct
man. Ushers were Frank Schuitebride, as bridesmaid wore a gown
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Dekker
Crockery township, was sentenced and the least trouble to anybody.
ma, brother of the groom, and
and daughter Rosemary ot route of pink net with fitted bodice and
to pay $100 fine, $9.20 costs and
Township residents attending 2. Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. full double net skirt. Her bouquet Simon Steketee.
serve 15 days In the county jail. the hearing were concernedmostThe bride's gown of silk marwas of roses, snapdragons and
On a charge of driving while his ly about damace to their yards William Hieftje of Zeeland spent
quisette was trimmed with lace
•Sunday at the home of Mr. and delphiniums. Little Judy Van Eeroperator's license was suspended, and driveways, the effect on their
and featured long, pointed sleeves, In Softball
Mrs.
Richard
Roelofs in Grand den as flower girl wore a pink dothe was sentenced to pay $25 fine, own water supply and whether
fitted bodice and full skirt with a
Rapids.
ted Swiss dress and carried a col$5.50. costa and serve 15 days, the
Holland Merchants took a free
long train. Her fingertip veil was
they would benefit in the new
Mrs.
Gerrit
Meiste
0f
East onial bouquet. The ringbearer,
jail aentences to run concurrently.
held in place by a headdress of hitting City^ League softball vicprogram.
Saugatuck is a patient at Holland
Albert J. Roy. 57. route 1, Nunltory Monday night when they edgCounty Engineer Carl T. Bowen hospital with a fractured hip re- suit and carried the rings on a
ca, arrested early Saturdaymornquot of white roses. Her strand of ed the Steffensclub. 14-9. The
who said the BPW had applied for c ned in a tall at home recently.
satin pillow.
contest as a sea-saw affair with
ing after he ran into the comer the permit last Thursday,submitpearls was a gift of the groom.
Mr. and Mrs. George Copeland Henry De Blaay, brother of the
of the jackknife bridge in Spring
The matron of honor wore an both clubs holding slim leads on
ted maps and blueprints for the and daughters, Sally and Cherry,
groom, was best man. Mr. and aqua taffeta gown and carried a various occasions.
Lake township, was sentencedto pipeline route. He explained the
a vaction trip in Canada.
Mrs. John Van Eerden were mast- bouquet of red roses and snappay $100 fine, $9.20 costs and road commission, consistingof arePotonunaster
The winners opened the scoring
Harry Kramer went er and mistress of ceremonies.
aerve five days.
in the first inning with a five rurf*
dragons.
The
bridesmaid's
gown
Capt. William Verduin of Grand U> Grand Rapids on Monday afNinety guests were present at was pale yellow taffeta and she Outburst on two hits, two walks,
Glen p. Pinney, 32, Muskegon Haven. John Van Noord of Jamesternoon to attend the funeral of the reception following the cereHeights, arrested early this morncarried a bouquet of Talisman an error and a fielder's choice.
town and Albert Hyma of Holland. Ernest A. Sackerman, acting post^gin Grand Haventow^hipwas “*harge of all roads and master of Grand Rapids, who mony. Serving were the Misses roses and snapdragons. Both wore They added another in the secDorothy Williams,Louise Millet matching tiara* of flower* fn their ond, without garneringa safety.
f •entenoed to pay $100 [me, $8.60 roadwajSi and it is thii) ro
died last Saturday
Trailing 6-0 into their second innand
Bessie Taylor of Grand hair.
TwtlLtotr aerve five
which issues permits and investiRandall Bosch has been selectBemards companion. Douglas igates
Rapids and Evan Dalman and
Guests from Rochester, N. Y., ing, the Steffensclub made the
ed for the nominatingand legislaButcher. 47. Grand Rapids
Mary Lois Dalman of Holland. Lansing, East Lansing, Grand most of five walks, two errors
Meanwhile, plan.* went forward
charged with being drunk and dis- today for laying the pipeline tive committee by the Michigan Guests were present from Grand Rapids, Jackson. Zeeland, Overisel and a wild pitch to knot the count.
orderly paid $15 fine and $3.20 across M-21 as it curves onto delegation at the fifth national Rapids, Fremont, M u s k e g o n, and Holland attended the recep- Not a single hit figured ir. the
Hi-Y congresssession at Miami
coils.
Grandville, Greenville and Kala- tion which followed in the church rally.
Eighth St.
university,Oxford, Ohio. Don LubFrank Barnes, 38. LaPorte. Ind.,
basement. Serving the 80 guest*
mazoo.
Another run in the third Inning,
tners, other Holland delegate, has
arrested Saturday night in Spring
Mr. and Mrs. De Blaay left on a were Miss Joyce Boe\e, Mis* gave the losers a temporary 7-6
been a participant in the daily
Lake township, pleaded not guilty
wedding trip to northern Michi- Kathryn Mulder and the Mes- lead. Then in the fifth inning, the
'
to a drunk and disorderly charge,
gan. The bride wore a pink butch- dames Harold Mulder, Harvey Merchants again forged into the
S. H. (Sipp) Houtman, 656
. and a non-jury trial was set July
er
linen suit with white accessor- Vredeveld. Harry Larson and lead on two singles and a walk,
Michigan Ave., went to Chicago
2 at 10 a.m. Unable to furnish $50
ies and a corsage of white roses. Thomas Van Eyck. Mrs. Juliua good for two runs. - — today to meet hi* daughter-inbond, he is confined in the county
Van Hul* and Mis* Amy Maatman
Three runs in each of the last
law, Mrs. Paul Houtman, and her They will live in Holland until
in
jail.
were in charge of the gift room two innings virtuallyclinched the
their new home in Dutten is comtwo small children who were to
All arrests were made by state
and Mr. and Mr*. Walter Mack of victory for the Merchant*, alplete!
Mr. and Mra. W. Auitln Stauffer
Ella Pressley. 18. of 342 West arrive there by plane from Oklapolice.
Mrs. De Blaay, who has lived East Lansing presided at the though Steffens fought bafck val(de Vrie* phot
21st St., appeared in municipal homa. Her husband has recently in Holland 14 year*, was graduat- punch bowl.
iantly in their last inning, getting
The marriage . of H. Arlcen Miss Jacquelyn Longs treet
court this morning and pleaded been transferred by a chemical
For thqir northern wedding trip two runs.
iiwanis Club Holds
ed from Hope college and attendBeek, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
guilty to a simple larceny charge firm, of which he is an employe,
to Canada and Niagara Fall*. Mrs.
Dewey Bakker allowed 11 hits Henry W. Beek, Jamestown, and maid of honor wore a lime gre
ed University of Chicago. She has
faille gown and carried a bouqi
from
Oklahoma
to
Texas.
Mrs.
involving $5 taken from the home
Schuitema wore an aqua summer to the winners while, the Grocers
Outing at Camp
been teaching school in Grand
W. Austin Stauffer, son of Mr. of red roses and white snapdra
oi Mrs. Isadora Hamilton.105 Houtman and children will visit
suit with black accessories and a managed to get four safeties off
Rapids. The groom was graduated
and Mrs. Wilbur Stauffer, Cale- on*. Bridesmaids,Mis* Marjo;
The Kiwanis club held its first Columbia Ave. She was assessed in Holland.
gardeniacorsage. They wjll be at two Merchant pitchers,Paul Cook
donia, took place Thursday, June Geelhold and Miss Bertha Ha
from
Caledonia
high
school
and
outing of the season at Kamp Ki- fine and cost* of $33.90.
home July 12 at 326 Columbia and Herb Maatman.
17, at 8 p.m. in Jamestown Chis- mes, wore Identical gowns of
"as in the Army Red Arrow divi- Ave.
If she makes restitutionthe fine Saturday Blind Bogey
ani* Monday night with about 50
tian Reformed church.
sion more than four year*. Ha 1*
lac. faille and carried amber ro*
will be reduced. The alleged ofMrs. Schuitema is employed at
ibera and wive* attending.
Tlie Rev. Pekelder read the and yellow snapdragons.Bevw
Grace
Church
Groups
employed near Grand Rapids.
Golf
Winner$
Lilted
fense
occurred
May
14.
the
First
National
bank
and
Mi.
Kiwanis Queen* provided the
ceremony before nn arrangement Beek and Barbara Poorten
The bride was feted at several Schuitema,
Lawrence Hettinga of 240 East
Saturday blind bogey golf winthe Holland Honored at Dinner
lunch. Induction of new
of candelabra, palms and baskets were flower girls and Hare
showers in Grand Rapids and Hoi- Furnace Co.
Eighth
St.,
paid
$10
fine
and
$3.90
ners
at
the
Legion
Memorial
golf
wa* In charge of ViceMembers
of Grace Episcopal of white flowers.Traditional wed- Beek was’ ringbearer.
land.
nt Dan Vander Werf. costs after pleading guilty to a course, were announced Tuesday
church acolytes guild, altar guild, ding music was played by Mrs.
William Fitzsimmons attend
by Earl Holkeboer, local pro.
receiving pins were Henry disorderly charge.
director, coach an! teacher for church school teachers and junior J. Leenheer,organist.Miss Helen as best man.
Speeding fines of $5 each were
Winner*’ actual score* are list* Shift Is Announced
Ralph Schuitcma and
18 years in the Grand Haven and senior choir member* were Van Noord sang "O Promise Me"
Mr. artd Mr*. Albert Hall w«
paid by Robert E. Rosendahl; 20, ed with handicaps In parenthesis.
Schools, will become an assistant guests of honor at a dinner Mon- as John Beek and Jack Stauffer
Barilla. '
master and mistress of ceremonl
of route 2, and Anna R. Nienhui*. They are: Tom Vander Kuy, 91 In School Po$itioni
professor ot continuing education day night at the Big Top, Ottawa seated the guests.
President Tony Last presided at
at the reception in the chur
32, of route 5. Esther Bartels, 26, (15); George Pelgrlm, 89 (13);
Grand Haven, July 1 (Spec at Michigan State college and will Beach.
short buiineis meeting. Invoca*
The bride’s gown of marquisette parlors.Mrs. Harold Harkem* a:
of route L Hamilton paid $4 for Bernard Arendshorst, 81 (5); Don ial) —Edward Huttenga, former
assume hi* new dutias Aug. 15.
The Rev. William C. Warner was styled with a sheer yoke, off- Mrs. Elmer Hoeksema assisted
wa* given by the Rev. Her- speeding.
Lievese, 91 (15); Vern Tul*. 79 teacher in Grand Haven schools
The official appointment ot expressed his appreciationand the-shoulder neckline edged with the gift room.
Rosenberg.Jack Plewes led
Peter De Vries of 127 West 19th (3); Howard Jalving, 70 (3); and assistant to Claude A. BosHuttenga it expected to be made that V the congregationfor the lace, long, ruffled sleeves and a
singtag. Guest* were Mr
For going away the bride wo
St. paid $2 for not having 'a muff- Chri* Den Herder, 76 (3); Henry worth in the Muskegon schools
by the Muskegon board ot educa- many hours of service given by pegged hipline edged with lace. a gray suit with navy blue oo
Earl C. Sleeman of Dear* ler on his car and Edward
Ter Haar, 81 (10)).
for the last two year*, has been tion in July, accordingto C. W. the organizations.
The full skirt extended into a and white accessories and a a
Sjoerdsma of 227 West 18th St.
Holkeboer also urged all »emi* appointed to succeed Bosworth a* Berner, superintendent of MuskeLast Sunday was the concluding train. Her French illusion veil was sage of red and white roses, M
paid $2 for having a straight pipe finalist* in the June handicap Muskegon school vocational edugon school*. Huttenga was a bas- service for the full choirs for the fastened to an orange blossom and Mrs. Stauffer are living
average adult man eat* 65 on hi* car.
tournament to play their matchea c on director.
ketball player while at Grand summer months. Acolytes will tiara. She carried a bouquet of Caledonia following a northwei
of augar a year.
Parking fine* of $1 each were before July L
Boaworth, former vocational Haven high school.
continue to serve.
roses centered with gardenias.
era wedding tri^.
•
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Zeeland Ceremony Unites Couple

New Apostolic

Farm

NfWS
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1948

Heads Permit List

World Neighbors
Farm women

in this country
can and must become better world
neighbors, say* Mr*. Sayre, pres-

Crampton Mlg. Co.
Awaits Outcome

their parents,

of the World.
is an international
organization of five and one-half
million women from farms and
villages and has as its aim* the
betterment of rural homes *nd

The

quarters at 117 West 14th St. at a
listed cost of $20,000 headed the
list of building permits signed last

week by Building Inspector George
Zuverink and City Clerk Clarence

Sayre, a farm woman from Ackworth, la., has taken these aims
for her own, and in an article in a

Grevengoed. New Apostolic church
recently purchased the edifice
from Seventh Reformed church.
Included on the remodelingjob

farming magazine she explains
how farm women can be 'good
neighbors.’

Rescues

Bather

:

C.

C

Dal-

Kenneth was at hi* poet ta Ufa
guard
at the swimming beach ta
Mr. and Mrs. H. Vruggink and
the
park
when he heard a call for
Preston of South Blendon, Mr.
and Mrs. M. Poskey and Roger help. He dove into the water and
of Beverly and Mr. and Mrs. B. rescued Dorothy Mooney, 15, adMulder and family of Holland
dress unknown, who was atarttafc,
were recent visitorsat the H. H.
to "go down.”
Vander Molen home.
Wiersema said the girl couldn't,
Claude D. Pikaart of Grand
Rapids called on friends here Tues- swim and had gone out too far.
He is on duty at the park
day.
The Rev. G. Gritter of Kala- 8 a m. to 5 p.m., Mondays throtifi£

man Iwme.

m

ACWW

communities everywhere. Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs.

Zeeland arc staying at the

Women

The New Apostolic church’* application to remodel their new

:

Kenneth Wiertem* of rout#
Dalman are enjoying a trip through
Zeeland,
assumed the role of tT
northern Michigan and Canada
with Mr and Mrs. F. Berghorst hero at Kollen park Friday after-'
Mr. and Mr*. Carle Dalman of noon.

ident of the AssociatedCountry

Of Public Hearing

Guard

Parii Life

(From Frid*y’s Sentinel)
Marcia and Roger Dalman are
spendingthi* week with Mr. and
Mrs. B. Mulder at Holland while

A

Must Be Good

Remodeling Job

North Blendon

Observe 45th Anniversary

Women

k

Y

mazoo visited friend* here one Friday*.
day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Westvcldt of Oceana Fair Board Plana
Zeeland were Saturday evening
visitors at the Ray Westveldt Poultry Exhibition Hall
home.
Mr. and Mr*. John A. Brown
Among guests attending the Hart— A new poultry exhibitor
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Brown The couple has six children, wedding of Miss Anne Dnesinga hall will be constructedon the'
Oceana Fair grounds and other
celebrated their 45th wedding an- Charles Brown, Mrs. Delliert Sod- and W. Aukema of Zutphen were
Improvement*will be made to'
niversary Thursday at their home erberg, William Brown and Mrs. Mr. and Mr*. 11. Driesinga, Mr. buildings in preparationfor the
Edward Aalderink of Holland: and Mrs. W. Driesinga, Florence,
77th annual Oceana Fair, the
on route 4. Mr. Brown was born Mrs. Victor Orr and Albert Brown,
Wilma and Peter, Mr. and Mrs.
in Newaygo county on April 29. l>oth of Detroit; also 11 grand- B. Kuyers, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. board of director* decided at
meeting this week.
1882 and Mrs. Brown, the former children.
Vander Molen, the Rev. and Mrs
Tile new poultry hall will be a’
Lavma Brown, was born in Kent
A family dinner was held at the II. Sannema and Junior Bruin*
cement block structure 25 by 50
county on Sept. 14, 1881.
Brown home Thursday night.
all of this place The bride was
feet to replace a wooden strucecently honored with shower* by
ture. The old building will be di»-’
icr cousin* at the Zeeland Grange
mantled and lumber used to build
-.all and by member* of Uie Girl*
nine more stalls in the race hone;

•V

"We can begin the job in our
decorate and remove the belfry.
own homes, and in our own comTony Boere will be contractor.
munities, and in our schools,"
A total of nine permits were isMrs. Sayre, says. Real undersued last week and they totaled
standing i« based first of *11 upon
$32,494. The others are as follows:
knowledge. So. if we are to unWilliam Zonnebelt. 96 West 26th
derstand
the world in which we
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Stast
St., erect house, 32 by 28 feet,
live, we must learn more about
(de Vries photol
frame constructionwith asphalt
North Street Christian Reform- pearls and she carried a bouquet people of other countries, their
roof. $6,000; Five Star Lumber
ed church in Zeeland was the of lilies. Her double strand of history, their politicallife, agriCo., contractor.
scene of a wedding ceremony Fri- pearl* was a gift of the groom. culture, their customs, and their
John Martinie, 171 West 32nd day, June 18. when Miss Ruth
Miss Harriet Busscher, sister of geography.
St., homestead addition.24 by 28
Recent opinion polls show’ an
Elaine Busscher was married to the bride, as maid of honor wore
feet, frame construction with asGeorge P Staat. The Rev. J. M. an aqua gown with matching hat appalling ignorance of geography.
phalt roof, $4,700; self, contractDykstra read the double ring cere- and carried roses and carnations. Fifty-one per cent of Americans
or.
mony a, 8 p.m. Ix'fore an arrange- •John Staat was his brother's can't identifyArgentina on an outbarn.
Jack Postema, 265 West 23rd ment of bouquets of pink peonies, best man. Guests were seated by line map and one-third of us canViolet and lola Marlink are
Supt. Mark H. Hunkins of the
St., erect two stall garage, 20 by
visiting relative* at Sault Ste.
white gladioli, palms and lighted John Zylstra and Melvin Martinie. not identify France. How can we
horse racing department presented
24 feet, frame construction with candelabra.
Marie this week. Marilyn Marlink
A reception for 50 guests fol- i>e neighborly when we don t even
a program of six race* to the diasphalt roof, $650; self, contract*as among 4-Hers enjoying the rector* for approval with increased*
The bride is the daughter of Mr lowed the ceremony. Mr. and know where our neighbors live?
or.
"We
must
realize,"
Mrs.
Sayre
cruise on the Milwaukee Clipper
and Mrs. Harry Busscher of Zeel- Mrs. Kenneth Busscher were maspurses in each. Instead of $400
K. Dykstra, 128 West loth St
to Milwaukee thi* week.
and and the groom is the son of ter and mistress of ceremoniescontinues, "that freedoom defor each race a total purse of $000
erect garage. 12 by 18 feet, cemmands
tolerance
and
respect
for
The
Mission
Four
of
Holland
Mr. and Mrs. John Staat, route 1, and Miss Lucille Staat and Mrs.
will be offered thi* year in an ef-.
ent block, $300; Mart Witteveen, Zeeland.
provided the special music at the
Arthur Busscher were in charge human dignity ; tnat men can, if
fort to attract faster entrant*.
contractor.
they
will,
learn
to
settle
their
difevening
service
at
the
Reformed
Preceding the ceremony Charles of the gift room. Serving were the
The free act program is being conH. Schippers.127 West 20lh Dykstra sang "Because" and "I Misses Ruth Meyaard, Thresa ferences without war."
church Sunday.
tracted and the three-day amateur
St., re-roof,$240; Gerrit Hoving.
Friendship is what most people
A hymn sing was held at the boxing tournament will run at
Love You Truly" accompanied by Pul, Grace Vegter, Anna Van Den
contractor.
of the world want. As we struggle
local Christ. an Reformed church
Mrs. Nelson Westerhof who also Bosch and Geneva Gruppen.
usual with Jasper Olendorf hr
Dick Schaftenaar, 50 West 14th played the wedding march.
instead of the usual young peoples charge,
The couple left on a wedding together to build a world of peace
St., re-roof,$250; Gerrit Hoving,
meeting Sunday evening.
« Given in marriage by her father, trip to Niagara Falls and other and freedom, we want our less
The Oceana Fair will open Wedcontractor.
fortunate friends to know that
The Rev. and Mrs. Sonnema nesday, Sept. 9.
the bride wore a gown of white places of interest.
John Becksford. 29 East 19th satin with net yoke, long sleeves The event also marked the 28th they can count on us for help.
were in Chicago recentlywhere The earth rate of rqtatioh, at*
This four generation picture was I^fl to right are Mr. Smith, Gary
St., re- roof, $205; Gerrit Hoving,
Rev Sonnema officiated at the measured at the equator, is about
pointed at the wrists,a full skirt wedding anniversary of the bride's Through church and community taken on the 84th birthday anniSmith, 80, Gary Arlyn, «lx months,
contractor.
marriage of his brother-in-law, 1,000 miles an hour.
and tiny buttons down the back. parents and the first wedding an- groups we can send packages of
Ernie Post. 735 State St, re- Her skirt extended into a train. niversary of her brother and sis- food and clothing, as evidence of versary of Henry Smith, June 17. and Diek Smith 55.
Richard Schuurman who took
roof, $149; Gerrit Hoving, conChicago girl a* hi* bride. Tne parHer. long lace veil was held in ter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth our interest and friendship.
tractor.
Scores of farm families in the
place by a headdressof seed Busscher.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Schuurman of Drunk and Begfinf
Another application filed by
United Stales are learning about
New Jersey were guests at the
Charged in Court
Crampton Mfg. Co. was held up
other people first hand through
iwtrsonage for a few day*.
and
Mrs.
E.
V.
Hartman,
73
East
pending a board of appeals public
correspondence
with
families in
Mr. and Mr*. B. Kuyers spent
10th St. Mr. and Mrs. A. J. PerHenry Van Der Molen, M, ef
hearings on the issue next TuesEurope— letters that generally
Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapid*, appeared in municireault.
who
have
been
living
with
day at 7:30 p.m. in the Common
C. Meeuwsen and family at South pal court on Saturday and plead/,
(Fro Satumrday’sSentinel)
the Hartmans, are moving to follow gifts from thi* country.
Council chamber.
•'Such 'neighborlines*'is an act
Blendon.
ed guilty to charges of begging
The permit, lists a proposed Dirk Knoll, book binder at Ut- Grand Rapids where both are em- of faith" Mrs. Sayre concludes. Lighted candelabra, baskets of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Elzinga and and being drunk. He was sentencrecht.
the
Netherlands,
is spend- ployed. Mrs. Perreault is Mrs.
orchids
and
white
flowers
and
building facing *12th St., adjoining
"Faith that the world must be
baby and Mr. and Mrs. R. Dal ed to serve 30 days in the countypalms decorated Calvin college School Census Shows
and east of the present building. ing six weeks in America visiting Hartman's daughter.
man and children recently spent jail
relatives and business contacts. The Brummel family reunion one. not only in fact, but one in
The edifice would be steel frame
seminary chapel, Grand Rapids, on Increase in County
spirit, also."
an evening with friend* at South
Van Der Molen was amatol
and brick construction. Dimen- He Is spending most of the time will be held July 7 at Zeeland City
Friday night for the marriage of
Grand
Haven,
July 1 (Spec- Blendon.
with
a
brother,
H.
J. Knoll, of 653 park. Supper will be at 6:30 p.m.
by Holland police Friday night.
sions were listed as 82 by 112 feet.
Miss Mildred Kapteyn of Dorr ial)— Census for rural schools in
Kiwanis Queens will entertain Miss Kathryn Simpson
Bernard Laarman of route X'
Total cost of the project would 136th Ave. It is his first visit to
this
country.
paid $3 for improper passing end^
members
of
the
Kiwanis
club
at
and Franklin G. Bouwsma of Hol- Ottawa county reveals a total of
be $30,000 and Strom & Strom,
4,767 children of pre-school age Attend Conference
H. Holtvluwer of Grand Rapklft
F. H. (Pop) Benjamin, an as- an outdoor meeting at the “Farm" Given Surprise Shower
contractor.
land. The Rev. J. H. Steenwyk
(birth through four) of whom 2,Sidney Woudstra, Edward Ev- paid a $1 parking fine.
sistantcommissionerfor local Boy- Monday at 6:30 p.m. Each is asked
A surprise kitchen shower hon- read the double ring service at 8 457 are boys and 2.310 are girls, erse, Jack T. Marcus. John Oonk
Scout troops, left today for Camp to bring his own table service.
p.m.
oring
Miss Kathryn Simpson,who
and a total of 11.281 of school and E. Prins attended the 13th anMiss Alma Bouwman and Mrs.
Ottawa to spend two weeks asThe bride Is the daughterof Mr.
will become the bride of Robert
age (5 through 19). of whom 5,- nual conferenceof the Michigan
Richard
Van
Ebnenaam
also
assisting with camp activities.
and Mrs. Dick Kapteyn of Dorr
The Fillmore Home Economics sisted in the primary department Welton in the near future, was and the groom is the son of Mr 090 are boys and 5.372 arc girls. Associationof School Employes
given at the home of Mrs. LawThe pre-school census shows an at East Lansing on Wednesday,
club will have a pot-luck supper at the Trinity Reformed church
and Mrs. E. J. Bouwsma, 714
increase of 403 over the 1947 cen- Thursday and Friday. Prins was
at Ottawa beach Tuesday a 6 Daily Vacation Bible school. Their rence Welton at Jenison park South Shore Dr., Holland.
Thursday. The guest of honor
sus and the school-age total shows re-elected to a third three-year
p.m. Members should meet at the names were omitted in a report
Pre-ceremonymusic and the an increase of 594 over last year.
found her gifts by opening English
term as director. Woudstra and
southeast corner of the pavilion. given to the Sentinel on Friday.
traditional marches were played
Of 123 districts, 12 showed no Prins received five and 10-year
Reports from the 83 Michigan Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes. Sr.. The regular monthly Gideon walnuts and reading the enclosed
by Mrs. Donald Lindeman, organchange, 79 a gain and 32 a loss. ribbons, respectively,for attendcounties up to June 14 show a to- Central Park, left Friday night meeting will be held Monday at rhymes. The nuts hung by pink
ist. She accompanied the soloist.
jtfMt died
The largest number of children ance at the conference.
tal of $42,067,351 <r 67 per cent for a vacation trip to Wisconsin. 7:30 pm. at the J. C. Burch and blue ribbons from an improMiss Rosemary Fran ken, who sang
are found in 11 rural school disof the state's$63 mi. lion E bond They took the carferry from Lud- home, 637 Mam St., Fennville. vised "spirea tree."
Games were played and prizes "Calm As the Night" and "Oh tricts in Holland townshipwhich
quota has been reached, accord- ington and were accompanied by- Members can meet at Ben V?n
Washington — Ellis Island has
Perfect Ix>ve." As the couple knelt
lists a total of 1,788.
ing to Frank N. Isbey, drive chair- Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stokes of Lente's office at 7 p.m. for trans- were won by Mrs. Anion Seif,
been owned by the federal govat the altar she sang "Bless This
Mrs. Ted Knoll. Mrs. John Kuipman.
ernment since 1808, and has been
portation to Fennvlile.
Rothtyjry.
House.”
The security local campaign Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kuite, who
ers, Mrs. Ed Damson and Miss
About 96 per cent of American chief immigration entry f int
Bridal attendants were Miss Elwomen do their own housework. since 1891.
Clara McClellan.
officially ends June 30, but all have been on a wedding trip to
inor
Bouwsma. sister of the
Michigan
Ag
Agents
Mrs. Harold Driscoll, Miss Marsales up to July 17 will count to- Indiana, are spending the weekgroom, maid of honor and Miss
ward the mark, officials said.
lyn Driscoll'and Mrs. Norman
end at the home of his parents, Will Gather at
Meanwhile in Holland. E bond Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kuite,
Simpson assisted the hostess in Francos Colsman and Mrs. Melvin Kapteyn, sister-in-lawof the
sales have continued at their Michigan Ave.
Michigan's county agricultural serving lunch.
bride, bridesmaids.Flower girl
Others
invited
were
Mrs.
Rususual pace. Local bond sellers say
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Daley agents are going back to school.
and
ringbearer were Jean De
they have noticed very little in- and daughters. Nancy and Patty,
From June 28 to July 2, ap- sell Simpson, Miss Evah Simpson, Kraker and John Bredeweg.
creases during the drive.
Miss
Marie
Van
Bragt.
Mrs.
Jusof Aurora, 111. are in their cot- proximately 80 county agents and
Only 14 counties have passed tage on South Shore Dr. lor the assistants will spend a week on tin Kronemeycr, Mrs. Hollis Hal- Given in marriageby her father,
the bride was gowned in heavy
just can’t
the halfway mark figures reveal.
Hie campus of Michigan State col- stead, Mrs. Ben Nyland. Mrs. Ed white satin fashioned with a net
summer.
Dickinson, in the Upper PeninsuNyland.
Mrs.
John
L.
Van
Huis
lege
at
East
Lansing.
They
will
Kenneth E. Stokes and Fred
yoke and a satin and net bertha
la. is the only county that has Stokes, Jr„ left today for De- get a concentrated short course in Mrs., Herman Schierbeck.Mrs.
made its quota.
Martin Van Dyke, Mrs. Rudy Z.ee- appliqued with satin flowers. The
troit where they plan to attend new developmentsin Agricultural
sleeves were long and were pointcalls this
Next in standing are Midland, the Tiger-Yankeebaseball games and home economics research.
dyk. Miss Marian Shackson, Miss
ed at the wrists. The fitted bodice
76 per cent; Wayne, 76 per cent; today and tomorrow.
I^ast June, Michigan's agents Adelaide Kuipers and Mrs. Jean extended into a full skirt with
Genesse, 75 per cent; Menominee,
Grace Episcopal church acolytes, visited the research plant of the Winstrom.
bustle back and long train. A
73 per cent; Ontonagon, 66 per choirs, Sunday school teachers U. S. Department of Agriculture
crown of orange blossoms held her
cent; Muskegon and Lenawee; and altar guild members will be at Beltsville.Md., near Wash- Marriage Licenses
fingertip-lengthveil in place and
each 60 per cent- Washtenaw, 58 guests of honor at a dinner at the ington, D. C. This year they're
George Habian. 20. and Phyllis she carried a bouquet of white
per cent; Kent, 57 per cent; GogeBig Top on Monday at 6:30 p.m. going to find out what's new at R. Tripp. 19. both of Grand Haven; rose*.
bic and Luce, each 53 per cent;
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Borden of Michigan'sown experiment sta- Lester Burton. 46. and Luceil
The bridal attendants wore
Marquette and Oakland. 52 per Ann Arbor have arrived in Hol- tion.
A\erill, 44, both of Coopersvilie; matching gowns of Nile green tafcent each and Iron and Bay each
land to make their home with
They will be housed and fed in Wallace R. Bradley, 22, Holland, feta styled with cap sleeves and
with 50 per cent.
their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. one of the collegedormitories.
and Donna Jean Baker. 19. route bustle bows. They wore mitts
More than 45 per cent are St.
4. Holland; Nick Hofstee, 74. matching their gowns. The maid
Clair, Monroe, Saginaw, SchoolJamestown,
and Alice Grit, 69, of honor carried orchid daisies
craft, Ingham, Berrien, Manistee
Hudsonville;Egbert J. Boes. 63. with a tiara of orchid and white
and Hillsdale.
and Mabel Perry, 48, both of daisies in her hair and the bridesZeeland.
maid carried pink daisies with pink
David Moore. 21. and Mildred and white tiaras in their hair.
Hughes. 21, both of Holland; UsThe flower girl wore a white
ter H. De Jonge, 25. and Mildred taffeta gown with tiny lace ruffles
Van Sloten. 22. both of route 1. extending down the back and
Zeeland; Richard Garthwaite 20, forming a train. She wore a white
Is
Coopersvilie. and Shirley Haiker, headpiece with a shoulder-length
19. Grand Haven.
veil and carried a basket of flowElmer James Van De Wege, ers. The ringbearer wore a white
A new feature of the LMYA re23. Holland, and Carolina suit and carried the rings on a
gatta to be held at Macatawa Bay
Volkema, 19, route 4. Hol- satin pillow.
during the July 4 week-end will
be a power yacht navigational race,
land; Peter R. Schaaphok,22,
Robert Bouwsma of Cleveland.
it was announcedtoday. The race is
route 1, Coopersvilie, and Mar- O., attended his brother as best
garet L. Metten, 22, Coopers- man. Guests were seated by Clarscheduled for 4 p.m. on the Fourth
in Lake Michiganoff Holland harvflle; McCIeve Sherwood, 25, ence Pott of Holland and Robert
bor. This race is open to all powFerryaburg, and Sharon VerBerk- Hoekstra. Mr. and Mrs. Ben
er yachts recognized by the
moe*, 17, Grand Haven; Theo- Brinks were master and mistress
LMYA, if ownea o. chartered by a
dore Banasiak, 28, route 2, Grand of ceremonies.
member of, a recognized yacht
Haven, and Cora Gulyban. 20,
A reception for 125 guests was
club, it was reported.
route 1, Spring Lake; Paul Van held in the parlors of Fuller Ave.
Speed is not a factor in this
Dort, 27, Holland, and Dorothy Christian Reformed church. Miss
event, with the slower yachts comJean Van Voorst, 23. route 2, Helen Van Wesep presided at the
peting on the same basis as faster
Zeeland; Lawrence William Lamb, punch bowl and Miss Ruth Ten
ones, officials said. Detertnining
Jr., 23, Holland, and Elsie Par- Have and Wally Kerstetter were
factors are skill in maintaininga
son*, 24, Hudson, N. Y.
It WOULD be nice If we could make
in charge of gifts.
acteristic”of the business that always chalconstant speed and in keeping
Bouquets of mixed flowers were
up a lot of telephone call* in advance and
lenges the telephone industry.'
accuratelytrue .compas* courses
placed oh the tables and about the
store them for future use. But we can’t.
Rockett Take Opener
on each leg of the race.
Over the years, better equipment and
room. A four-tier wedding cake
Every telephone call must be made to’your
Entries may be made at the
formed a centerpiece for the
In B League Action
more efficient methods have been able to
MBYC club house and complete
order on the spot
. whenever you want it,
bride's table.
meet this challenge. But today, these alone
instructionswill be given one hour
In the B league baseball opener Trombone solos were played by
day or night.
are insufficient to offset the overall inrrraaa
before the race. The LMYA has
Frkjay night, Ken Van Nuil allow- Jack Brinks, accompaniedby Mrs.
Every call requires a system of wires,
purchased trophies valued at $150
in the costs of running the business.
ed two hits and struck out 10 Jay Ter Molen.
which • will be awarded to first,
cables and central office equipment which
batter* to pace the Rockets to a
Mrs. Bouwsma was graduated
You can be sure, however, that we shall
second and thiiU place winners.
10-4 win over the West Side club. from Byron Center high school
grows more and more complex as it becontinue
to provide the best possible service
Members of the Power Yacht
Jim Hillebrands, Peter Paulus and Calvin college.She has been
comes easier and faster for you to use. And as
Race committee are: Phillips
at
the
lowest
possible coat And every day—
and Jerry Victor aided the win- teaching school in Grand Rapids.
more telephones are added, the equipment
Brooks and Edward R. Jones of
ners’ cause with two hits apiece. Mr. BoUwsma is a graduate of
as the telephone system grows— the value of
needed per telephone multiplies.
the Macatawa Bay club. James A. Murray D. Van Wagoner, former examine acme of the 4,000 tulip Hillebrandssmashed
homer Holland High school and Calvin
your service increases because yon can cal
Hudson of the Southern Shore, governor of Michigan, recently bulbs presented by the Nether- which Jack Koene* tripled for the college. He will attend the UniThere, in brief, is the "raing-eoetcharmore people and more people can call yen.
club, chairman.James H. Fahey.
land’s government to the city of loser*.
versity of Michigan this fall
participated la a ceremony comChicago club, Dr. E. V. J. Young,
Munich as a gesture of good wilL
Marvin Vander Bie, Herman The couple left on an aastem
Diversey clqb and Harry E. Lam- memorating the restoration of The bulbs will be planted' la the Kammeraad and Ronald Dozeman wedding trip to New York, Bosbert, Burnham Park club.
trade between Holland and Ger- gardens surrounding the Haus der, formed the losing battery.
ton, Phikdelphiaand other places
many. Van Wagoner, military gov- Kunst, or art museum, which
of interest. For traveling the bride
Stock exchanges had their ori- ernment director for Bavaria, and stands on one of Munich's main
Canada * peat bog* cover an es- wore a grey dress and cape with
gin ito London in 190L
Karl Scharoagl, mayor of Munich, boulevards.
timated 37,000 acres.
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the Inside. Postal clerks havt keyT
with ingeniouslittle hooks that
hold the keys firmly In the lock.
merce is making arrangements
Perioni who ftil to pay promptfor the proper entertainmentof
ly usually art on vacation.
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Dr. John Wesley Hill of New
July 4, 1948
Health Inspector Ben WlerMi*»es Jean Van De Wege and
NICK
VER
HEY,
who
live* at
York City, who will speak in
Mftcal&h, » Prophet of lartel
lema suggested Friday that Pres- Agnes Walters are visiting places
When Hope college celebrates Holland Sunday morning and who Just before entering Muskegon 36 East 26th, dropped in he idential Nominee
I Kings 22
Dewey of interest in the east Including
its semi-centennialanniversary during his stay here will be the harbor Wednesday morning the other day to tell the Ambusher would make a hit with the Dutch
By Henry Geerllngt
Wuhington.D. C. They are also
It is good politics to be friendly ) next June prospects are that it guest of G. J. Diekema. The en- Goodrich line steamer Atlanta about the starling* in his neigh- element if he aplit his last name visitingat the home of Mr. and
tertainment committee of the suffered an accident to her steer- borhood.Several, he thinks, are into De Wey. Hfe recalled that the
with everybody.Politicians prac-iwillgraduate the largest class
Chamber of Commerce has made ing gear which rendered her prac- survivors of the shotgun crusade Tom Dewey who formerly aerved Mrs. Elmer Boer in Columbus, O.
Mrs G. D. Hamilton of Detroit
lice tins whenever they face elec-lsince its incorporation in 1866, be- plans for a luncheon to be held in
tically helpless, according to a last year. At least some of them as Zeeland high principal abortwas
a recent visitor at the home
tion time. The farmer is often aurgan a story in the Wednesday, Hotel Holland tomorrow.
story appearing in the Dec. 12 is- are crippled.
ened his last name from some- of her mother, Mn. Delia VeneThe
Mission
Fest
which
will
be
priced to see a well-dressed city July 28. issue of the Holland
But the most interesting thing thing that sounded like Vrugen- klasen, West Main A^p.
sue of the Ottawa County Times
man trudging across a newly Daily Sentinel published in 1915. held at Zeeland on Thursday.Aug. published by M. G. Manting in was watching a mother starling dewey.
Mrs. Herman Derka. Main Ave.,
The junior class this year had an 5. is assured of the presence of 1902. There was quite a sea at feed one of her babies.
Questionedwhether anybody is visiting at the home of her chil»w Home of the
plowed field to shake his hand
Holland fttr Neaa
enrollmentof 42 members all of Dr. S. M. Zwemer since he has the time, about 4:30 a m. The At"Why the big lug was bigger had ever pointed out his resemb- dren. Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Doyle t
PubllahedSvery Tliura- and discuss his family and his whom are in line for promotionto just arrived in New York from
lanta wuj about a half mile from than his mother," Nick says.
lance to Senator Vandenberg, Petoskey.
Jday by the Sentinel crops and his general health. The
the senior class and It is expected Engand and expects to reach the harbor at the time and drifted
Wiersema said it often has been
'Printing Co. Office 54-56
The annual congregational picW««t E ehth Street. Hol- forced interest ot the prospective that practically the entire class Holland by Tuesday.
rapidly toward the pier. Seeing
And as long as Nick told his called to his attention, although nic of the Second Reformed
candidate in the farmer's wel- will return to complete its college
land, Michigan.
In addition to the new Jfi.hOO that the boat could not make the story, the Ambusher U encouraged seldom from persons who know
church will be held at Lawrence
fare is a bid for his vote at the course.
art hall and two new barns built harbor, the engine was set to to tell you his experience with him well. It’s usually the newEntered aa second claaa matter at
Street City Park on Wednesday,
fall
election.
Probably
all
of
us
on
the
fair
grounds
within
the
Holland was well represented at
the poet offloe at Holland. Mich
work, and the boat backed out to birds this summer. After feeding comers, particularly state inspec- June 30. A basket picnic will be
under the Act of Congress. March 3. fall into the habit of cultivating the conventionof the Michigan last two years as well as the sea. Two miles out Capt. Mardeo them most of the winter, there tors, who comment.
held. A program of sports is in
1879.
persons w hom we hope to use banker's convention yesterday. Getz building another barn will lay to and repairs were made on
was still quite a supply of food
preparation
sometime.
Those attending were H. J. Guld- be added includingeight box stalls the steering apparatus.
W. A. BUTLER, Bualnea* Manager
suitable for birds. And what with
Jerry Klein of Explorer post 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nles and
Israel and Judah were rival ens, cashier of the First State for race horses and plans are beAt the annual election of offic- nesting and all, it looked as Zeeland, boasts .the largest fish son of Ann Arbor were recent
Telephone — Newt Items 3193
kingdoms, though they had a com- bank; J. G. Rutgers, cashier of ing formulatedfor a new imple- ers of Castle lodge No. 153,
though the birds were having a ever caught at the local Boy visitors at the home of their parAdeertiaing and Subecrlptiom, 3191
mon religious and political inter- the Peoples State bank; Otto Kra- ment building about 50x100 feet Knight* of Pythias, the following tough time finding enough food, Scout’s Camp Ottawa.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. Nies. Cherry
The publlahersluil not be liable est. Wars were waged between mer, cashier of the Holland State In which the latest designs in were elected: C. C., R. C. Devries;
so some of the winter feed was
Jerry caught a 30-inch pickerel Ave.
lor anv error or errors in printing
them, but at times it was wise bank; G. J. Diekema, W. H. modern machinery can lx* display- V. C., Ross Cooper; Prelate. B. Van placed.
in Lake Pettit Tueaday.
and advertising unleu % proof of
The Rev. Henry Van Til, Bible
auch advertisementshall have been and necessaryfor the two to Beach, Alex Van Zanten, Bon ed. The race track will be greatly Raalte. Jr.; M. of W., R. SlowinYou probably recall that the
All member* of the staff who instructorat Calvin college. Grand
obtained by advertiser and returned merge, thus uniting the:r lorces Brower. Will Westveer and Albert improved and purses aggregating
ski; M. of Ex.. E. B. Standart; winter feeding attracted spar- have been getting the place in Rapids, conducted services at the
In time for correction with against a common enemy. But
$1,850 will bring out many of the
Hoeksema.
M. of F., Ben Brouwer; K. of R. rows and startlings,so you can shape for the grand opening to- Third Christian Reformed church
•uch error* or correction* noted
A team owned by Fred Boone fastest trotters and pacers in the and S.. W. A. Holley; M. at A., Imagine my delight when an oriole day, saw the 30-incher so it isn’t Sunday.
plainly thereon;and in aucb cate if such mergers were not well tied
any error eo noted 1* not corrected, together. They were temporary became frightenedat a passing state.
W. H. Orr; O G.. C. M. Hanson showed up regularly this summer. just one of those fish stories.
Services at the First Christian
publisher*liabilityshall not exceed plans for emergencies while at of the new post office building
Fred White of this city left and trustee, C. De Pice.
And quite a few robins availed Paul Stoppelsof Senior outfit Reformed church were in charge
auch a proportion of the entire space
heart
the
two
nat«ons
were
at automobile while standing in front yesterdayfor Fort Worth, Wyo.,
occupied by the error bears to the
The now officerselected by the themselves of the free eats. One 10 and a member of the camp of the Rev. R. Heynen of Cutlerv-hole space occupied by auch adver- odds.
yesterday afternoon and ran away. where he will be engaged as head Major Scranton Circle are; Irene of them was a female with a staff, said he saw a family of
ville.
tisement.
Jehosaphat of Jerusalem,king The wagon was loaded with large sawyer in a large lumber mill.
Reeves, president; Ada Seip. sen- crooked tail. Her tail feathers grouse in camp Tuesday morning.
The Golden Hour society met
of Judah, visited Ahab of Sam- slabs of polished marble at the
George Damson, instructorin ior vice; Allie Kooyers. Junior point about 30 degrees to the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
According to reports, Paul is on Thursday afternoon tn the
One year 12.00; six months 91.25; aria, king of Israel,as a friendly time. The entire load was spill- violin in the State normal acad- vice; Ida Belcher, chaplain; Ann port. She flip* pretty well, hut not one of the early risers at the
parlors r.* the North Street Christthree months 76c. Single copy 5c gesture, a courtesy between kings ed and one slab of marble was emy of Colorado, is home on his
camp.
Beukema. treasurer; Elpha Alli- as well as the other birds
ian Reformed church for the final
SubscriptionspayableIn advance and a d nationN Ahitb facod a spri011,
will be promptly discontinuedIf not riu nrtU „ An‘iD ia(’u * senous broken when the tongue of the vacation, visiting his mother on son. conductor; Mary Harris,
The point in tellingyou about
meeting o fthe season The organsituation.
By
treaty
between
Isrenewed
wagon buried itself in the grass Pine Ave.
The Holland Chamber of Com- ization is especially interested in
guard
Old Crooked Tail U to tell you
Subscriber*will confer a favor by rael and Syria, the important near Centennial park. The horses
Miss Bessie Veneklassen and
At a meeting of the Allegan about her feeding her young. merce office announced it* bul- Christian education and works tor
Robert Leenhouts,both of Zee‘iWoftT11
01 R»™»h-S'iiad was to b* broke from the wagon.
County Agricultural Society, held When they were old enough to letin for promoting civic improve- the local Christian school.
...... i turned over to Israel. The town Isaac Marsilje, who was re- land, were married in Grand Rap- a few days ago at Allegan, the leave the nest she brought them ment called "Action” ha* been
Mr. and Mrs. J N. Clark have
commanded the highway,and was elected president of the Holland ids.
following officerswere elected: L. to the garden to facilitate feeding. entered in a national contest being returned to tneir home on Central
IT F. D. R. WERE ALIVE
a strategic center in military op- Board of Education a few weeks
MarqueriteAustin of Palm A Lilly, president: Frank Sim- It was quite a sight to see the sponsored by Naco*. (national asIf Franklin D. Rooseveltwere
Ave., from Rochester. Minn.,
erations. But Syria had retained ago. is dean of that body in point Beach. Fla., is in the city visitmons, vice president; S. Agan babies lined up to cat. Mrs. Am- sociationof commercial organiza- where Mr. Clark was at the Mayo
tlive today, and in reasonably the place and Ahab was worried.
of service. Mr. Marsiljeat the ing friends and relatives for a treasurer. W. H. Warner secre- busher noticed them one night tion secretaries).
good health, he would almost cerClinic.
He did not feel able to capture last school election had completed few months.
Tlie contest is being sponsored
tary. Among the directors are G. when Crooked Tail was nipping
tainly be a candidate for the the place from the Syrians.
A. P. Lamer, who spent several
Mrs. R. L. Dodd left for her H. Koopman of Overisel.L. Schol- off pieces ot an apple and stuff- by the San Jose, Calif., Chamber
36 years as member of the board.
Democraticnomination at the The arrival of Judah's king gave
months in Denver. Colo., at the
He was re-electedfor three years, home in Milwaukee today after ten of Laketown, Gerrit Slenk of ing it down the mouths of the of Commerce. Grading of entries
coming Democraticconvention. him the idea of proposing a merhome of hi* nephew and niece,
which will make his term of ser- spending a few weeks here with Fillmoreand John Schipper of fleglings. She exploded:
will be done by the institute for has returnedto his home in ZeeThat assertion does not come ger of Israel and Judah for a camvice 39 years at the end of his her mother. Mrs. Alice Robinson,
Overisel.
’Those lazy things," Mrs. Am- journalisticstudies of Stanford land.
merely from people who do not
pagin to force Syria to evacuate term. He began 36 years ago as contest to stay."
Peter Schaap of Orange City, busher said. 'That poor mother university school of journalism
Wee the New Deal president; it Ramoth-gilead. He had good reaMiss Audrey Tjepkema has reAt the same time, backers of la., visited relatives here and at never gets any rest."
member of the board of the Old
under the direction of Dr. Chil- turned from Seattle.Wash , where
is an almost unescapablededucson for making the proposal for School District No. 1 of Holland the pre-Atlantic City contest apton R. Bush, executive head of the she was a student at Seattle.
Zeeland for a few days the past
tion fp>m things as they are.
the possessionof Ramoth-giliad township. Later that became part pealed directly to Pope Pius XII
week.
Janet A. Cornelius, a Charlotte school.
A political party wants to w'in.
Pacific college school of
was equally important for the of the city’s school system.
from the ruling made by Bishop Fred Poole of Chicago spent girl working in a local lunch
The local office sent the last of nursing. She is spending her
as a matter of course. All other
protection of Jerusalem.So the
A. H. Meyer and son. Frederick, John J. Swint of the Wheeling
three best issues Friday. Rule* vacation at the home of her parSaturday and Sunday as the guest room, is an appreciative girl.
considerations yield to that polidiplomaticAhab asked Jehosha- have gone to Bel’aire to visit Dr. diocese. #
of Will Botsford. Mr Poole is
She was duly grateful when a stipulate three copies of each ents. Mr. and Mr*. T. Tjepkema.
tical necessity, as things stand
phat to join him in the undertak- and Mrs. Rudolph Nichols for a
Mary Ruth Ford, of nearby with the large printing house of thief with a conscience of sorts re- publication must be sent. /
today, about the only man in the
Tonight at 6:30 p.m. members
ing. It was a reasonable request. week.
Warwood, W. Va., told reporters
This is the first time the bulDemocratic party who could hope
Poole Bros., Chicago.
turned her Social Security card
of the Mission Guild of the First
Besides, the king of Judah was
In
an
article in this week’s is- that she chose to stay in the preletin
has
been
entered
In
any
conMr. and Mrs. J. Mersen of Mar- and operator'slicense after her
to win would be the late Mr.
Reformed church, with husbands
keen to have the goodwill of sue of De Wachter, official organ liminary city contest at Wheeling
ion, N. Y.. are visiting their son, billfold was stolen a few weeks test. according to W. H. Vande a* guest*,will hold a pot luck supRoosevelt If he had lived, domesAhab. So the agreement was of the Christian Reformed church, despite the fact that two other
tic politics would probably have
Dr. J. J. Mersen. East Tenth St. ago. hut she would have been hap- Water, Chamber secretary.
per at the City park This will be
made, the merger effected.
a report is given of the result of members of churches in Bishop
Circulation for the bulletin is
developed differently from the
Rev. J. Vtnder Erve of Cedar pier if he had included some highthe closing activityof thi* organSwint's
diocese
have
dropped
out
Jehoshaphatclung to the belief the campaign that was started by
way they did under Truman, but
Rapids, la., was the guest of G. ly prized snapshots which were in 560.
ization.
that no major undertaking should that paper some weeks ago for a of the pageant. Her father, a
the chances are that international
W. Mokma a few days ago.
the billfold.
Two large boxes of clothing and
be started without the approval petition to President Wilson call- grocer, backed her up. He said
Municipal Judge Cornelius vanaffairs would have worked out
Dr. William Van Zanten. formJanet and her twin sister, Joan,
snd shoes have .been sent to the
of God. So he asked for the word ing for an embargo on the sale of “it’* a matter of the church havder
Meulen
was
momentarily
a
substantially the way they have.
erly of this city, i* now located are employed here for the sumNetherland* from the First Reof the prophet of God to guide arms and ammunition to European ing one view and the family anRussia would hardly have changed
mer. The two cards had been re- grandfather Thursday afternoon. formed church. The boxes were
at Sheboygan Falls. Wis.
their course. Ahab could not re- countries and asking for a curIt
all
happened
when
a
woman
her apots even if Roosevelthad
Nicholas De Kleine has been turned to the home address in
sent to the Dutch Reformed
fuse the request. To do so would tailment of freedom of the press
William J. B Miller, director
been in the White House the past
appointed postmaster at James- Charlotte and wore forwarded with her small daughter came in- church. Well bij Ammerzoden
have
broken
the
merger
at once. and free speech in regard to the of public relationsfor the Moundsto
the
judges
office
on
a
civil
lour years.
town. vice Herbert Dean, resigned. here.
Gelderland.
European war. This petition was ville Junior Chamber of Commatter. Seems the woman had to
Aa a result we would have one But Ahab had maintained the
Rev. William Johnson and famServicesat the First Reformmore of those well known crisis semblance of religion by gather- popularly known as the “Holland- merce, sponsors of the “Miss West
Recognizingpeople is no chore, sign one of thoee involvedlegal church next Sunday will be coning about him a group of trained ers’ Petition.’’ because all persons Virginia" contest, said that he ^ hf'f mov'‘1 in’« .,h?
elections. All true Democrats
but hitching a name readily to papers which was close to two ducted by the Rev. Eugene Osterhl.i. g" every face really presents ils pages long.
would of course have shouted that prophets who played into his of Holland descent were asked to sent a cable to Pope Pius at
haven. Bible instructor at Hope
atican. It ssin thst tnp sponsors
* rp
Hizzoner told the woman she
the Rooseveltmedicine was the hand by always advising him that sign it. The petitionhas been for- \wnnlH
problems.
college. The pastor, the Rev. A.
••annr~-int.
an
.vnr.ccl^,
St.,
brought
TuC.Swarded
to
the
President
and
acwould "appreciate an expression
only nostrum that could save us God would bless him. Their reday by Tiemann Slagh. was the
Psychologists often persons to shohuld read the paper before .she Rynbrandt. will visit the South
plies always flatteredthe king and cording to De Wachter's article from the church leader on the
put
her
“John
Henry"
on
the
from disaster, and enough Relirst schoolhouse in Holland. The
Psychologists often tell persons
Holland. HI., church which has
little over 2,000 matter because Bishop Swintjs
sheet. She began to read.
publicansor independentswould he liked flattery.So with much it contained
92
foot frontage brought $3,425. to associate each face with .some
extended a call to him.
apparent
reverence
he
asked
his names of Hollanders from all ruling “threatens the success” of
Meanwhile,
the
judge
struck
up
have let their fears persuade them
By the explosion of a boiler in person'swork. That works fine
Mrs. John Boeve is directing a
four hundred prophets whether or parts of the United States. This the pageant next Monday.
to go along with that point of
Meyer's mill at Jamestown Cen- until you meet that butcher's de- a conversationwith the "cute" Young People's choir of the First
news story anpearedin the Thursnot
the
Ramoth-giliad
campaign
little
girl.
He
asked
her
about
her
view. The result would have been
ter a few days ago. the engineer livery boy buying a pair of shoes
Reformed church. The choir will
should be undertaken. These pro- day. July 29 issue.
dolls, playmates etc. After roughly
a fifth-term president.
Youth
Center
Closes
was
slightlyhurt. The boiler was iaslead of driving his truck.
furnish
music during the summer
Last evening the young people
While it is idle to speculate phets knew Ahab's desire. Probblown through the side of the
Almost every reporter, taking ten minutes the mother had com- months. Miss Anita Rynbrandt
ably they had been tipped off as of the congregationof the Six- Season With Dance
pleted the document and signed
About what might have been, it is
building.
notes from a person whose name
iS accompanist.
on the dotted line.
not unfruitful to imagine what to what reply to make. They un- teenth Street Christian Reformed
Miss
Nellie Noordhof of Zee- eluded him, has at one time or anchurch
gave
a
surprise party in
The
closing dance for the sumanimously
advised
the
campaign.
As mother and daughter were
may be some time in the future.
land has been appointed as mis- other hazarded “And how do you
Jehoshaphat w’as suspicious of honor of the Rev. Mr. Walkotten mer was held Friday night at the
As a fifth-termer Mr. Roose\elt
sionary among the Indians in Ari- spell the name?’’ only to find it going out the door the little girl!
might conceivablyhave been a these many prophets. He had the on the occasion of his 45th birth- Tower club, local youth center. A zona by the Mission Board >t the Smith, or somthing equally simple. tugged on her mother’s arm and vWlllCollJU/ll
day. They presentedhim with a
“Wait a minute mommy, I
blessing to the American nation, courage to inquire about a real
The Rev. B W. Lammers celeChristian Reformed church.
large crowd attended.
An insurance salesman who said.
beautiful library lamp, the preprophet
of
God,
and
ask
that
bewant to kiss grandpa good-by.’’ brated hi* 88th birthday anni•peaking of him personally.There
John
Dinkeloo
and
J.
II.
Den
known*
a
lot
of
people
in
Grand
In keeping w ith Fourth of July
fore anything was done about the sentation speech being made by
She crossed the room and gave versary last week Thursday
is no need to talk about dictatorthe rooms were gaily decorated Herder and families of this city, Haven, Holland and Allegan, says judge a "swell’’ kis* on the cheek
Jacob
Nagelkerk.
campaign
His
word
should
be
had.
•hips. But the builders of the reMr. and Mrs. Julius Zagers and
C.
Den
Herder
and
J.
Meengs
he*
particularly
confused
when
Miss Rose Brusse gave a fare- with flags and red. white and blue
and left.
public saw clearly that it is dang- This did not please Ahab. but he
sons haw returnedfrom a vacaof
Vriesland,
and
J.
Den
Herder
he
meet>
them
away
trom
their
streamers.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Orlo
Barwell reception to her friends in
erous to keep any one man in of- had to be courteous. It was the
tion at the Zagers cottages at
'of Zeeland attended the silver native habitat.
this city yesterday afternoon. She ton assisted Mrs. J. G. Van LeuCentral Park.
fice too long, no matter how ben- only hope of supplementing his
wen.
director,
as
chaperones.
(wedding
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
Van
Too
had
we
can't
be
Siglers
or
is to leave soon for Seattle. Wash,
evolent he may be Whether he so army with the army of Judah.
A union picnic of the Reformed
Mrs. Van Leuwen announced ^oeren at Grand Rapids Tuesday Farleys.
where she will be married to John
deaire* or not such a man de- But he tried to discredit the
and ChristianReformed Sunday
that
the
center
will
be
dosed
even'nK'
(From
Tuesday's
Sentinel)
Heines,
late
in
August.
velops around him a frozen politi- prophet of God. though he ackschools will be field July 31 at
Everybody has his troubles
Mrs. Jake Hop and Mr* Mart
Former Mayor E. J. Harrington during July and August as the l Asher Cady and family left
cal organization that comes to nowledged that Macaiah was such
Monday
for
Bethel
Springs.
Tenn.
Bill Vande Water secretary- Tubergen visited with Mrs. Alice Spring Grove. The Rev. Bastian
will celebrate his 83rd birthday building must be vacated. Board
have all the disadvantages of dic- a prophet.
Kruithof of Holland will speak.
He
has
owned
the
Macatawa
kenmanager
of the Holland Chamber
Ahah lost his control while anniversary tomorrow with a fam- members are now trying to find a
tatorship government The life of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Van KlompenRooks
in Grand Rapid* Thu.s-iav.
nels
for
several
years
and
took
of Commerce who spent a few
ily reunion at his home, 89 West new location.It is hoped quarters
a free people depends on change. speaking of Macaiah, and conwith him 15 dogs for training.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Dt berg and other local relativesatdays
in
Washington,
last
week
will
bo
found
before
the
opening
The moral is clear. The Ameri- fessed that he hated him because Ninth St. In the evening the antended the Mast reunion at Zeellocated the U.S. Chamber of Com- Vries and Mr. and Mrs. James
of school in September,she said. #
can people should see to it that he did not prophecy good concern- niversary will be observed with
and Saturday evening.
merce
headquarters
in
the
naa six o'clock dinner. Among those
Committee in charge was Irene VlSScheT-W alters VoWS
Hoekinga of Grand Rapid* wore
never again can this political har- ing him. Jehoshaphat showed his
Mrs. Lucas Van Rhee cared for
tion’s capital without trouble, but in Detroit Saturday to see the
Tubergan. chairman,and Dorothy
t
n
dening process go so far as it courage by rebuking Ahab. Ahab who will he present are Mrs. W
her grandchildren, who had the
he
couldn't
find
a
parking
place.
exchanged
in
rarsonage
Elferdink,
Marlyn
Vande
Wege.
Tigers play the New York Yankwent under Roosevelt. They can could not avoid sending for Mac- P. W.thington of New York, a
meas.es. while their mother. Mrs
He has the sympathy of all ees.
no longer place their reliance in aiah. While a messenger was sent sister of Mr. Harrington.Herbert Lois Elferdink, Dick Draper and
Lewis Van Rhee was in the liospiA
ceremony
Friday
at
7:30
p.m. drivers familiar with Washingpuane
Lyon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman taii where a son was born.
a tradition. That tradition—now for the prophet of God. a piece of Harrington and family of this city
in
the
parsonage
of
Bethel
Reton's parking signs which are like- spent Sunday evening with Mr.
embodied in a proposed constiiu- byplay was put on to dissuade and Mrs. A. J. Ward of Grand
Ed Hoi lema n was leader at the
formed church united in marriage ly to read. "One hour parking ex- and Mrs. William Smith and Mr.
t-nal amendment
should be Jehoshaphat trom disagreeing Haven.
C. E. meeting SuMlay evening.
Shower
Compliments
Mis*
Betty
Walters
and
Roger
cept between 4 and 6 p.m. with no and Mrs. Connie Zeedyk in HolThe members of the common
written into rigid law. Anything 1 ^ilil
prophets. It was a
Henry Visscher. The Rev. C. Stop- parking Wednesday afternoon.’’
land.
magnificent scene tne two kings council were entertained last ev- IHiss Evelyn Huyser
lesi than that is unsafe.
pels performed the single ring
Edward Bander. Harris Oppen- Bramlles, Wins Honors
,on royal thrones in royal robes ening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Overisel. June 29 Special' — A ceremony.
Friends who called on Dr. and huisen, Gerald and Marvin Huy'and the group of prophets before Walter Lane. State S>.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. W. J. Van Kersen last week ser. Lorraine Bekia* and Margar- At Detroit Horse Show
Local Girl Attends
Dr. and Mrs. A. T Godfrey have bridal shower was given Wedr.esthem.
William
Walters. Lugers Rd.. and to congratulatethem on their et De Boer went to East Lining
returned
from
Chicago
where
[>r. day afternoon at the home of Mrs
h°ad of ’he prophets was
“Brambles.” owned by Mrs.
Red Cross School
he groom is the son of Mr. and wedding anniversary were fac- Saturday and Sunday to attend
Zedek.ah. He turned dramatic Godfrey spent six week taking Allred Lampen, Overisel, honorCharles Kirchen and ridden by
Mrs. Henry Visscher. 657 Central cinatod by the couple’s eldest the 60th annual Christian Errieav
Mi*. Marjorie Harbin of 757 and with horns of iron, symbol- postgraduate work in the Chemis- ing Miss Evelyn Huyser of Bor- Ave.
her daughter.Mrs. Robert Fitztry department ot the University culo. Duplicate game prizes were
granddaughterwho modeled Mrs. or convention.
ized
tlie
assurance
that
victory
gerald, won the hunter championButternut Dr. is attending a 1UThe
couple
was
attended
by
of Chicago.
awarded and a two-course lunch
Van Kersen’s 50-year-old wedding A farewell party was given in
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kruithof. dress, a period gown most persons honor of Mr. and Mrs. Herman ship at the Detroit horse show
The
organization
of
the
Hol- was served.
v
the
,he messenger,
*"4fk on
Camp Douglas Smith near LudThe bride wore a white two- agreed was right in style today. Schreur and Mr. and Mrs. Edward last week-end over top competiAttending were the Mes dames
sent to bring Macaiah to bribe land Rifle club was completedlast
tion and well-filled classes.
ingtoii.
evening at a meeting at which 16 John Huyser. Harold Van Den piece dress styled with round colSchreur and family fr>m Orange
The horse placed .four first
Tte* students are given instruc'V1”*'
Ahab' of the 30 charter members were Bosch, Isaac Hank, Nick Van Der lar. long sleeves and full skirt.
Anybody renting post office City. la., who have been visiting place*, one second place and one
ne ned to pledge him to agree
tion in first aid, water safety and
present,
began
a
story
in the Fri- Slag. Sam Baar and the Misses Her accessories were brown and boxes in Holland is forcibly re- relative* here last week. The
with the false prophets. But Maaccident prevention.Required subwhite and she wore an orchid minded of the seasons. "Rent due" group of about 50 met at Bosch's third place in the six classes enca;ah was not a trimmer, a taker day, July 30 issue. R. B. Cham- Helen. Barbara and Elaine Haak.
tered. It retired the challenge trojecti are swimming, diving,canoepion was chosen president of the Margaret and Alma Van der Slag; corsage.Mrs. Kruithof wore a slips always seem to appear on restaurant in Zeeland on Tuesday
of bribes, a coveter of Ahab's faphy
for the best Michigan-bred
ing, boating and life saving.
gray
crepe
dress
and
a
corsage
club. Other officers are; Chajjles also La Verne Haak. Clifford and
the opening day of spring, sum- evening. Dick Schreur showed
hunter by winning three succes‘This place is a school in the vor. He stood for God and only Vh. vice president; Thomas N.
of white roses.
slide*
and
the
family
of
John
mer,
fall
and
winter.
Clifford
Vernon
Huyser.
Ronald
Van
Den
what God gave him to say would
Itrict sense of the word,” writes
A reception for the .immediate Hopkins says it’s just coincidence Bosch served refresnmentrT.io.sf sive years, an unusual occurrence.
Robinson, secretary; C. Van Bosch and the gues’ of honor.
he speak. So he was brought.
Mrs. Harbin.
families was held following the because workers put the remind- attending were Mr. and Mr*.
His reply was an outward agreeCamp Douglas Smith is one ot
ceremony at the home of the ers in all boxes ten days before George Schreur, Mr. and Mrs.
34 similar schools being sponsored ment on the proposal of Ahab,
groom's parents. The couple left the new quarter and it just hap- Vereeke, Mr. and Mra. Arend Verby the Red Cross to get new vol- but Ahab knew that he was mereon a short wedding trip to north- pens that that day is the start of eeke and son, Mr. and Mrs. Cy
ly imitating his false prophets
unteer instructors.
ern Michigan. They are now liv- a season
Huyser.
and at heart was against him
ing at Lugers Rd.
Mr*. Harry Bowman attended
As for people who don't pay
Then Macaiah came out with the
Shower* were given for the rentals before the new quarter, the Schuiteman reunion at Mona
Mn. Alice Ten Brink
truth, describing two fascinating
bride by Mrs. John Walters; Mrs. they find the boxes locked from Lake, Muskegon, last Thursday
Walter Van Meeteren. Mrs. Tom
Dies in Holland Hospital scenes. The final word of Macaiah
Mrs. Mame Johnson from CaliRtfiHT THERE
wa> God* disapproval of the mer£ ONE OF OUR
Smith and Mr*. Andy Westenfornia la visiting with her mother,
ger
and
the
campaign.
But
Ahab
Rtf’
REASONS
FOR
Xlj*. Alice Ten Brink, 86, of i37
broek; Mra. Henry Visscher and
Mrs. C. Bekins and Mr. and Mrs.
BEING ABIE TO
TUtwit AtMtrtA
East 15th St., died in Holland hos- , Insisted
T . . on having his way
. and
— Mrs. M. Van Di*. and by a group
CELEBRATE
Le* Bekins and children. She came
pita!
of friend*.
early Tuesday. She had ^ h ha?hat showed hi^ WPakn^s
by plane leaving California Saturby
standing
by
the
merger,
even
„ broken hei hip about a week ago
day at 11 a.m. and arriving in
and had been in the hospital sev- when the prophet of God had adChicago at 5 p.m. Her brother-inEd
Brolin
Captures
vised
against
it.
The
result
was
eral days.
law, Charles Heppner, took her bj
Surviving are six daughters. the tragic death of Ahah and the
car to her mother's home.
HLTA Net Tourney
complete
las>.
of
-the
battle
as
Mrs. Hilda Martin of Muskegon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Huyser et
Mra. Peter Katloa of Charlotte, Macaiah had predicted.
Ed Brolin, Saturday afternoon,
Grand Rapids spent Friday eveI— Amalia Earhart lotf ot
Mra. Elmer Larsen of Battle
won (he Holland Tennis associa«MtA.
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Willard
mo. 1937.
Creek, Mrs, John Kooiman and Reckless Driver Fined
tion’s "closed" tennis tournament
ft
Vereeke and daughter*
Mra. Ira Higgins of Grand Rapids
by defeating Bob Herschel,1947
s>Mr. and Mrs. Cy Huyser attendGrand Haven. July 1 (Special)
t-B*ginnlng of “D
and Mn. A. Culver of 'Detroit; -Herbert J. Schlachter,20, oi
City champion, in a hard foupht
Bars"
ed the wedding of their piece,
five *0111, Eugene of Allendale.
match.
Set
scores
were
6-1,
3-6,
Evelyn
De
Vree
at
Seventh
ReGrand Haven, pleaded guilty to a
Henry of Nevada, and Joe. Bert reckless driving charge upon ar0-lndap«td»no» Dor. •
formed church in Grand Rapids
and Martin of Holland; 30 grand- raignment ip Justice George V.
Brolin also holds the No. 1 posiWednesday evening.
children: 33 great grandchildren,
tion on the HLTA ladder, which
S-Oarid Fanagut firalU$.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen
Hoffer.’scourt this morning and
- admiral bora 1801.
a sister, Mrs. Jacob Hoeks- paid $25 and $3.50 costs. Comwill be in operation through the
attended the Brothers and Sisters
of Hollandtennis
season.
club at the home of Mr. and
plaint was made by El jo $tuit of
Paul Icon ban.
A deep forehand drive worked
Casey Tubergen in their new home
Grind Rapids after his car was
S'06 CAST SLUG;
it railway passenger coaches
well lor Brolin Saturday to enable
In
Waukazoo.
—
—
r?
damaged in an accident at the
fluorescent lights were put
him to keep his opponent at a dis- DOVE. MRTWftS BUG;
oval Sunday afternoon involving
?— US. MartoM occupyIceMention in 1938.
' 7-1
advantage throughout most of the
land. 1941
Only two per cent of AUskt’s
Schlschter'scar.
match.
land is privately owned.
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS WEDNESDAY, JUNE
with jam, dreaming the whil« of
the "avant guerre" time when
flaky croissantswere plentiful and
cheap. To return again to the coffee, sans milk. Perhaps to term
it coffee is to be over-generous.
Whatever portion of coffee It contains is well strangled by a
dreary substitute, besides which
even chicory would taste good.
The government must put this in
the coffee to make enough to go
almost around.

Paris in Spring

Laughs,

City of

Is

-

In Spite of

Annoyances in City

laughter is naturally the government. It is also the target for a

30,

1948

Dinner Honors Couple

Roofers Offer

number of the pungent comments he makes in non-laughing

Bohn Bonuses

On 25th Anniversary

moments, and bullseye within the
target is the matter of the "func-

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Michaely,

THERE ARE

With Meager Supplies
By Rob

tiOT enough ex-

port credits to

buy much

coffee. The acrid

Ball

smoky

real

taste

is

PARIS THIS spring is a city no whit improved by being sweetened with saccharine. Sugar, ol
which laughs in spite of. In spite course, is on short ration as well.
of the foul ersatz coffee, in spite
Embittered by this collation,
of the hobbles of rationing, in the Parisian advances into his
•pile of crowded transportation,in day, in which he will wait in line
for a number of things,be obliged
spite of a cost of living which
to stand in the Metro or on the
long ago lost sight of the wage
bus, earn a rather small amount
and salary level. It is not a scornof money, and have to pay too
ful laughter,and not at ail a light-

much

hearted sort; it is the laughter of
people who wonder just how much
more fouled-up things can get.
The annoyances of Parisian
life begin at breakfast. No milk
for the cafe an lait. The meager
supply of ration tickets goes to
waste, because insufficientmilk is
rellvered to cover the ration allowance.

On

for

whatever he

brings

home.
If our Parisian

^

a horde of beetles on a tired old owner* may

,

and house. Following the dinner, piano
tree.
easily by the Holland Ready Roof- solos were played by Marilyn BurIt is these unfortunates, under- ing Co., located on North Shore ton. Later the guests returned to
paid, overworked often in useless
Drive. Free eetlmate. on roofing ,he, 5Jichae|y home where the host
employ, encouraged to petty tyranny by a system that demands ena
quintuplicate. six stamps, seven furnished by the firm
|Buer and Billy of Grand Rapids,
signatures, and eight, initialings,
A roof ahouid be a feature that jMr. and Mrs. Russell Burton,
who feel the bvunt of our Pari- lends the home and surroundings
-^r- nn(* Mrs. C.
sian’s blame.
be.uly, end noi only, commodity
""d Virginia and Eva
Most of the lower level funcjustments will be made. About
tionaires, who ride the same com- to keep the home dry, the roofers
250 persons share in the bonuses.
muters’ train with our Parisian itrea*.
Veeder said employes desiring
Among
the
supplies
kept
by
the
July
Bride-Elect
and drink a bock with him at the
their checks by mail should send
same ‘'zinc’’before coming home company are FlintkoteThikbut
post cards to the company listing
Feted at Shower
in the evening, agree that their strip shingles, Cedartex Tripltab
conect addresses.
hexagon
strip
shingles
and
Cedarefforts are fruitless,their numMiss Arlene
Haitsma,
The company suspended operatex hexagon strips, which have
bers too great.
whose marriage to William Koo!, tions more than a month ago.
proved
popular
with
many
cusThere is a popular contention^
Jr, will take place on July 1, was Plans for the future have not
which may be true, that France^ tomers. The firm also handles entertained at a luncheon Wedbeen revealed.
Sidtos-eement
sidings
which
are
with about a fourth the populanesday noon given by Mrs. C. J.
tion of the United States, has made of imperishable materials— Rushouse and Mrs. Nathaniel
more government employes. In asl>estosfibre and Portlandcem- Brower at the home of Mrs. Rusany case, the Parisian is convinc- ent which cannot rot, rust or burn. house on route 4. The table was
The owners strongly recomed that his cares would lighten in
(From Frldu’’* Sentinel)
decoratedwith yellow and white
proportion to a lightening of the mend and stand back of Flintkote
Sgt. Jerry Menken who is stasnapdragonsand tall white tapers.
government payroll, and it would products.These products are made
The afternoon's entertainment tioned at Norfolk, Va.. with the
seem that the elective members with every advantage that sci- included an informal talk and US. Marine Corps, is spendinga
of that government have at length entific research can provide hackdemonstrationon flower arrange- 12-day leave at the home of his
come to agree with him Schu- ed by 40 years of successful ex- ments by Mrs. John L Bouwman. parents on Central Ave.
mann has proposed a hou-eolean- perienoe.
Mrs. John Bremer, 220 West
Miss Van Haitsma was presented
Call Holland Ready Roofing Co.
ing and the Chamber of Deputies,
with
an
arrangement
of
earna* Eighth St., submitted to major
after considerablefolderol. ha‘ for advice or estimates.The’' wi'l
surgery Thursda> morning at Holshf •'«> re“‘iV<‘d hom
given him a vote of confidence aid you willinglywithout cost or '*<*
land hospital.
the guests.
be solved quickly

.iding

.^ly
1
|

the rare days when same

-"M.

Cn

Hn(^

Van

is a worker doing a job that a lot of other* can
do or an office worker in the
same category, he will make $50
to $70 a month for an average of
48 to 50 hours a week. On this
he supports his family.
A group of economists has calculated that existence salary at
present Parisian price levels is
about $40 a month for a family
with one child. Obviously our average Parisian, who. by definition, makes a little more than
some and a little less than other for
w'age-eamers.is treadingrather
close to the edge. The purchase
of a new pair of shoes is some-

trouble has not left shelves bare
of butter, a Frenchman can allow himself a few slim curls of
it, which makes the wretched
bread (still baked with corn
meal) go down a bit easier. It
daren't go down too easily, however. The allowance has to be
pinched to make it reach three
thing that must be planned and
meals a day.
worried about.
If our Parisian can afford high
Prices, except for wine, fruits
prices, he can embellish the slices
and vegetables, are as high or
higher than in the United States.

Personals

obligation.

it.

Gray Ladies going to the VetThe guest list included the Mesdames N. Van Haitsma. William erans hospital at Ft. Custer on
Fris Family Gathering
Koo]. Edward Brouwer, Titus Van Saturday are Mrs. Barendse, Mrs.
Haitsma. John Schreur, lyiuis Combs, Mis« Virginia Kooiker,
Used Cars Sold
First in Several Years
Kool from Grand Haven. Russel Mi.s.s Crystal Van Anrooy and the
Mesdames Richard Flaherty, John
Members of the Fris family met Woidring, John Kool. George
Stephens, Neal Tiesenga, and WilSchreur.
Nick
Brouwer.
Ben
together Wednesday for the first
liam Bennett. Making the trip
By Fred Dirkse
time in several years. Following Kroo/e and the Misses Joan and
Hazel
Karl
and
Miss
Van
Hait- Monday will lie the Mesdames
dinner at the American Legion
In America, an industrywhich
John Hartnorne, Irwin J Lubbers,
Fred's Car Lot, 686 Michigan Memorial club house, they met sma.
with present prices paid its low Ave. is owned and operater’ by
William Schrier, Lester Klaasen,
socially at the home of Mr. and
echelon people only 25c an hour
John Tiesenga, Henry Tysse, Har.
. . a
„
. Fred Dirkse. dealer in high-grade Mrs. Jacob Fris. route 4.
Jimmy Maruri Chosen
would be subjected to great pubcars and new lrailp* fow,
old De Fouw and Clifford HayThose present were Mr. and

^

.

,

ages occasionally to
it.

FAVORITE

purchasing a late model car at the
lot, the customer is given a 30-day
laugh in 50-50 guarantee unless otherwise
specified,accordingto Dirkse.
He is a member of the National
for his Used Car Dealers association.He
has been a dealer of iLsed automobiles for more than five years. Before that time, he was a mechanic
enabling him to know and understand his business well.
He is a local dealer of "Stylecraft’’ house trailersand also

TARGET

ONE DAY SERVICE
ON

DO**

Y(M
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LAST

DEVELOPING
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and

PRINTING

REPAIR NOW!
iDulSocul

Add miles of pleasure to your
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!

V
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1
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PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

car.

10 Cast 8th ttraat

h Hit way H
buy rapairi,

RESTAURANT

«n*
•

GOOD FOOD
Decker Chevrolet, Inc.

PREVAILS

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

controlled Green-

—

'

'

State Farm Mutual Co.
ANNOUNCES

I

ATF AIIT

HII

I

k llU

COLLEGE

in

A Careful Driver and Interested
Lower Rates Call At

—

AVE.

BEN
177

If Your Are

L.

:W£ CLEAN

VAN LENTE
PHONE

recore:
7133

Open Until 5:30 P.M Except Wedneadaya

OTTAWA AUTO

Si.

Hh

NEW BATTERIES
—

Moke

H.

•

John Van Tatenhoves

Mr. and Mrs. John Van Ta tenhove. Sr., of 24 West 15th St.,
celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary Friday night with a
family dinner at their home. The
couple has six children and five
grandchildren. The occasion also
marked the 18th wedding anniversary of their son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Leo SalisAttending were Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Van Tatenho\e and Jane:
Mr. and Mrs. Salisbury, Pat and
Linda; Mr. and Mrs. John Van
Tatenhove, Jr., and Mary; Kenneth Van Tatenhove.Miss Betty
Van Tatenhove, who is home from
Santa Ana, Calif., and Miss Geraldine De Roo of Zeeland. Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Van Tatenhove and
Dirk I>esterof Santa Ana could

SALES

VRIELING
RIVER AVE.

PHONE

3195

'

MOTOR SALES
HUDSON DEALER
28 W. 9th

8t

r-.'.v,

;

PHONE

Phone 4405 177 College Ave.

SUPER SERVICE
7th at

Central Phane 6259

MyWw

NEW POWERFUL
EQUIPMENT

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
150

EAST 8TH

LENNOX
One of The World’e Lergeet

8T.

Phone 6422
Your Buick-PontiacDealer

Manufacturers of

-

COAL - OIL

QA8

Heating equipment
Sold by

HARRY HOOP
HEATING

LATE MODELS

116 Eaet 14th 8t.
HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZKELAND PHONI 459F4

Sold Wirti

Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

REPAIR NOW!
Plastic

Saat

tfioc

Add miles of

plea-

Cover*

. .

.i**"

sure to your

cur.

—

WELDING, BRAZING
CUTTING
Coala

and Time!

WGLDING

kt

t

ta

KAR-RUGS

.150^,5

eccoiieries

Phone 4436

5

Phone 4811

SAFETY TUBES
For pleasant motoring, get

#

Prevents PuncturesBecause

LINCOLN

•

Local Tests on These Tubes Stop in and

WAVERLY DRIVE
HOLLAND
Until

It'e Planted!

D

BILLS

Seals As It Rolls.

SHOP
Holland
W Know

TlIRE

50 Weet 7th Street
“We Know

e

Phona 2711

Tires’'

• ElectricalService
• Engine Tune-up
• Brake Penning

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Maycrofl &

-SUPPLYING-

MOTOR
16-22

SALES

Phone 66768
West 7tH Street

USED

QUALITY

MacEachron

NURSERY

Not a Home,

Genuine Parte

It

See For Yoursel f.

MERCURY
a

PHONE 7774

2

Phone 659B

NEW GENERAL PUNCTURE SEAL

Call ua.

ROUTE

Ave.

Flintkote Producte

pre-

serve and conaerve the
thlnge you have!

St.

711 Michigan

Call 9051

HOLUND READY ROOFING

50 West 8th

Motor Sale* Co.
YOUR OLDS - CADILLAC
G.M.C. TRUCK DEALER

Corner Michigan and 21th St

Have repalre in time to

Hie wey le

buy repairs,

HENRY TER HAAR

^REPAIRS

It’e

WICHIGON AV

l

FREE INSTALLATION

1.00K

7997

NOW

Ui and Save Labor

A

Beautiful Colors

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE

ELECTRICAL^Y

*1

H O L L R N

PIPE

WIPING WASTE
MILL A FOUNDRY

FLUES

SUPPLIES

STEEL ITEMS

jrSCR Vice

and

Trt

LOTS

CORNER COLLEGE AVE. sad 8TH STREET

Between 7tb and 8th on

and Wash Jobs.

869 Rlvsr Ave.

Plan Your

Ths Quick snd Modern Way
The Welder’s Torch

Call

PRINTING CO.

Sandwich-Soda Bar

i J

Phon# 7242

DRY CLEANERS
Phoce 2465

With All Lubrication

HAD'S

LANDSCAPING

HAAN

GEORGE SCHREUR

KNIFE'S

In-

terior of Your Car

ROOFING and SIDING

and

IDEAL

We Vacuum Tba

SERVICE
Specialize in

IGNITION

Plain or prints*

College Ave.

FOR YOUR

•

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

-

White or Colored

. 251

.

ESSENBURG

ROAD SERVICE
Charge

Juat Arrived

ip

ELECTRIC CO.

We

Large Variety

New Modern Type Faoe

Complete Sets

—

NEW STOCK - FULLY CHARGED
$1.50 For Your Old Battery — No Inatallatlon

WEDDING STATIONERY

FRED’S CAR LOT

of Automobile

Priced From

BRIDES

7th and Ctntral

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Oostendorp of 364 West 20th St. are

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

6-7212

only one-fourth as heavy

is

686 MichiganAve., Phone 8-7221

not attend.

$13.00 to $17.25

159

|

SALES, INC.
8-14 West

For Nearly Every

:

Cork

us water.

30 Day 50-50 GuafantM

Holland.

bury.

REPAIR

Holland Radio and
Applianco Co.
448

avoided hitting the girl.
The child is four years old.

PARKING

USED CARS

EMERSON

TYSSE
Waihlngton Phons

noon Monday.
Accordingto police, the girl waa
running to meet her father who
was coming home from work. He
called to the child but not in time
to avoid the miahap
Another witness, Walter Peloo
of route 4, told police there was
no way the driver could havo

NAPKINS

Celebrate Anniversary
«
i

GOOD NEWS FOR CAR OWNERS
Q

HOWARD

dames J. Vander Hill, Etta Marcus. Peter De Kraker. Robert
Croskery and Henry Venhuizen
and Miss Sue Plaggemars,all of

other Injuries, not yet determined. when she ran in front of a
car driven by Juliu* Nyhof, of 178
West Eighth St„ at the Intersection of Van Raalte Ave. and 13th
SL The accident occurred about

Mrs. J. A. Vander Veen who
spent the winter in the Chicago
area, has arrived at the Castle
where she will be for the summer. She lived in Holland for
many years.
Unity Lodge 191, F & AM,
will meet at the Lodge room at
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, June 30,

period followed.

land since 1410.
I Watt 8th ttraat

of

Other guests were the Me**
Grand Haven, June 28 (Special)— Matthew C. Locke, former dames Albert Oelen of Muskegon,
Circuit Court commissionerof Ot- William Stuart and J. Oom of
tawa county, who has been prac- Grand Rapids, and the Mes-

Denmark has

8ervic« Department2386
221 River

Smith and family of South Shore
Drive and J6nison Park. On Monday, Mr. and Mr* Bernard Smith
of Algonac, Mr. Smith’s parents,
will arrive for a visit.
Mis* Lucille Thousand of Chicago arrived in Holland Thursday night to attend funeral service* for Mrs. Hazel Wing Guild
today. While In Holland she is
the guest of Mr. and Mr*. Jud
Hohl, West J2th St.
Mr. tnd Mrs. David Heaa and
daughter. Francis, and Mrs. Frances Welch of Indianapolishave opened their cottage at Macatawa
Park for the summer.
Mrs. Ray N. Smith, 584 Lawndale Ct., has been called to Grand
Rapids because of the Illness of
her mother.

cork.

Camp Member

decorated with sweet peas and
other summer flowers. A social

ticing law in Muskegon, has been
named assistant city attorney of
Muskegon. Muskegon has separated its traffic bureau and the police accident and licensingbureau.

WHERE

ccauariti

Mr. and Mrs. William Fris

Music

RADIOS

Assistant Attorney

DUTCH MILL

Mrs. H. H. Fris of Ashville. N. C,

Jimmy Maruri, living with the
Breedsville. the Rev. and Mrs. J.
K. Van Baalen of Mount Vernon, George Pelgrims, South Shore
Wash., Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Brum- Dr., has been chosen for membermel and Mr. and Mrs. C. Frantz ship in the National Music ramp
of Detroit,and Mr. and Mrs. Jacob at Interloohenfor the summer,
according to announcement today
Fris.
H. H. Fris. who is now a pub- from Joseph E. Maddy, president
lisher.was Holland's first news- of the camp. Entrance requireboy and is said to have sold the ments' are on a merit basis. Jimfirst copy of The Sentinel. Rev. my is a member of the Holland
Van Baalen author of several High school orchestra and will be
"Kamp Master" camping trailers books, has just completed 'The a student of violin at the camp.
which are ideal for two persons Heritage of Our Fathers," on the He enrollstoday.
These trailersare equipped with Heidelberg catechism.
chairs, bed. sink. etc. They are
On Wrednosday noon Mrs. Van
easy to travel with because of Baalen and Mrs. Brummel were
their size ahd weight.
entertainedat a luncheon given
Dirkse says. "If you want to by Mrs. John Pieper in her home,
buy. sell or trade a good used 68 West 18th St. A two-couree
WESTINGHOUSE
automobile, come and see Fred." luncheon was served at a table

J

^TIMAJC

L

end with Mr. and Mrs. George and

^

lie indignation, but in France it
is normal, and the Parisian man-

spite of

£

227 West 19th St., celebrated their Are Distributed
Friendly Service
tionaires.” These, are the persons
25th wedding anniversaryat a
who man the unwieldy, misshapen D ..
„ . .. . • „ dinner party Friday night at the
Roofing
problems
for loc.l home Am,rlcJn 'm.JLh.. .n.h
bulk of French bureaucracy, like
Memorial club

\

Begin at Breakfast

ipending t week In Denver, Oolo. when the first degree will be oot»
Mr. and Mr*. Corneliui Schaaf- ferred.
ama and daughter, Kay, left HolA son was born Thursday la
land thii morning for their new Holland hospital to Mr. and Mr$,
home in San Bernardino,Calif. Earl Diiy, 24 East Ninth St The
They will be joined in Chicago by baby has been named Terry
another daughter, Mrs. Alfred Driy.
Morrii, who already is established
Dr. John E. Kulzenga of CenBonus checks for employes of
in San Bernardino.
tral Park returned today from
Bohn Aluminum plant 11 were
Gerrell Boi, who waa aerlously Emporia. Kan., where he has been
being distributed today at plant Injured In an auto-truckcra-sh lecturing for the past week.
headquarters,according to Rob- three weeks ago, is ftlll confined
ert Veeder, secretary of local 284, to Toledo hospital, Toledo, O.,
where he will undergo aurgery Girl Is Injured
UAW-CIO.
Veeder said checks cover the this week. Hi* condition i* Im- When Hit by Ctr
period from Jan. l to June 1 of proved.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Perrin
this year. Should the company
Sandra Slag, daughter of Mr.
resume operations before the close and family of Dearborn will ar- and Mrs. Fred Slag of 291 Wait
of the year further honu* ad- rive tonight to spend the week- 13th St., received a fractured log
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Den Uyl Explains

Jean Nyhof Again

Parking Charges

Takes Top Place

At

Nacatawa

For

‘Spirit

of

NEWS

THURSDAY, JULY

1,

1MR

Laming Man Beaten
By Unknown Assailant
Grand Haven. July 1 (Special)
—City police were called to the
corner of Third and ElliottSts.,
at 1:25 a.m. Sunday found Mar-

7P

North

to first place

And Hotel Gnests May

of 76" contest, replacing
Edna Mae Grabofski and Dorla
Westrate who took first and second places in tabulations a few
Spirit

Park Free

of

Charge

Reason* for th* 50-cfnt parking
charge at Macatawa park were
outlined today by Simon Den Uyl,
owner of Macatawa hotel and

Den

Uyl explained that the

first place.

The contest winner will be announced at the community Fourth
of July celebration next Monday
night at Legion Memorial park.

new

program was launched to control a
situationwhich was steadilygrowing worse, even though improvements the past year had provided
parking spaces for 300 to 400 more

Standings in the third tabulation
follow:
Miss Nyhof. 17,050; Miss Grabofski, 14,750;
Westrate,
13,650; Lola Haight, 10,450; Betty
Cook, 9,800; Donna Meeusen, 9,250; Mary Houtman, 8.900; Dorothy Hall, 8,400; lola Kruithof, 8,150; Marilyn Wyngarden,7,500;

Mbs

cars.

The new

lot north of the hotel

between the originaloval and the
channel is a joint venture of hotel

management and Casey Landman,
fish livery and
carries fishermen in his boat to
and from the breakwaters.Den
Uyl said about 56,000 was expended on materials alone, mainly
sheet piling, in developing the new

who operates a

Banker Plans

considerable damage to the kitchen. a frame structure behind the
main house of brick construction.
to
The rest of the house was damaged by smoke and water. Loss was
Otto P. Kramer, local banker,
estimated at $8,000, according to

CarolineBerens, 7,250; Eleanor
Kolean, 6,550; Norma Van Vuren,
6,250; Virginia Keel, 6,250; Pauline Van Eerden, 6,100; Betty Ny-

Gayety and fun of

Europe

Trip

land, 5,800.

plot.

City

lance and X-rays were taken on Waverly road located lour
Sunday.
miles north of M-21. The farm
Police were notified by neigh- uas owned by Mrs. William Elfers
bors who heard loud voices. The and occifpied by her son-in-law
officers have no clues but it is be- and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
lieved Pennel may have been ac- Prince, and their family.
costed by some drunken person or
The fire was discovered by Mrs.
persons.
Prince who was reading Oie SunPennel has been living with a day school lesson to her three
brother at 1203 Fulton Street for young sons on the front lawn. She
two weeks, coming from Lansing called her husband who was napX-ray reports were not avail- ping upstairs and he was able to
able today, but hospital authori- drive the family car from the
ties said the man had received a barn, one tire already afire.
concussionbesides other injuries.
In a matter of minutes, the entire 50 by 60-loot structure was
ablaze. Fanned by a strong south
wind, flames spread to the house
loss than 50 feet away, causing

days ago. In the first tabulation
a week ago, Miss Nyhof was in

other resort properties.

Barn on Farm

shall Pennel, 38, of Lansing,lyof
ing in the intersection.From all
indicationshe had been badly battered about the head by an unFire of undeterminedorigin levknown assailant.He was taken to eled a large barn and damaged a
Municipal hospital in an ambu- home Sunday afternoon on a farm

Jean Nyhof jumped from third
Monday in the "Miss

Fishermen, Shoppers

Fire Destroys

all kinds

Im

-l^ns^fn^

w

Hrlland uUn(Iawere prombed today by the coml! ' _.k C, y 10 J?in hls dm,gh'l Trucks of the Holland township
Mr». David Burton Gier
mittee lining up the program for
!^e“wi,rt:rrd °a P*<line Olive department
-"S'S BlendonfPenna-Sas photo) the day-long e\ent, starting with
sons shoppingin Macatawa stores »» ,, _____ ___
responded and
The bride was graduated from golf in the morning, public attractoday for Stockholm.
will be allowed one hour'., free
Dr' and Mra
- weden. |{t,pt the fire from destroying the
where they will visit the Gunnar
i
.
parking and those patronizing the 11,13,71''-‘stratc, Mr. and Mrs. Ferry hall. Lake Forest. III., and tions in the afternoonand a proumidr' house. Ihev were aided materially
beauty parlor may park as long as Fred Pickel and Mr. and Mrs. attended Michigan State college gram in the evening, climaxed by
0nllC,r
tankers, one carry
where she was a mem
r of Delta a big display of fireworks.
is necessary free of charge. Per- Victor Watkins. Music was furnGTt ,Bri,1 '"2 15U0 Ritlions and another 600
Zeta
sorority.
The
groom
attendAlbertos
Klinge,
90.
died
Satsons going to the hotel for meals
James Den Herder, in charge of
, ,,
n i'' i>rm* Rations. Neighborsformed a water
ished by George Lyons, harpist,of ed Cornell university at Ithaca,
also may park free.
East Orange, N. J., and Holly- N. Y., and is now taking a pre- concessions, has lined up games urday at 2 p.m. in Holland hos- Voider have left for Iowa where
.KHoli“nd'tr'RtKlcbelure the trucks arPiom
Stockholm,
the
Kramers nw,tj
Den Uyl outlined some of the wood. Fla.
of skill and amusement.George pital where he was taken early
they will leave their children with
medical
course
at
Michigan
State.
wnll go to Gothenburfiby train La;, thc fir(1 Kf|(. 13 ,ons o(
problems confronting officials.Not
Later in the day Mr. and Mrs He is affiliated with Chi Psi frat- Lunvsden lias complete control of Saturday morning. He had been relatives before continuingon a
the least of these were drunks
ground
arrangements
for a minia- ill for a short time.
rt
baled bat ow ned bv Henry Slagh
Gier 'left on a combinationplane ernity.
vacation trip to the Pacific northDenmark. There, they will ake
and 1)avld B«,hi (arm tu0|s
who hurled beer bottles about the
ture midway. Jack Yeomans will
He
was
born
Feb. 1, 1858 in the west. Accompanying them will lx
and boat cruise to the Caribbean,
Guests at the wedding were stage continuousgames, and A1
plane for Amsterdam and will
beach and in the lake, motorcyceluding a hay loader and binder
Netherlands, the son of the late Rev. de Voider* brother-in-law
the bride wearing a beige doeskin from Lansing. Muskegon. Detroit,
visit relativesin Coevorden. Drenlists who drove wildly down the
Stoner, vice-commanderof the Mr. and, Mrs. Albert Klinge.
suit trimmed with a brown chifand sister. Mr. and Mrs. William the. They plan to visit The Hague. ow ned by Herman Oilman, and a
narrow park roads, general hob- fon bow, a beige straw ha* and Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, River now Holland Memorial past, has
half ton of coal, a quantity of
le
wooden shoe Boomgars.
Forest. Elgin and Chicago. 111.
Paris and London before returnraising by adventurous groups,
wood and kindling, garden tools
gloves and brown accessories.She Zeeland. Saugatuck. Rockford, devised a new wrinkle for a base- maker until fi\e years ago and
ing home aliout Aug. 10.
and picnickers who littered priball game.
and other elfects owned by thewas a resident of Resthaven.He
wore a corsage of green orchids. Miami. Jacksonville. Ft. LauderKramer expects to be in Lon- Princes. A small shed north of the
vate property.
Robert
Kouw
will
operate
a
was a member of Central Avenue
They will be gone a month, re- dale and Hollywood. Fla., New
tlon when the Lambeth conler-|tornalf0 „as destrovcd
Den Uyl pointed out that all
duck pond and Harvey Buter will Christian Reformed church.
turning to Holland for the remain- York City, Portsmouth. O.. Indianonce is held. This conferenceis
roads and the lake fronts are pritake
charge
of
the
foot! and soft
Sheriff's officersdiscounteda
Survivors are four daughters.
der of the summer. They will live apolis.and Waterloo,Ind.
called alxrut once every
vately owned and he estimated
drink concessions. William Ven- Mrs. John Remelts and Mrs. Earl
„ . ,
r.
.
.
theory ot spontaneouscombustion
at 400 Gunson, East Lansing, afThe bride has been extensively huizen will try to determine who
on invitationof the Archbishopof
between $25,000 and $30,000 has
ter Sept. L
Wick of Los Angeles, Mrs. Rayfeted before her marriage.
3-2
been spent in road and parking
is the champion dart thrower of mond Schinger and Mrs. John Nyimprovements since he took over
the community. George Dalman aard of Grand Rapids; eight sons,
the holdings in 1944. No aid for
will opt1 rate a golf ball pitching John. Henry and Joseph, all of
read improvementshas been forthgame and Earl Holkeboer has Holland. Herman and Arie of Tailors pushed a lone tally across The conferenceis called for mut- p0llU neighbors hitched long cabcoming from the Ottawa County
arranged for a string of ponies Grand Rapids. Gerrit of Borculo. the plate in the final inning Fri- ual coun-sol and adv.ee l„ chur- 1 ,,.s tile bi„dcr a„d pul|cd „
ches. Kramer is senior warden at
Board of Supervisors,although reto amuse the small fry.
through the burning hay to get at
Anthony of Princeton,111., and day night to eke a 3-2 win over Grace Episcopal church here.
peated requests have been made.
the fire.
Golf will occupy the morning Albert of Los Angeles.
the VFW club in a City League
The park also hires additionaldephours. Bernard Arendshorst has
New roofs had just been put on
He also leaves 36 grandchildren softball tilt.
uties during the summer season.
scheduled
a
blind
bogey,
flag
conthe bouse and barn at a cost of
Farm
Receipts So Far
Grand Haven. July 1 (Special)
and 27 great-grandchildren; on^
Both
teams
scored
their
first
Roped areas in the original oval
$.)00. The Princes had just com— A 15-month-oldOttawa county test. putting and pitching matches stepson, Gerrit Klingenberg of two runs in the first inning, after
which accommodated about 50
pleted redecorating the kitchen
child was undergoing Pasteur and a long distance driving range. Holland and one stersister,Mrs. each pitcher got off to a wobbly Exceed 1947 Figures
cars serves to alow speeders, Den
Michigan farmers received and living room the day before the
treatment today after she was
to
Willis Welters of Jenison Park.
start. But from this point on. unUyl said.
$212,913,000 in each receipts lor lire occurred.
bitten on the face by a rabid dog,
til the winning seventh, base hits
He said the new program is not
their marketings the tir>t four
Hundreds of neighbors and Sunthe family pet, last Thursday.
were hard to pick up.
designed to cut the park off from
months of this year. This was day riders were attracted to the
Jeanne Thome, daughter of Sir.
VFW
opened
the
scoring
in
the
the public. He recalled the days
well over tlx $194,487,000earned scene, both in the afternoon and
and Mrs. Erwin Thome of Tallinitial inning on a single by Japwhen he often came to Macatawa
in 1947.
evening. Mrs. Elfers was visiting
(From Monday's Sentinel)
madge township, was taken to St.
pmga. an error, a fielder's choice
park as a boy and said he fully
Eugene F. Heeler, who left Hol- Mary's hospital for first aid treatGuests last week-end at the
The cash receipts from crops the Princes during the week-end
and another one base blow by
realized that the actions of a few
home of Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Fell.
in Michigan was $58.951,1)00— a and was resting when fire broke
land in 1944 after 16 years as head ment. Now at home, she will
Right fielderDykstra
were spoiling the enjoyment of
85
West
12th
St.,
were
Mr.
and
ten million dollar incroa>cf om out.
receive injectionsfor *21 days unof
instrumental
music
in
public
Dykema's
lost
little
time
in
tyFennville. July 1 (Special)
many.
Mrs. Guy Maiville of Dearborn.
the previousyear. Live.-,lock and
A five-minuteshower in midder the care of a local physician,
Army worms, the dreaded pests Mrs. Maiville is the former Iva ing the score in their* half on a livestock products earned farm- afternoonfailed to have any efMacatawa residents themselves schools, will direct the American
in an effort to protect her from
walk
to
Ben
Jansen,
a
long
double
which completely lay waste crops, Davidson, who taught in Holland
pay fees of $30 for assigned park- Legion band in its series of sumers $153,962,000which is eight fect on the blaze.
hydrophobia, which is always fating spaces each season and $25 for
have invaded Clyde and Ganges High school.Mr. and Mrs. Maiville by Cal Prince and a timely base million more dollars than 'he
mer concert this year during the al
un assigned spaces, Den Uyl said.
townships in western Allegan are spending a short time with knock by Harve Vanderveen, Tail- same period in the previous
absence of Director Everett KisThe dog. ordinarilykind and
ors’ flmger.
Grand Haven Soldier
When the resort season closes, inger who is spending the season gentle, suddenly became vicious county.
year.
Miss Maibelle Geiger. 206 West
Each squad managed to get
there will be no parking charges,
_
Forty
acres of rye on the A. M. 15th St., before returning home.
at National Music camp at In- Thursday and attacked the
Among Dead Returned
only one hit in the next five innhe said.
Todd farm have been completely
Cornelius Brewer. 115 East 20th
terlochen.
child, also threateningto attack
Grand Haven. July 1 — The
ings.
Then
Tony
Westerhof
o|xnGets
Jail
Sentence
stripped of leaves. Rye and hay St., left for Clevelandthis mornMacatawa residents,irate over
Heeler, who directed Legion other members of the household.
iKidy of Pic. Jacob J Bevvalda,son
td the Dykema seventh by taking
repeated vandalisms, had been in band durirlg most of his stay in
fields on the William Rasmussen ing on business.
It was shot through the head. It
On Larceny Charge
of Jacob Bevvalda of Grand Ha von
favor of blocking the road at the
and Mrs. Clifford Morse farms Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kuite, second on an error. He came
Holland, is here with his family will be difficult to determinerabwill lx among the remains of 1.around
to
score
shortly
on
a
game
entranceto the park and allowing
also have txen riddled.
Michigan Ave.. left this morning
for the summer. He has been af- ies in laboratory tests, but county
uil.iam Harbin, 18. of Selma. .911 American war dead being reonly residents and guests,but Den
Army
worms
are thus named for a visit with friend* in Cleve- w inning single by Claude Dykema.
filiated with Holland Furnace Co. officials are chalking up the case
The winners garnered four hits Ala., ^appearedin municipal court turned from Manila aboard the
Uyl held out for the new parking
because they come in huge droves land, Ohio.
as positiverabies, the 15th reportoff Matt Numikoski of the VFW. on I-riday and pleaded guilty Army transport Sgi. Morris E
program in an effort to solve a
Farmers claim that at dusk the
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Bento a simple larceny charge. He (Vain, according to the departed so far in the rabies epidemic.
serious problem.
invaded fields resemble*he crack- nett, 675 Columbia Ave., have re- while the Vets garnered three hits
was sentencedto serve 30 days in merit of the Army
With
15 cases listed in the
off
Vanderveen.
Den Uyl said he was not entire
le of fire, so great is the noise of
turned from Kalamazoo where
county. Dr. C. Dale Barrett, dir: Arrival of the vessel will he anthe pest.
double which gave him a 9-6 tri- th£ co,11n,.v
ly satisfiedwith present arrangeMrs. Bennett -attended the first
Complaint was signed by Mrs. nounced by the S;m Francisco
ector of the County Health deumph as the Browns topped the
ments and would be glad to conA. H. Morley, county agriculKalamazoo college piano teacher's
'adore Hamilton of 105 Columbia port of embarkation.
partment. today prepared to ask
Red Sox at St. Louis. Vein Stesider any suggestions.
tural agent, says army worms work shop.
the Board of Supervisors to adopt
A\P'
d<’aflwere originallyburied
The interview was arranged by
work in a cycle usually seven Holland hospital births on Sat- phens batted in five of Boston* According to police. Harbin rent- inTh,‘
New Guinea and Philippine isa resolution for compulsory imruns with a homer and single and
the Chamber of Commerce which
years, but farmers in this locality
ed a room at Mr.'. II million's lands.
urday include a son. Calvin James,
munizationof dogs next Tuesday.
had received many complaints on
say it is 12 years since the last to Mr. and Mrs. James Wiersema, Ixs Moss got a three-run homer home and took the money Irom .
---- — . ..
Dr. Barrett pointed out such
for St. Louis.
the parking program.
invasion.
a bank which she had in the
route 1; a daughter, Garol Joy,
action is necessary following poor
Morley said the worm lays its to Mr. and Mrs. Z.nas Gras, route
house.
response to the voluntary clinic
More coffee is consumed in the
eggs and dies. Many dead can be
1, and a daughter, Joyce Ixona,
program which he described as
found in the field*. He said these to Mr. and Mrs. James Pixley, U. S. than in the rest of the world
London - The Fiji islands in the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
"only mediocre at best." He esticombined.
eggs do not hatch until the next
Potith Pacificwere ceded by native
mated only 40 per cent of the
route 2. West Olive. A daughter,
29 East 9th
Phone 3963
cycle.
chiefs io Great Britain in 1874.
Ruth Anne, was born Sunday to
county's dogs, including those imGilbert Vander Water, Mgr.'
Argentinahas not had an offic- Only about 80 of the 200 Islands
Preventive or curable measures
munized privately, have received
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Sakkers, 53
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
ial census since 191 1.
are plowing furrows and filling East Seventh St.
in this group are inhabited.
the protective treatment.
with poisoned bait, but the cost is
"It now appears that 60 per
Mrs. Alice Van Welt, Mr. and
almost prohibitivecompared with
cent of the dogs in the county
Mrs. Gordon Streur and daughPostmasterHarry Kramer today
the loss to the crop. Dusting by
never will be immunizedunless
ter, Isla, and Miss Pearl Wyngarannounced that all mails to Army
airplane also is a costly measure.
tl.eir owners are required to have
den were week-end guests of Mr.
personnel, civilian employes and
The invasion usually lasts about
this done by law," Dr. Barrett
and Mrs. H. J. Van Welt and famdependents in care of A.P.O. 58.
two weeks and the worms d.sapsaid. The resolution, if adopted,
ily in Pontiac. They also attendmust contain a specialform listing
fxar seeminglyas mysteriously as
will require proof of vaccination
ed the wedding of Miss Shirley
the nature of the articles enclosed
they appear.
when
ownersapply
for
dog
licVan Welt and Michael Siano Satand their value.
Eugene F. Heeter
enses.
urday evening in First PresbyterThis is necessary because of the
Dr. F. S. Leeder. director of Fallen Tree Blocks
ian church in Pontiac.
recent duty and tax charges im sinco resigningfrom his school
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Brandt.
posed by the French government. position. The family came here the Bureau of Disease Control,
Michigan Department of Health, Traffic on 16th St.
260 East 14th St., left Sunday to
Sealed first-classpackages,in- from Midland.
spend eight weeks at National
cluding airmail packages, containHe had come to Holland in 1928 will speak before the board TuesTraffic was re-routed on East
ing merchandisemust have a immediatelyafter being graduat- day afternoon. He is an outstand- 16th St. for several hours
Music camp at Interlochcn where
this
Mr. Brandt will study oral
Special post office form attached ed from Northwestern university. ing authority on rabies control
morning
while county employes
theory, brass and percussion. He
or be indorsed for opening for cus He also attendedschool at Ohio and will describe how other councleared away part of a l*igo elm
ties have met such problems.
toms purposes.
expects
to take private lessons on
university and American Consertree which fell across the road at
Customs inspection will not be vator)' of Music in Chicago and
flute and French horn. Starting
the F. E. De Weese home at 6:4.5
made at the A.P.O., but after its is well known at National Music Mother of Local
next fall lx will teach full time
a m.
delivery to the addressee or his camp in Interlochcn.
The large limb fell across the at Hudsonville high school, his
representative.
20th year there. He began by
Harold J. Karsten, president of Dies After Heart Attack
road onto the '4(J model car which
French authoritiessaid the fol- the band, announced a set policy
teaching a half day a week and
Dr. De Weese had parked across
Mrs. Paul Smith. 69. of Bay
lowing articles are banned from for determiningwhether a conlast year taught four days a week.
the road. He said the top was
the import list through AF.O. cert will be cancelled. He said if City, mother of Mrs. Clarence J. dented.
A regular meeting of the AmBecker
of this city, died unexpectchannels:
erican Legion auxiliary will he
it rains at 6 p.m. the concert
Dr. De Weese said the tree had
Tobacco, cigars and cigarettes, will not be held. Such a decision Is edly at 6 a.m. Sunday at the home
been rotting and it is beieved the held tonight in the Legion club
matches, phosphorus, medicines necessary two hours in advance of her sister, Mrs. Edwyn Evans, extra weight of water on the rooms. A picnic supper will be
and vaccines not conforming to to know whether to set up the in Grand Rapids. Death followed leaves caused the fall. Lightning served at 6:30 p.m. Members must
French laws, narcotics, gunpow- band stand, public address system a heart attack.
bring own table service, hamburg
did not strike the tree, it was said.
Mrs. Smith, with her husband,
der, explosives,unauthorizedpub- and other preparations.
or wieners and buns. Coffee, relTlx
tree
snapped
telephone
had attended a family dinner in
lications, reprints and publications
wires to the De Weese home lo- ishes and dessert will be furnishthe Becker home on East 30th St„
cated just east of the creek be- ed. Memorial services will be conCoopemille Native
Saturday night in honor of her
ducted for auxiliary members who
tween Lincoln and FairbanksAve.
tents.
birthday anniversary. The family
died in the last year.
Dies in Grand Haven
was to have attended a dinner
• Also banned are monies, curMiss Virginia Tien of Fort
rencies, gold and silver in bullion
Lauderdale, Fla., has arrived here
Grand Haven, July 1 (Special) in Grand Rapids Sunday arranged Grandville Girl
and securities.
to spend several weeks with her
—Mrs. Rose Plows, 76, Ferrys- in celebrationof the Beckers’ In Burnips Ceremony
parents. Mrw and Mrs. George
burg. died in Municipal hospital wedding anniversary.
Burnips, July 1 (Special)
Mrs. Smith was well known in
Tien, 668 Central Ave. •
Sunday morning.She had been ill
Drenthe Boy Succumbs
Miss Wanda Pew, daughter of
Holland.
She
was
a
sister
of
the
Mrs. William Hovenga, Jr., and
for the last two years and was
late Mrs. C. M. McLean. Besides Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Pew of children, Sandra Lee and Gary
Alter Brief Illness
taken to the hospital Saturday.
it
Grandville, became the bride of
She was born in Coopersville the husband and daughter, a son Lawrence Stlckley,son of Mr., and Allen, of 95 East 21st St., are
fceeland, July 1 (Special)
spending a week with her parenta.March 12, 1872 and came to Grand also survives. There are several
Mrs. William Martin Stickley. in Mr. and Mrs Harry Postema, and
Emerson Dale Schra, 13-year-old Haven 30 years ago from Nunica. grandchildren.
Funeral services are to be held a wedding service Saturday in the other relatives in New Haven, O.
ton of Mr. and Mrs. John Schra
Survivors are five daughters,
parsonage of Burnips Methodist
©f Drenthe, died Friday night in Mrs. Lester Cook of Big Rapids, In Bay City oh Tuesday.
Don Lubbers, son of Dr. and
church. The ceremony was read at Mrs. I. J. Lubbers, 92 East 10th
Holland hospital.He had been ill Mrs, L. R. White, Grand Haven,
10 a.m. by the Rev. Leonard J. St., and Randy Bosch, son of Mr.
a week of a kidney ailment.
Mrs. Frank Booth of Long Beach, Bridge Bids Open
Washmuth.
Besides the parents he is sur- Calif., Mrs* Russel Smith of Belland Mrs. Randall Bosch, 196 West
The Chamber of Commerce has
Attendingthe couple were Miss 10th St., are attending a national
irived by a half-brother, Stanley
flower, Calif, and Mrs. James Hat- received word from State HighBessie Stickley,sister of the Hi-Y conference in Oxford, O.
Gustafson, and a sister, Ruth Ann,
field of Ferrysburg; five sons, way CommissionerCharles M.
groom, and Vernon Stickley, the Mr. and Mrs. Bosch left for Oxboth at home.
Clarence and Lester of Grand Ziegler that bids -for the new
groom’s brother.
ford today and will return, with
Rapids, Wallace of Ferrysburg, bridge on Pigeon river on tlx USThe bride wore a blue street- the boys Wednesday.
ha* James 01 sPring Lake and Ben ja 31 relocation will be taken July 8 length dress and a corsage of
been owned by tiie fedecfcl gov
Miss Betty Beasley and Miss
mm at home; two brothers, Chaf- in Lansing.
sweet peas. Miss Stickley wqre a Erma Rozeboom have retqrned
t since 1806, and has been les of Muskegon and James of
light green street-length drat,
immigrationentry c int Bitely; H grandchildren and eight
from New York city where they
About 10.000.000 trees in the
A wedding supper was served spent a week.
1891.
great grandchildren.
U.S. yield maple sap.
IF
at the bride’s home in Grandville.
The Rev. and Mrs. Marion de

Fishermen patronizingCasey
may park free, Den Uyl said. Per-
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Literary Club House Wedding Scene

Baseball

Lions’

tral Park to their

HC Loom* Favorite
In New Circuit;
Schutt Hurls Well
After a belated start, the Lions

club baseball league finally got
underway Saturday afternoonat
JUverview Park. Rain had washed
out the two opening twin bills.
Getting their first tastes ot victory were Duffy’s who stopped the
Ford nine. 9-5 and Hart and Coo-

ley who swamped Fillmore
Creamery, 13-6.
In the first game between Dufand Fords, the outcome rested mainly on the sturdy arm of

fy’s

flinger.

Schutt was personally responsible
for retiring every Ford batter
but one. He struck out 20 wouldbe-hittersduring the seven inning
^performance.The only other out
came on a fly to centerfield.He
allowed five hits although four of
them were of the doubtful var-

should have

been

WANT-ADS

Annd

LOANS LOANS

Births at Holland hospitalTuesincluded a daughter, Carol
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Deters. 186 West 27th St., and
daughter, Mary Ann, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Schreur, 95 East 24th
St. A son, Daniel Eugene, was
born this morning to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Bushee, route 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Bazuln, 169
West 17th St., left this morning
for Rochester, Minn., where Mrs.

Ford netted two runs in

the

on a double, a walk and two
successive singles to take a 2-0
lead. Duffy’s came back with
three runs in their fourth on a
single, a triple and two walks.

third

Ford again took a 4-3 lead in their
half of the fourth on two errors

,

at

singles.

Neither team scored again until
Duffy’s broke loose in a big sixth
with five hits and six runs— that
was all for Fords, with Duffy’s

194*

Chamber Plans

day

easy outs.

and two

new home

1,

Outing

323 West 17th St,
Members of the Holland ChamMr. and Mrs. George S. Everber
of Commerce have been Invithart, Macatawa Park, have returned from Terre Haute, Ind. ed to the annual Grand Rapids
Mn. P. H. Penna, Mrs. Ever- Chamber of Commerce salute to
hart’s mother, came with thw.m Western Michigan at Spring Lake
and will spend the summer Country club July 31.
The yearly “fun day’’ is sponsor-'
months here.
Members of the Waverly school ed to give friends and business
Activity club and their husbands leaders from various cities in
will have a potluck supper at Western Michigan a chance to enKollen Park on Friday at 6:30 joy an outing.
p.m. In case of inclement weather,
Afternoon and evening prothe event will be held at the grams are void of any speeches,
Waverly school.
Just fun and relaxation. Games,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Butler, boating, horseshoes,darts, cards
East 26th St., are moving today and cruiser rides on the lake tire
into a oottage on Lake Michigan included on the afternoon agenda.
Tee-off time for the golf tournafor the month of July.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Balfoort and ment Is slated for 2 p.m.
On the calendar for the evening
two children, Carolyn and Bobby
Lee, and Mrs. Balfoort’s moth- entertainmentis a dinner follower, Mrs. Doom former residents ed by a floor show and the official
of Grand Rapidi, have moved to salute.
Milo Do Vries, chairman of the
Holland and are living at 68 East
Grand Rapids Chamber wholesale
22nd St.
department, is in charge of West(From Wednesday’* Sentinel) ern Michigan visitors from HolThere will be no meeting of the land. Grand Haven. Benton Harbaby clinic untl. the second Mon- bor, St. Joseph and other cities.
Local Chamber members are reday in August, according to announcement by the Civic Health quested to make reservations as
committee of the Woman's Liter- soon as possible at the local
Chamber office.
ary club.

With Twin Bill

iety— which

Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Tlmmer
and children,Audrey Jean and
Blaine Jr., have moved from Cen-

League Starts

Howie Schutt, Duffy

Personals

THURSDAY, JULY

This Is the first time the annual

salute has been held in Ottawa
county.

Hamilton

(From Wednesday** Sentinel)
Communion was observed lust
Sunday morning at the regular
service of the local church and
also at a vesper service in the
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Bazuin will enter the Mayo
Rankens and Lester Sale were reclinic for observation.
Mrs. John Fris of Zeeland was ceived into membership upon confession of faith.
present at the Fris family gatherThe Senior Christian Endeavor
ing last Wednesday at the AmSociety held no meeting a* severican Legion Memorial park club
eral members were attending the
house,
State
C. E. convention at LanMr. and Mrs. A. E. Rhoads of
Marshall are occupyinga cottage sing. The Junior High C E. considered the topic "Its Fun to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Van Hula
at Macatawa Park for the month
Read" with Gladys Wedeven and
(Penna Sas photo)
of July. Mr*. Rhoads is president
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Van Huis The bride is the former Gladys of Michigan Division, American Joyce Busscher as leaders. Specwere married June 18 in the Wo- Grissen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Association of University Women, ial music was in charge of Elaine
man's Literary club house and Henry Grissen, 266 West 21st St. and is well known here.
Sternberg.
now are on a wedding trip to The groom is the son of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hamellnk The Rev. Peter J. Muysken*,
Washington,D. C., Virginia,Nia- Mrs. A. Van Huis, Jr., 48 East
and Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Ham- local pastor took charge of several
gara Falls and New York City. 19th St.
conferences at the C. E. convenelink have returned from a trip to
Niagara Falls and Lockport, N. Y., tion in Lansing on Friday and

LOAN*

Up

to $250 or more
Holland u)an Association
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor

Adv.

Lod

1

War Dead

Being Returned
The bodies of Pvt. Bernard J.
Gokcy of Holland Pfc. Melvin De
Jonge of route 2, Zeeland, ere
among the 3,734 World War Q
dead being returned from Europe
aboard the Army transport Greenville Victory, accordingto the
Army.
Pvt Gokey leaves his wife, Mn.
Bernard J. Gokey of 119 West.
20th St. He was killed in action la.
France Sept. 10. 1944.
Pfc. De Jonge is survived by hit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin De
Jonge of route 2, Zeeland.Dr
Jonge died of wounds received in
action in France, June 27, 1941
The vessel will arrive at the
New York port of embarkation
where brief ceremonies »rfll be
held the day of arrival.
The body of Cpl. Dale M. Lybn,
son of Ray N Lyon of route 1,
Mr. and Mrs. T. Harry Diubenspsck,Jr.
Married June 11 In Youngstown, Niagara Falla and Canada. The Allegan, will also be aboard the
boat
O , Mr. and Mrs. T. Harry Dau- bride is the former Mary Ann
Interbitzon,daughter of Mr. and
bcnspeck.Jr., are now living at
Mrs. D. M. ’nterbltzen of Holland.
297 West 22nd St. following a The groom’s parents live in
wedding trip to Pennsylvania, Youngstown.
(From Wedaesday*! Sentinel)
Miss Sandra Finch has gone tn
California to spend a part of her
vacation with her father, Harold

Saugatuck

Gier-Van Tongeren Vows

Finch.

Spoken

in

Hope Church

Mias Mary Kellar of Washington, D. C., is visiting her grand*
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Burd.

Wearing an ivory satin wedding i dresses fashionedwith V neckDr. and Mn. Justin Dunmlft
gown. a reproduction of, that worn lines, cap sleeves and full skirts
and daughter,Justine Ruth Of
by Princess Elizabeth at her re- and trimmed with taffeta sashes
Milan, are visiting in the Htny
cent marriage, Miss Donna Van I in an ashes of roses shade. Their
Newnham home.
ror.
Tongeren became the bride of large Riviera blue picture hats
Mias Kate Watt, a eophomott
Losing pitcher was Duane RosDavid Burton Gier of Lansing in a were trimmed with ribbons to
at Smith college, is a guest ef
endahl who allowed nine safeties
fashionable ceremony in Hope Re- match the sashes. Miss Gier carfriends at the lake shore.
to the Duffy batters.
formed church Saturday after- r.ed a crescent arm bouquet of
Mn. M. Johnson, Kathryn and
Hart and Cooley definitely
noon. The Rev. Marion de Velder Virginia Miller carnations and tne
Bob of Columbus, Ohio, are gu«ts
stamped itself as the team to beat
performed the double ring cere- bridesmaidscarried cascades of
Dr. and Mn. George Clark.
in the circuit when it blasted
mony in the presence of 350 the same flowers which matched of Mr.
and Mn. Leroy Soott and
out 14 hits to rout the newcomer
guests.
the ribbon sashes.
daughter, Sharen, of Chicago* art
Fillmoreclub.
The bride is the daughter of Tiny Sharon Van Tongeren, guests of Mr. and Mn. George
After a scoreless two innings,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Van Tong- niece of the bride, was flower girl,
Ferry.
the winners pounced on Pitcher
eren, 574 Central Ave., and the wearing a French embroidered
Mr. ad Mn. Fred Roaa of Bw*
Bob Kamphuis in the third for
groom Is the son of Mrs. Marian white organdy dress over a pink
ton Harbor announce the birth of
three hits and two runs. They
Judy, Mrs. Carl Finley, Jimmy, where they visited Tien Hamellnk, Saturday.
Gier
of
Lansing
and
Raymond
F.
slip. Ringbearers wore Harold Van
Former Holland Girl
Mrs. Juella Terpstra and son of
a son, Larry William.Mn. Rom
Diane and Joelle, Ned Olthoff,Mr. a brother, formerly of Holland.
added four more tallies on three
Gier of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla
Tongeren, Jr., nephew of the
Holland
spent
the
past
week-end
is the grand daughter of Mn. J.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Rotman,
Mr
and
Mrs.
hits in the fifth to lead 6-0.
Word has been receivedhere
Earns Music Degree
White
gladioli
and
peonies
in bride, and Robert Koop, her cousWilliam Wierda, Sharon, Ronnie of the birth of a son to Mr. and in the home of her parents, Mr large urns, greens and seven- in. They wore white suits and car- E. Durham.
Two hits and three walks proMiss Mary Jeanne van Apple- and Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Norris Mrs. Fred Miles at Sault Ste. and Mrs. Ben Eding.
Mr. and Mn. Hany Murfey Of
duced Fillmore’s first two runs
The Rev. and Mrs. Peter Muys- branch candelabradecorateu the ried the rings on heart-shaped pil- Chicago are spending the sunUMP
in the fifth inning. A big sixth dorn, daughter of Mrs. John van Rotman and Jimmy, Miss Vera Marie on Saturday, June 26. He is
chancel and the aisle was lined lows.
in the L. H. Waugh apartment ea
and seventh inning which ac- Appledorn and the late Mr van Rotman, Mr. and Mrs. John Olt- a former resident of Holland now kens and children, Don, Marcia with pew bouquetsof white daisCarson Symmonds of Chicago
and
David
left
Monday
morning
Appledorn
of
Holland,
was
gradPleasant Ave.
hoff, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Olthoff employed by the federal weather
counted for a combined total of
ies and carnations.
was best man and ushers were
for a two weeks vacation, expectColeman G. Sanford of ChJcafO
seven runs for HC dashed all uated recently with honors and a and Louis, Jr.‘, Peggy McEwan bureau station at Marquette.
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow of Hope Delwyn and Harold Van TongerFillmore hopes of a victory in B. M. degree from the Eastman and Mr. and Mrs. William BoerMr. and Mrs. Fred K. Colby of ing to spend the first week at Big college played appropriatewed- en, brothers of the bride, Thomas has been visitinghis parents, Mr.
| their opening fray. Fillmore tried School of Music, University of sen and Vernon.
Claremont.Calif., arrived in Hol- Star Lake and the second week ding music and the traditional Ballard and PhillipKlintworthof and Mn. F. J. Sanford on Masoa
further north in lower Michigan.
Rochester,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
She
*
desperately to get back into the
land Monday and are spending a
The local church services next marches, also accompanying Mrs Lansing.
Mn. Henry L. Brady and CWU
ball game in their last chance at has been awarded a graduate asshort vacation at the home of
The bride’s mother wore a floorSunday will be in charge of Dr. Jerrold Keyworth of East Lansdren of Houston, Texas, are spendthe plate, but their rally fell seven sLstantship for the year 1948-49,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Harringtonand
ing who sang "Because.” and dur- length lace and chiffon gown
carrying
full tuition and a stipend
William
Goulooze
of
Western
runs short, after hits had producfamily, South Shore Dr. They
ing the ceremony, "The Lord's in French blue with a large pic- ing a month visitingin the L. Rt
of $600. She will teach under the
Brady home.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) plan to go on to Detroit later. Theological seminary.
ed four runs.
ture hat to match and a corsage
Paul Henderson, Jr., son of Mr. Prayer."
Michael Hasselbar of Ft LaudThe W. M. A. of the local Un- Mr. Colby was formerly owner of
Frank Wlodarczyk handled the direction of the Eastman school.
Escorted to the altar by her ol white orchids. The groom’s
Miss van Appledorn and her ited Brethren church will hold
and Mrs. Paul Henderson enlisterdale,
Fla., an artist has returnpitching chores for the winners,
the Macatawa hotel and has many
mother are living in Rochester their July meeting at the home friends here.
ed in the Navy for a three year father,the bride was lovely in her mother wore a gown of pale grey ed for the season.
allowing just six hits. Ed Setter
gown whicn featured a sweetheart lace with large hat of the same
Her sister, Miss E. Ruth van Ap- of Mrs. Fay Brown in Byron CenMrs. Frank Dobinson of Cheatrelieved Kamphuis for Fillmore
Mrs. Joseph Bogart, who has service and left last Monday with neckline, fitted bodice and court shade and a wrist corsage of
pledom
will be in New York In ter all day Friday. A potluck dinElmer
Tanks
for
induction
er, England,is visitingher aunt
during the wild seventh inning
been visiting at the home of her
train. The gown was trimmed with green orchids.
August. She is on the faculty of ner will be served at noon.
Connie Haakma spent a week
Mra. James Johnston, Mra.
rally.
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Arrangements of white peonlea,
the
Duluth
branch
of
the
Uniin
Kalamazoo with her grand- seed pearls and iridescentsequins
Mrs.
Clare
Hoff
has
been
conJohnstonand Mias Mary JohnstM
Foid and Duffy's still could use
Mrs. Robert Wolbrink,291 West
and
the
same
beaded
design
was
Canterbury
bells,
delphinium
and
some new boys in key positions, versity of Minnesota. In addition fined to her home with illness for 12th St., for the past week plans parents, Mr. $nd Mrs. Frank Dek- carried out on the tiara whicn gladioli decorated the Van Ton- are at the Tillie Tudlen cotttfO
tc her teaching she has been giv- some time
ema.
for the summer.
a spokesman said today.
to return to her home on Long
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nyhof held in place the three-tierfinger- geren home where the bridal party
Mrs. Flagon recently presented Island, N. Y., Friday. Mrs. WolDr. and Mn. Arnold Barr and
In the second doubleheader ing concerts and is an active memtip veil of silk illusion She car- received the guests following the
Tuesday night, Duffy's will tangle ber of the manuscriptsection of music at th£ Christian Endeavor brir.k will leave with her for a iand children spent a few days at ried a cascade bouquet of stephan- ceremony. The stairway was en- children,Elizabeth and Robert of
Houghton Lake during the past
society of the Maple Hill United visit
Port Washington, Wis., visited t
with Fillmore Creamery at 6:30 the Matinee Musicale.
otis centered with three white or- twined with southern smilax and
Both the sisters are accomplish- Brethren church meeting.
week.
few days with her mother, Mrs.
and Fords will meet Hart and
chids.
She
also
carried
the
bridai
highlighted
with
bouquets
of
ayed pianists.
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Tenpas reR. J. Walker, en route to Camp
A choir has been organizedat
Cooley in the nightcap.
handkerch.efof Mrs. James De ringa.
turned last Saturday from a two
the Maple Hill United Brethren
Interlochen, where Elizabeth wifi
Proe, long time friend of the famThe garden, where a buffet supweek trip to Ontario, Canada.
spend the summer, taking a music
church of adults and young people
Saugatuck Wedding
per was served to the 350 guests,
Miss Denna Van Der Kolk, in- ily.
by Mrs. Edger Perkins. There are
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
course.
Miss Marilyn Gier, sister of the was gay with colored umbrellas
Planned by Couple
now 13 members.
Mrs. Mary Van Ham of Zeel- structor in the Muskegon schools
Mr. and Mn. IjToyd H. Baker,
groom,
was
maid
ol
honor
and
and
garden
furniture.Punch was
The business meeting of the and spent last week-end with her is spending a couple of weeks with
Mrs. Anna Baker of Columbus,
The engagement of Miss Mar- Christian Endeavor will bo held children, Mr. and Mrs. W. Van her sister, Miss Myrtle Van Der bridesmaids were Miss Sue Stuart served from bowls surrounded by Ohio, Mr. and Mn. Joe Jesitk of
of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Mrs. Har- ice in which American Beauty
garet Brooks to Jay F. Bartels is July 1 in the home of Mrs. Ken- Harn and Willard.
Kolk after which she will return
Titusville,Florida and Mr. and
old Van Tongeren, Mrs. William roses were frozen. The bride and
announced by her father. Lau- neth Green, Franklin Street, in
Mr. and Mrs. C Rynsburger and to Muskegon for a summer term
Mn. A. A. Korte of Kenilworth,
Bee
lx* and Miss Margaret Hughes groom cut the large tiered wedrence Brooks of Saugatuck. Mr. Grandville.
children accompanied by Mr. and of instruction.
111., attendedthe funeral of Gus
of Detroit, former roommate and ding cake which was topped with
North Shore’s Cubs had little Bartol.s is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
NeighboringOverisel has comThe adult prayer service will be Mrs. P, Rynsburger and family of
Jeaiek.
Delta
Zeta
sorority
sister
of
tlie a miniaturebridal couple.
trouble with the Zeeland Van’s John Bartels, 575 College Ave., held Thursday evening. On Friday Borculo are on a fishing trip to pleted plans for its 78th annual
bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips Brooks
Holland. The ceremony will take evening the young people's prayer Munising.
celebration of Independence Day.
in their Wooden Shoe league conThey were gowned alike in Ri- were master and mistress of cereplace July 30 at 8 p.m. in All service will be held. Both begin at
The
Rev.
H.
Van
Egmond
of including an afternoonand eventest at Zeeland Tuesday night, Saints Episcopalchurch in Sauviera blue mousseline de soie, the monies. Assisting were Mr. and
8 p.m.
Holland conducted the commun- ing program. The Rev. Arthur
when they annexed a 9-0 shutout. gatuck. A reception will follow in
Meatman of Kalamazoo, a former
Tiie following were baptized at ion services here last Sunday.
’ Carl Reimink worked on the
the parish house.
Lamar Lake Sunday afternoon: Mr. and Mrs. J A. Vruggink residentihere, will lx1 guest speakSchrotenboerReanion
mound for the Cubs, allowing only
Mr and Mrs. Harry Snyder, Verl wore dinner guests Sunday of Mr er.
four hita while striking out 12 Olthoff Family Reunion
Tony Wentzel. son of Mrs. MarSnyder, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence and Mrs. Harold Vruggink and
To Be Held in Hamilton
batters.
Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Preston. In the evening Mr. and garet Wentzel, has been invited to
The winners tallied two runs in Held at Boersen
The 14th annual Schrotenboer Holland Chamber of Comment
Horton, Merton Bennett, Fred Mrs. M. Poskey of Wyoming Park appear for a tryout to enter Leathe third on a walk, a single and
The Olthoff reunion was held and Ronald Boerman, Gerald visited them.
reunion will be held July 14 at 6 has been notified by the Uaitei
gue Baseball at Zanesville,O., by
an error and then went scoreless Saturday at the Boersen home. A (Pete) Van Wyk and Ix'on Dishp.m. In Hamilton auditorium. This States Chamber of Commerce
Mr. and Mrs.
Wabeke and a BrooklynDodger scout. He plays
until the fifth inning. Wildness on potluck supper was served and a
is one of the largest reunions held that a businessmen’sconference
waw. The Rev. John Batdors of Judy and Mrs. C. Wabeke visited with the local team and Is also a
Overisel, July 1 (Special)
the part of the Van’s pitcher social time was enjoyed.
in this vicinity with an attendance on urban problems will be held
Mr. and Mrs. G. Vande Water in regular with the Holland Flying
1 Freeport performed the rites asaccounted for a good share of the
at Detroit, Sept. 13 and 14.
Those present were Mr. and j sifted by Rev. Edger Perkins.
Holland last Saturday evening.
Dutchman team. Cecil Johnson, — Dr. C. Dale Barrett,Jr., Ottawa between 400 and 500.
damage in the fifth inning. Three Mrs. Fred Olthoff, Mr. and Mrs
The program is designed for.
Mrs. Allie Newenhouseis visit- another local player is in a Flor- county health director, appeared It was begun in 1930 with L
walks, two errors and a timely Don Olthoff and George. Mr.
Women in Canada were granted ing Mrs. B Hoffman at Chicago. ida State league team at present iK'lore the Board of Supervisors Tinholt elected as the first pre- businessmen who want authorisingle by Jerry W’itteveen upped Mrs. Wally Schurman, Terry and | the right to vote in 1918.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Vanden Bosch and making a good record.
Tuesday afternoonand expressed siding officer.His son. George B. tative data on the ways in which
the North Shore total to six.
and son of Allendale moved last
Recent volunteerblood donors the need for board aid in combat- Tinholt, is the present president. modern city planning can aid ia
Two more hits, including a douFriday into the house they bought for the Red Cross blood bank from ing rabies in Ottawa county.
Other officers are G. Dykman, solving community problems.
ble by Witteveen,combined with
Among the problems to be dislast spring.
Hamilton were Ben Nykamp, WilDr. Frederick Boeder of Lan- vice-president;Mrs. O. Den Bleyat
a walk and an infield out acMr. and Mrs. W. Weenum of bur Rosa, Joe Jipping and Richard sing, explained the rabies problem ker, secretary; Mrs. D. Dykman cussed are traffic congestion
counted for the final three runs
Holland visitedtheir parents, Mr, I Elenbaas.
treasurer and Mrs. J. Jongekryg, adequate parking space, rehabilito the board.
scored by the victors.
tation of blighted areas and other
and Mrs. L. Van Heukelum and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Harm- A motion by Peter S. Boter. assistant secretary-treasurer.
Reimink held the Zeeland batfamily Monday evening
sen and* family spent Sunday In Holland city attorney, which
A family record book has been difficulties common to the town!'
ters in check most of the way alMr. and Mrs. N. Vander Wal, Chicago visiting in the home of would require all applications for printed and an up-to-date report and cities in the United States.
though the losers managed to put
Henry Avink and daughter, Her- the Rev. and Mrs. Raymond dog licensestd be accompanied by of births, deaths, marriages, etc., It is anticipated that several
a runner on base in every inning.
mina and Miss Gertie A^ink were Schaap and family and also visit- proof of vaccination of the dog for is sent to a mailing list of 300 Chamber members from Holland
Pitchers Westenbroek and Johnwill attend this meeting on dvio
recently visitors at the home ot ing their sister, Miss Verleta rabies within the last year, was each year.
son allowed six hits to the North
improvements.
Mrs. Effle Vruggink.
Klomparens.Vernon Harmsen re- tabled.
Shore aggregation. F. Witteveen,
F. Stuart Fitzpatrick, manager
A boy was bom to Mr. and Mrs gained there to spend a week with
Leedcr said the county has had
Legion Auxiliary Has
Jerry Witteveen and H. Waterof the construction and civic deV. Smith June 21 at Zeeland hos- his cousins.
15 cases of rabies reported and
way did all of the hitting for the
velopmentcommittee,and Harold
pital.
another suspect was reported Picnic at Club House
Cubs, with each getting two safeF. Hammond, manager of the
Tuesday. He said if the vaccinaties.
Bride-Elect
and
Members of the American Leg- transportationand communlcatid*’
tion program was properly enforcMr. and Mrs. H. P. Stegeman of
ion auxiliary held a picnic supper nepartment of the United States
ed, rabies could be controlled.

now

holding a commanding 9-4
margin. Ford netted its final tally
in the sixth on a walk and an er-
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Cake Cutting Scene
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Hudsonville visited Mr. and Mrs
G. Brink Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs J. H. Poskey

Surprised at

Shower

According to Dr. Barrett s re- at the club house Monday night.
of Mrs. Theodore port, there are 8,000 dogs in the Mrs. A1 Van Lente and her comMiss Dorothy Plasman
Harmsen of Hamilton was the county and a totaKof 1,691 have mittee were in charge.
spent Sunday, evening with Mr scene of a surprise shower last been vaccinated by th< public Mrs. Clarence Hopkins, presiGrand Haven, July 1 (Special)
and Mrs. J. Mulder at their home Wednesday evening honoring Miss clinics. An estimated1,000 others dent, conducted a business meetMiss Dorothy Plasman was honornear Grandville.
JoaephineHarmsen. Following a were taken to veterinarians pri- ing following supper. Memorial
ed with a shower Wednesday eveMr. and Mrs. J. Hoffman of greeting in song many gifts were vately.
services for three deceased auxining, June 23 at the hom* of
Hamilton visited Mr and Mrs. M. presented to the honored guest.
The estimated percentage of liary members were conductedby
Mrs. Chris Plasman, Zeeland.
Wabeke last Wednesday after* Miss Harlene Harmsen and Miss dogs protected since Jan 1, 194S Mrs. William Hoek, chaplain. AsMoving pictures
shown by
aoon. — ^ --- — ---Ardith Poll were In charge of is from 30 to 35 per cent, Barrett sisting were Mrs. Alden Stoner.
David Plasman and a two-course
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vruggink games and prizes were won by said.
Mrs. Ben Rowan and Mrs Henry
lunch was served by the hostesses.
and Preston spent last Tuesday Mra. Earl Poll. Mrs. Juella TerpDr. Leeder said piat unless the Brower. Two selectionswere sung
Mrs. Chris Plasman, Mrs David
evening at the home of Mr. and' stra and Miss Harmsen.
county has 70 per cent of the dogs by Mrs. Robert Oosterbaan acPlasman and Miss Helene PlasMrs. H. H. Vander Molen at North
Other guests present were the vaccinated, people will be bother- companied by Miss Edna Dalman.
man.
Blendon.
Mesdames George Van Dyke, Har- ed with temporary quarantines
Mrs. Ernest Bedell, child welGuests were the Mes dames HenMr. and Mrs. W. Van Harn and vey Poll, Dick Harmsen, Henry and even these will not protect fare chairman, reported that two
ry De Boer, Ed Plasman, Jake
Willard and their mother, Mrs Harmsen, Elmer Hamisen, Tame? against rabies.
boxes of food and clothing have
Kleinheksel,Gerald Plasman, John
Mary Van Harn spent Sunday Kiekintveld,and Miss Helen The Ottawa county farm bureau been sent to an orphan in Sandit,
Plasman, Sr., Harold Kleinheksel,
afternoon and evening with Mr. Harmsen of Holland. Also the Mes- at Hudsonville sent a letter to France, whom the auxiliary has
John G. Plasman, John Keen, John
and Mrs. H. Van Harn and fam- dames Louis Poll, Bernard Poll, the Board Indicatingthey were in adopted. Mrs. Martin Japlnga rePlasman. Jr.
Mr. and Mr*. Donald C. Bloemert
ily at Jenison.
Fred Eding, Ben Eding, Howard favor of compulsory vaccination. ported that she presented gifts- to
Also the Mesdames C. Beltman,
(de Vries photo)
Misses Adeline Ziel, Irene and Eding, James Hoffman, Edward Mrs. Helen Hopkins Levings of veterans at Sunshine hospital in
Jake Van Den Brink, Lloyd Mr. and Mn. Donald C Bloem- former Ruth Vander Wolde, Florraine Vruggink and Nelson Hatmsen, Miss Thelma Poll and Spring Lake, representing the Grand Rapids as part of the auxSchrotenboer, Gilbert Plasman, ers uit the wedding cake at their daughter of Mr. and Mn. Claude Stegeman and Norman Vruggink Leslie Hoffman, all of Hamilton. Women's League of Voters for iliary rehabilitation program.
Fred Veens txa, Garry Plasman, wedding reception following their Vander Wolde of Grand Rapids. attended the state C E. convenA two-courselunch was served North Ottawa county also ex- The next meeting will be held
Lester KleinhekselVernon John- recent marriage at Harlem Re- The groom is the son of Mr. and tion in Laming last Saturday and with Mn. Van Dyke assistingthe pressed herself in favor of the Sept. 13, when officers will be
son and Edward Plasman.
formed church. The bride is the Mrs. Jack Bloemers,West Olive. Sunday.
elected.
hostess.
measure.

Shower Compliments

The home

me

.

Chamber.
This will be the second annual'
meeting of its kind under the
sponsorship of the United States
Chamber of Commerce. Last yeif
it was held in Washington,D.

C
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West Michigan Farm News Features Poultry Industry
Thermometer Is

Hints for

Fann Photo Contest

Thawing

Feature Safety

Good Check for

Spontaneous Ignition
Danger Reduced

A

There is a trick to thawing frozen fruits so that they will have a
fine flavor and color when you

sene

Examined Regularly
Th* danger of a barn fire from
^xmtaneoiu ignition of hay can be
reduced through the construction
of a simple hay prod thermometer
to check hay temperatures, advises Fred Roth, farm safety special-

/
vs

Michigan State college
When hay is stored with muen

ist at

photo contest seeks pictures that illustratesafety hazards or methods taken to correct
them.

department. Michigan State
lege, East Lansing.

col-

it frozen.

Growers Realize

fruit in the
sealed container during the thaw-

\

ing period for best flavor and

V

,

j

- -

j

can be had by asking Miss

Bullis '

Department

.

spokesman

of Ottawa farmers, states L. R. broad. It covers productionimArnold, county agricultural agent. provement with emphasis on new
Arnold feels this Is an indica- resistance to disease, insects and

1

refrigerator.

A 10-man committee of “outside government” experts on dry
beans and peas, headed by A. L.
Riedel, president of the Michigan
Bean Co., Saginaw, gave the detailed suggestions. Not all recommendations will be accepted,

said the Agriculture department
‘’will lean over backwards” to
follow the advice of "these men
The recent Grass Day at Raon the streets."
venna shows a fine representation The scope of the research is f

tion of growing interest in this

1

h

—

Cover Crop Need

fruit quickly place tho package- -The Old Swimming Rwk" on the
Mason Eastman, who platted the
it sealed— in cold running
village of East man ville in 1855.
water for a half to one hour,
* 0, <,rand rlver n,,',r E»»'Never re-freezefruits after they manvi,,e stand* a* a monument Dr. Eastman organizedthe town,
have l>ccn thawed. To keep them, to I)r* Timothy Eastman who wan then called Polkton, in 1845. The
r°clc was placed in 1921 by
cook them first and then store in the first white nettler to arrive in
Frederic Eastman, son and grandthe
! thin section in 1835, and his
son, son of the two men.
Informationon preparing fruits
—
—
and vegetables for locker storage

keep

From Our Washington Burr.au
Washington
Recommendations were made this week for Ag-

but a

color. Turn the package several
times during thawing to keep the
fruit coated with syrup and prevent darkening. If you thaw it in
the refrigerator, allow six to
eight hours for a pound package
At room temperature, the time is
shortened to two to three hours.
When you wish to thaw the

thermometer can be made inexpensively to give a good check of
the temperatureof the hay. The
outfit consists of 10 feet of onehalf inch electricalconduit with
tn oak or ash point on one end to
permit driving into the hay. Six
one-quarterinch holes should be
punched in the conduit above the
point A dairy thermometer on a

Beans

Prizes will be awarded for win- riculture department research Inning pictures.For full detailsand to how to produce, use, and sell
rules of the contest, write Fred bigger and better dry beans and
Roth, Agricultural Engineeringpeas.

Always leave the

•over 20 per cent moisture content,
danger of heating in the mow is
present unless a mow drier is being used. Even small amounts of
damp hay, if all in one spot, may
cause heating in a limited area.
Heating of the hay takes time
and checking should be dune continually for two months after hay
is put in the mow. A hay prod

•tring is then put into the conduit.
rubber pad at the bottom of the
tube will keep the thermometer
from breaking.
To use, the prod with the thernometer inside is inserted in the
hay and left 10 to 15 minutes. The
thermometeris then pulled up
with the string and read immediately. Detailed instructionsfor

The

Rewrap the unusued part and
keep

Begins Research
For Better

college.

them.

Frozen fruit loses its good eating quality wry quickly after it is
thawed and will become too soft
and lose flavor and color, reminds
Mary E. Bullis, Allegan county
home extension agent.
First of all, thaw only enough
for one meal at a time. If your
family is small, cut a large package of fruit in two before thawing.

When

Agriculture Group

Week

farm safety photo contest
will be one of the features of this
year’s Farm Safety week, July 2531. according to Fred Roth, farm
safety specialist at Michigan State

Frozen Fruits

Hay Temperature

to

-

-

-

\Y(lUk(lZOO

for bulletin No. 208.

important crop. The extension ser-

weed

control; utilizationof

new

food and industrial use of dried
beans, peas, splits and hulls; marketing growth through developing

vice and soil conservation district
have stressed the importance of foreign outlets and packaging.
grass during the three years. The department has special interest in the marketing proposal
Arnold reports tnat many farm- being not so familiar.

ers are establishing grass and
Work will start in July. For
clover meadows.
1949 researchis urged on labor
Olin Clay, conservationist. Is saving machinery for producing,
much pleased over the fact that threshing and cleaning dry beans
t
many farmers have turned to cov- and
er crops in order to stop erosion
Another Michigan "bean man”,
and to add fertilityto the soil. Clarence W. Swanelieck, a grower
He urges plantingsof rye and from Fenton, also serves on anrye grass in corn late in July or other committee,set up under a
The time is here to enroll in the (luring August to insure coverage new agricultural department proof bare soil. This crop may be duction and marketing research
1918-19 Michigan Beef Calf Fw-dutilized as late fall pasture or program.

MSC

Beef Project

Gets

Underway

peas.

Arnold Weaver, son of Mr and
Mrs. Herman Weaver, joined the
National Guards last Monday. He
expects to spend several weeks at
Camp Grayling for training.
Mr. and Mrs. John Joustra and
family Jerene, Jack, Irene and
Juanita from Grand Rapids, spent
•Sunday June 20, at the home ot ing project, sponsored by the ani- early spring pasture.
Twenty
dairy
farmers
from
difmaking, may be obtained from
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Spykerman. mal husbandry extension departAccording to Arnold, farmers
county agriculturalagents.
daughters,Marcia and Ruth of ferent sections of Ottawa county Mr. and Mrs. Bob Anys are ment of Michigan State college, throughout the nation are be- Pasteurization Law
met
at
Coopersville
June
18
to
If the thermometer reads 140
Grand Rapids were guests at the
home after spending a week at the
t wutge. coming aware that grass is the
Take* Effect July 1
College livestock specialist W.
degrees, the hay should be checkhome of relatives in Burnijis on organize a new cow testing asso- home of Mrs. Lavina Anys of
final solution to this great danger
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilmer
Howard.
ciation.
Most
of
this
group
had
od aeveral times a day. At 160
Tuesday.
L.
Finley
offers
a
brief
of
the
Port Sheldon. Mrs. Lavina Anys
of erosion. Building of dams will
July 1 is the date that Michibeen ready to organize one year
degrees, check every hour. Get Sharon Kay and Linda Lou of
has been confined to bed for a rules governing the project and never solve this serious problem. gan's new milk pasteurizationlaw
ago
but
were
held
up
due
to
lack
assistanceif it should rise any South Blendon were guests at the
couple of weeks because of illness. encourages those interested in It Is necessary to hold more water takes effect, reports A. C. Baltof tester. The group voted to orhigher than 180 degrees. Don't home of Mrs. Howard's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Rooks motor- beef cattle lo enroll by weighing back on the farm. More grass and zer, extension dairyman at Michiganize.
work in the mow alone if the temed to Muskegon on Saturday af- their project calves at some con- better soil conservation practices gan State college. Beginningthen,
Mr. and Mrs. John Boerman of
The following were elected offiperature is excessively high. Adeternoon to get their daughter. venient time during the first 10 will accomplish this. The serious all milk entering commercial
cers for one year: Scott Holmes
quate fire fightingfacilitiesshould Burnips on Friday evening.
Millie, who has spent a week vaca- days of July.
floods recorded during past years channelsmast be pasteurized.
of Nunica, president; George ChitMarilyn Rillema returned on
be at hand if heated hay is to be
Two calves may be enrolled per are a direct result of poor farm
tion at a cottage at Twin Lakes.
Michiganis the first state in the
For
tenden
of
Spring
Lake;
vice-presTuesday
after
having
been
a
guest
lemoved and someone who underA
group of 4-H hoys and girls farm, Finley reports.Calves mast practices, allowing much of the nation to enact such a law to safeident; Arthur Schmidt of Zeeland,
stands the correct removal of at the home of relativesin Grand
Waukazoo school spent Wed- have been sired by a registered rainfall to turn directly off the soil guard against certain communiTwo, 4-D, used as a pre-emer- secretary-treasurer,
and Chris from
Rapids for several days. While
heated hay should supervise.
nesday on an exercursion trip beef bull. The calves will be di- with a consequentloss of millions cable diseases.The law was passthere she attended the summer gence spray is sweet corn, suc- Hehl of Coopersville and Gtrrit from Muskegon to Milwaukee on vided inio two groups: seniors,
of tons of top soil full of valuable ed by the legislaturein 1947 to
vacation Bible school for a week. cessfully destroyed weeds with- Buth of Eastmanville, director.
the Clipper. When arriving at the horn between Sept. 1 and Dec. 31, elements so much needed for plant give those concerned a year to
out
injury
to
the
crop.
This
is
the
Harold
Sutton
of
Coopersville,
The Bible school program was
dock in Milwaukee they were met 1947 and juniors, born between food.
prepare for it.
result of one season's trial by Dr. has been secured as tester. TestIdeal
held Friday evening.
by chartered buses which took January 1, and April 1, 1918.
Baltzer advfces that under the
C.
L.
Hamper,
Dr.
H.
B.
Tukey,
ing
will
begin
in
July.
At
preGottleib Miller who has been ill
Calves must gain two pounds or
them to the zoo. The excursion
new law, all milk to be bottled for
for over a month had a set-back and R. F. Carlson, horticulturistssent there is room for admittance
Grass
Silage
Good
w'as held for all 4-H members of morn per day and ma«>t weigh at
retail trade or used in creamerat Michigan State college. * of three or four more herds into Ottawa county.
on Saturday.
least 700 pounds (based ujxin Substitute (or Hay
ies and cheese factories must be
When the 2, 4-D was applied at the association.
Relatives here received word
Next Sunday Dr. J. C Kome Is home weight) at the close of the
pasteurized.
exception is
the
rate
of
10
and
20
pounds
per
Dairymen
interested
in
signing
that Mr*. Clarence Vander Sloot
Summer time and salads just of Grand Rapids was taken to the acre, some retardation of growth should contact the secretary, Ar- expected to preach at the Harde- feeding period to bo eligible for When weather is unfavorable cheese aged Lor more than 60
wyk church. The pastor, the Rev. exhibit at' the 1919 Farmers' for making hay, the grass can go days.
iturally go together. Tossed
hospital on Sunday. On Wednes- and injury of corn was noted, but thur Schmidt,route 1, Zeeland, or
and Mrs. C. Witt are in Canada. Week program at Michigan State into the silo for summer or winFarmers selling milk to their
at the rates of three to five L R. Arnold, court house, Grand
=e<r;,o
The women's soft hall team of college.
ter feeding.When cut and allowed own employes at the farm where
one because there is r*> limit to
The annual Vander Sloot family pounds per acre there was i.o ad- Haven.
Enrollmentcards are being sent to wilt to 65 to 68 per cent mois- it Is produced are exempt from the
North Shore will practice Friday
the variety you can bring to your
reunion will be held all day Mon- verse effect on growth, yield or
Present members of the associa- evening at 6:30 p.m.
lo cooperators of the past three ture. grass and hay mixtures make provision.
meal* with them.
tion are Scott Holmes. Nunica;
day July 5, at Campau Lake. A quality of corn.
The Sunday school teachers of .'ears. However,others are invited
Successfulsalads are guaran- basket dinner will be served at
The 2, 4-D induced stronger Arthur Schmidt, rouje 1. Zeeland; Hardewyk church will hold a to enroll by contacting their coun- excellent fet'd accordingto A. D.
Morley, Allegan county agricul- PRUNE SHRUBBERY
teed if you remember to follow a noon.
anchorage and a larger feeding- George Chittenden, route 2.
few secrets of the trade reminds A large number of people from root system which completelyfill- Spring Lake; Hehl Bros., route 1. meeting Friday evening m 8 p.m. ty agricultural agent or by re- tural agent. Molasses will help
Keep the background of your
Teddy Aaldrink. son of Mr and questing an enrollment card di- prevent spoilage when added to garden in bounds. Don't let the
Mary E. Bullis, Allegan County several surrounding communities ed the soil around the plant. The Coopersville;Gerrit Buth. route 1,
Mrs. Ted Aaldrink, left Saturday rectly from the Michigan State the silage especiallyif it is a little
home extension agent.
shrubberyhang over your garden
and Burnips attended the techni- firm anchorage given by these Coopersville;Robert Rasch, route morning to spend a week with college animal husbandry extentoo moist. Grass silage bulletins liorders. Prune it back to give
First of all, start with fresh
color and sound movie, The Miss- roots kept the plants erect during 1, Conklin; Rolf Essen burg, route friends at Hesperia.
sion department. No enrollment are available in the county ex- light and air to the flower border.
crisp greens that have been well
ing Christians" at the Salem a severe summer storm, whereas 1. Zeeland;Len Bareman and Ed
fee will (*• charged in this 1918- tension office.
washed in cold water and be sure Township community hall in Bur- plants on untreated plots were Koop«. route 2, Holland; George
. Regular cultivationmakes fer
19 project.
When putting up hay that is too better growth and better bloom,
they are thoroughly drained. Mois- nips. Mr. Markley, a member of blown over.
Gunneman, Ed Henning, John
moist danger of heating to the
ture on the leaves dilutes the the ChristianService group of
The horticulturistswarn that Breen. Jr., and L. Cook, all of
ixiint of fire some times occurs WATERING HINT
flavor of the dressing and makes
Detroit sponsors thus film which is the success of this method for route 2, Coopersville; Roe Cusick,
Fishing on Hutchins Lake for
states Morley. Hay in the mow
t wilted salad.
Grass roots stop growing when
being shown in Michigan towns controlling weeds depends upon route 1, Coopersville;Tony Wolfe, pan fish was the best this year in
4-K’ers
should be cheeked frequently for the temperature reaches 90 deMix a tossed salad just before and cities. Bible schools are also many factors such as variety,soil Grand Haven; Bill Visser,Jr„ and many seasons, accordingto local
over heating. When over heating grees. If you water your lawn
type, temperature, and amount John Tvrllorst of Hudsonville.
anglers. Many of the hundreds of
occurs or temperaturerises to during extremelyhot weather the
of rainfall. Tests must be made
fishermen were amply repaid for
more than 180 degrees, fire fight- top grows even though the roots
over a period of years and under
loss of sleep in getting their limit
ing equipment should he kept on are dormant. This does more harm
again be sure they are well drain- Bible school assisted by local peo- a variety of conditionsbefore
in good sized blue gills, bass and
hand.
ed- I*t your imagination go and ple throughoutCanada.
than good to the grass plants.
recommendationscan be made for
perch. Casting results were poor
Twenty-twoAllegan county 4Use new combinationsof vegeMrs. Fay Sarber was a guest general use, but the preliminary
as compared to worms and cane If club members will attend the
tables.
poles.
on Saturday of her children and results are promising.
30th annual state 4-H elub week;
Slice cauliflower floweret tes grandchildren, Mr and Mrs. FishSpecialists at Michigan State
Richard Jonathas.custodianat at East Lansing. June 29-July 2.
vepr thin and add them with very er and Diane and David of St. college warn that general use of
he local school, returnedFriday it was announced by F. Earl
thin crisp slices of carrots to Louis.
trials has been completed.Postfrom East Lansing where he at- Haas, county club agent. MemEfficiency experts say farmers
•hredded spniach, lettuce, endive
The Rev. and Mrs. Shank of emergence sprays must be used
tended a three-day conference of hers are selected for this camp
and finely shredded cabbage. Toss Vicksburgheld evangelistic meet- with caution. Pro - emergence walk too many miles a year and custodians, maintenance and en- on a basis of outstanding work in
fa some Roquefort cheese and just ings in the Market Street Method- spra\ing cannot In* recommended lift needless thousandsof pounds gineers.
their club projects.The minimum
before serving add sectionsof ist church Saturday and Sunday, at the present time. It is expected annually in carrying out their norMrs. William Thorpe and son age is 14 years so many younger
tomatoes. Serve with * zesty June 25 and 26. Special music was that additional work during the mal farming operations.
Edward of Bothseda. Md , arrived members who have done good
French dressing or mix with oil given at every service. Rev. and coming season w ill make possible Generally, they sa>, farmers by plane in Grand Rapids Thurs- work could not lx* named.
and an herb vinegar.
Mrs. Shank sang several
recommendationsfor are unaware of the wasted en- day where siie was met by her
Stale Club week Is for memergy performed. The reason? father, Henry Johnson. They will bers from the southern 43 counAn attractivesalad using three lions at both services.They have general use.
These specialistsat chore analysis
vegetables can be made with car- appeared in every state of the unvisit her parents here until after ties of Michigan.Similar camps
---- —
claim that habit is the greatest the Fourth when her husband.Dr are held at Gaylord and Chatham
rots, cabbage and beets. Make ion at revival meetings and went Advice Given tn Owners
enemy a farmer has lo tackle in 1 horpse, will come to accompany for the other counties.The prothree small separate mounds on a several limes around the
^ UWnerS
reducing a job to its simplest ele- them home.
lettuce leaf of the three veget- This meeting was sponsored by Of Cesspools, Cisterns
gnim includes classes, sports, fun
ments.
ables shredded.
the adult Youth Fellowship group
Elver Bailey Is able to lie out night, candle lighting ceremony,
Too often farmers overlook the again after having been ill of a tours of the collegefarm and othFor a complete salad meal place of the Market Street church.
If you have an itinerant outfit
three lettuce cups on a dinner
Mr and Mrs. Lynn Moored re- clean your cesspool or cistern,be opportunitiesfor making tasks severe case of sumac poisoning on er events. A feature of tlie proeasier and less time consuming his face and arms.
•ize plate. Fill one with a meat ccived word last week that their surc to have an agreement in adgram is the style revue. Marilyn
because they have grown accus•alad, one with a mixed vegetableson-in-law in Kalarnaz<x»has pneu- vanco as lo what the total cost
Richard Bale, son of Mrs. Cyn- Cams of Wetmore and Martha
tomed to a system and see no thia Bale, narrowly escaped ser- Thompson of Harper will represalad and one with a fruit salad.
moniu. Mr. and Mrs. Moored were
l*1(’ j°b will be. It is best lo
reason for a change.
ious injury while playing with fish sent Allegan county in that event.
visitorsof their daughter Laura ^avo ’bis agreement in writing.
Some efficiencyexperts are sug- hook and lines with his cousin, Other members selected to atand son-in-law on Sunday in Kala- That Is the advice given by
Swine ConferenceIs
gesting that farmers take a leaf
mazoo.
Phillip Bale in the farm yard of tend are Margaret Weber, MaplePrairie Farmer's Protective union.
from the note book of the engin- the home of their grandmother, view, Dorothy Osman, Iddles;
Miss
Donna
Loew,
missionary
An
example
is
given
from
one
Planned at Charlotte
eer in determining the ne^ for Mrs. Anna Richards. The fish Harriet Walter. Martin; Lois Petto Albuquerque, N. M., spoke at 7 Illinois farm where traveling
A big day is planned for the pm. Sunday at the Market Street cleaners said it would cost a "lit- a "new look” in choring ofjera- hook struck Richard just above ers, Beech wood; Molly Morris,
tions.
the eye. He was brought into town Blackman; Rosemary McKinnon,
Jwine Type and Production,on- Methodist church. She spoke of Up over $10'’ to clean a cistern.
The experts suggest the placing and treated by a local physician. Hopkins; Marilols Dellaan, Leigh•ference at the Charlotte Fair her experiences teaching in the When they finished,they told the
grounds on Wednesday, July 21 mission school there.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Newman of ton; Katherine Erickson. Pearl;
farmer it would be $72, and col- of a marketing board along a barn
alleyway or other questionable Wyoming Park and Mr. and Mrs. Joyce Brindley, Cheshire;Jerry
»ay* W. N. McMillen. swine M,ec^
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde and lected that amount from him.
pencil goes with it. Clifford Morse of Mishawaka, Ind.,
ialist at Michigan slate college.
children had as their guest, Mrs.
'Hie best way not to be "gyp- routing.
Fenner, Martin; Richard Stone.
The program will begin with a Hyde's sister from New York last ped" by such outfits is to have Then every time the farmer passes Sunday visitedtheir mother, Mrs Hart; Roy James. Minor Lake;
the
spot
he
puts
a
tick
mark
on
Jldging contest at 10 a.m., with Saturday and Sunday.
Anna Morse and son Cleon.
the work done by someone in your
Donald Goodfrey,Cheshire; Larthe paper.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Pew own community.
f: s* Coffey of Ohio State univerMr. and Mrs. Marion Schulz ry Brest. Hicks; Lloyd Wood, OtPerformancemust be tops in
built into the McCormick*
A record of his activities such as and family of Mishawaka, Ind., sego; Marlin Knobloeh. Monterey;
auy as judge. Type classeswill »<? and family who were former Burthe
milker you buy. You
Decring milker — /or your
this, they say, will soon reveal
gicussed at 1 p.m. and Harry nips residents moved to Grandspent Sunday with their parents, Calvin Lane. Allegan; David Peet,
must be assured of smoothCigarette* Banned
whether there Is a need for a Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bushee, Wayland; and Jim Stickel,Trowbenefit!
Moxley, MSC livestock specialist, ville recently.
change
in
the
location
of
chore
running
efficiency
that
allows
bridge.
and
Mrs.
Nellie
Barlow.
will present, the leading producMrs. Keith Hyde and son Bob- From Italian Mail
A McCormick-Deeringon
you to milk your fierd quickuon registry sows 0f several by returned on Saturday morning Cigarettes and tobacco products routes or way of doing tasks.
Mr. and Mis. Tom Smeertge and
The trip to East Lansing will
the job in your dairy barn
ly, quietly,and completely.
kreeds with their Utters.
after having been the guests at
sons. Art and Roger of Holland be made in a school bus leaving
are banned from mails addressed
promptlycuts your milking
A basket lunch is planned for the home of relatives in New York to A.P.O.’s209 and 794, which are SELLING UP
and Sheriff and Mrs. L. A. John- from Allegan. Mary E. Bullis,
Your cows must have gentle,
Farmers sold about 10.4 bfllion son of Allegan were among the home extension agent and Mr.
•oon. Several breed associations for a few days.
time
and steps up production.
massagingmilking action to
located in Trieste and Italy, ac- dollars worth of crops and live•re planningmeetingsduring the
Calvin Fleser has secured emcallers Sunday in the Qirl Walt- Haas will accompanythe group
The
result — greater dairy
aid them in achieving maxicording to word released by Harry stock in the first five months of
er home.
conference, McMiUen reports.
ployment in Grand Rapids.
to East Lansing.
profits
for you! Drop in now
Kramer, Holland postmaster.
mum production.The milker1948, slightly more than last year.
Dean Sarber has been visiting
' Jacob Barnhart spent Thursday
Postal clerks will question all Marketings were down but prices
and let us show you the fea*
itself must be easy tq use,
his sister Margaret and brotherin La Porte. Ind., visiting Clem WASH OFF BUGS
Initiate Structures
contents of packages to these ad- were higher.
handle, and keep clean. ALL
tures of the^McCormick*
in-law and children at their home
Cashbaugh, formerly of Fennville. • During hot. dry days spray
Frame - constructed walls in in St. Louis for the past few dresses and can refuse to accept
of these “musts” have been
Mr
and
Mrs. Vern Case- have evergreenswith a high-pressure
Deering.
Imtodc
^ m3(1(. weeks.
any packages: containing cigar- MILKER SAVES TIME
sold their home in Zeeland and stream of water from rhe garden
ettes
or
tobacco.
An electric milker cuts down are staying with their son. John hose to wash off red mites. Spray
Hffldently warm by . putting The annual Brummel family reGO.
The order becomes effectiveim- milking time about one-third, acwaterproof paper, sheathing and union will be held on Wednesday.
and family, while their new home the undersides of the branchesas
mediately,
Kramer
said.
on the outside and water- July 7, at the Zeeland City park
cording to agriculturalspecialists. is being built adjacent to that of well as the tops.
YOUR INTERNATIONAL DEALER
paper and sheathing on the A supper will be served at 6:30
their son on the Hutchins Lake
601 Chicago Drive, East on M21
FEWER
TURKEYS
Phone Mil
ANSWER BUREAU
report MSC agricultural p.m.
road.
SAVE SEEDS
The
nation's
farmers
are
raisMichigan
State
college
at
East
Walla can. be improved Lester Brower is enjoying a
It pays to save your own flower
•n inch of insulationor fishingtrip with a group of friends ing about a fifth fewer turkeys Lansing is a good place to go for QUALITY IMPORTANT
needs from plants whose seeds
this year than last. The crop this the answer to many farm and
Ao stud apace with’ fa- at the Straits for a few days.
Egg quality is especially Im- lose their vitality rather quickly.
McCC
year is only about five per cent home problems. Be sure your quesportant in hot weather, say MSC This is particularlytrue of hardy
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Custer and above the late 1930 s.
lions are stated clearly.
poultry specialists.
primrose and delphinium.
V
On the productionline” is Michigan'sNo. 1 milkmaid. Miss Shirlej
Brehm blond farm girl from Cadillac, who fs being graduated thia
spring from Michigan State College. Shirley won the honor in a
college cow milking contest. The event was sponsored by the June
Dairy Month committee in behalf of Michigan’s $200,000,000dairy industry. Shirley s father, Frank Brehm. has operated a farm six miles
southeastof Cadillac for many years. She has two brothers. Durwood,
la, and Roger, 4, and was a member of the 4-11 club at Hollister.
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